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  The preservation efforts undertaken at historic tabby sites have varied greatly 
from site to site with differing levels of success. A critical look at different preservation 
strategies enables the development of best practices for appropriate tabby preservation. 
These best practices may be applied to an array of sites but are tested in this thesis as 
they are applied to Chocolate Plantation. Chocolate Plantation is a historic site from the 
early nineteenth century composed primarily of tabby buildings on the Georgia barrier 
island of Sapelo. Constructed during the Spalding Era of tabby, between the years 1790 
and 1875, Chocolate is representative of plantation design in the most active era of tabby 
construction. After years of neglect, Chocolate stands primarily in ruin with no plan for 
preservation or interpretation. Aided by the analysis of other tabby ruins of the Spalding 
Era this thesis seeks to find an appropriate solution for the preservation of Chocolate 
through the creation of a preservation plan.  
 Working from a list of over fifty Spalding Era tabby ruins, sites are analyzed for 
their preservation strategies. The analysis narrows the tabby sites  further to a few model 
samples that display specific preservation options that may be applied to Chocolate 
Plantation. These sites were chosen for their similarities in ownership, accessibility, and 
condition to Chocolate so that the application of strategies are more directly relatable. 
The recommendations compiled for Chocolate Plantation offer strategies that have been 
utilized with success at other sites. The comparative analysis as a whole provides a 
broader look at preservation of tabby structures by synthesizing best practices from most 
remaining tabby sites. 
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INTRODUCTION. HISTORIC CONTEXT, & EXISTING LITERATURE
 A ruined, lonely tabby house
Stands in a silent grove,
And a grayish moss hangs o’er it,
By giant oak trees wove.
Bleak and crumbling is the house,
Full, desolate and tenantless -- 
A dark old wreck of happier days,
And hospitable now shelterless.
Once proud and grand, memorial like,
A pile that may never revive,
The age that reared its mould is gone,
And gone the power that could contrive.
Old ocean laves its island seat,
Land of the olive and the vine,
And waves that mount and winds that crash
In vain were hurled against its prime.
What memories crowd these vacancies,
How oft we fill them as of yore,
How strives the present with the past,
To be, to have, and nothing more.1
 Sapelo Island, Georgia was once a thriving center of plantation activity involved 
in the early production of Sea Island Cotton and sugar cane. The thriving plantation era 
of Sapelo may be seen today in the ruined remnants of these once prosperous plantation 
estates. The poem above, written in 1889, paints a bleak picture of post-Civil War Sapelo 
Island. The ruined house described in the poem is that of Thomas Spalding, one of the 
first major landowners of the island and a proponent of tabby construction. Spalding’s 
widespread use of tabby for his plantations in the coastal Georgia region lead to his 
development of a specialized formula and construction technique that influenced nearby 
1 Charles Spalding Wylly, “South End,” Darien Timber Gazette (October 19, 1889). Quoted in Buddy 
Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater (Darien: McIntosh County Board of Commissioners, 2001), 
410.
2
associates of the planter class. As a frequent contributor to farm journals in his day, 
Spalding was able to share the attributes of his favorite building material with a large 
number of people. In these journals, Spalding shared his specific formula and methods 
for tabby construction, emphasizing the permanence of the material. Tabby, a building 
material composed of oyster shells, lime, and sand, is similar in properties to modern day 
concrete. Spalding describes tabby as a cheap material that equals the beauty of stone, a 
material that grows stronger with time, and one that is the “boast of Barbary” and Spain 
where they have stood for centuries.2
 Spalding’s ideas of the permanence of tabby conflict with the description of his 
personal home written less than eighty years after its initial construction. The ravages of 
war and nature took a toll on the cementitious material, leaving a ruin of the structure and 
the way of life that it once supported. While the ruins of Spalding’s South End house did 
2 Buddy Sullivan, A Georgia Tidewater Companion: Essays, Papers and Some Personal Observations on 
30 Years of Historical Research (North Charleston: CreateSpace Independent Publishing Company, 2014), 
13.
Figure 1.1: Deteriorated tabby wall at McIntosh Sugar Mill, Georgia.
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find a second life with the help of subsequent Sapelo landowners, other tabby structures 
of Sapelo’s plantation era still lay in ruin today. One such ruin on the North End is 
Chocolate Plantation. 











 The North End of Sapelo Island remains as the less visited portion of the island. 
With only dirt roads and no vehicle access for day visitors, the trek to the North End sites 
can be daunting; where one is more likely to come across a wild hog than another tourist. 
It is perhaps because of this fact that most of the North End sites remain fairly untouched. 
Here, approximately seven miles from the Sapelo ferry dock, is Chocolate Plantation.
Chocolate was once a thriving cotton plantation and home to the European 
sea captain, Edward Swarbreck. As Thomas Spalding described, “In my immediate 
neighborhood, from following my example, there are more tabby buildings than all of 
Georgia besides…”3 Swarbreck, a friend of Thomas Spalding, constructed his plantation 
of tabby buildings in the early 1800s, no doubt due to the influence of Spalding. The 
original plantation was made up of a main house, outbuildings, and rows of slave cabins, 
all in tabby. The tabby tradition at Chocolate continued with its next owner, Charles 
Rogers, who built the large tabby barn on the site in the 1830s. Today the site also 
3 Sullivan, A Georgia Tidewater Companion, 13.
Figure 1.3: Aerial view of Chocolate Planation today 
(Google Maps)
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includes modern additions of a mid-century frame house and outbuildings.4
The Chocolate tract, like most of Sapelo Island, is owned by the State of Georgia 
and managed by the Department of Natural Resources. With the DNR based in the more 
frequented South End of Sapelo and the North End primarily managed as a Wildlife 
Reserve, Chocolate has been widely neglected for the past fifty years. While minor 
repairs and structural modifications are evident on a small number of the tabby ruins, 
the overall management plan for Sapelo Island offers no guidance for the protection of 
Chocolate Plantation. As explained by the American Association for State and Local 
History, historic sites are “ours to restore and manage and interpret because earlier 
generations saved them for us; so we, in turn, have an obligation to future generations 
who have an equal claim to that heritage.”5 With no plan for the future of Chocolate 
Plantation more and more historic fabric will be lost each year.
As a vernacular building material of the coastal southeast, historic tabby in the 
U.S. is present at a dwindling number of remaining sites. Most historic tabby buildings 
today exist as ruins. Evaluating the ways these ruins and tabby sites are maintained will 
provide a helpful view on the state of tabby ruins in the U.S. Overall evaluation will also 
illustrate ideas for the future of tabby preservation and management. As explained in 
Interpretation of Historic Sites, “our trusteeship places upon us an ethical commitment to 
accuracy in restoration, truth in interpretation, and protection for the next generation.”6 
To ensure responsible stewardship at Chocolate Plantation that will protect this 
rare architectural asset into the future, this thesis explores tabby preservation on a broad 
4 House referred to as the “Sears” House because it was supposed to have come from a Sears Roebuck 
catalogue.
5 William T. Alderson and Shirley Payne Low, Interpretation of Historic Sites, 2nd ed., (Walnut Creek: 
Rowman Altamira, 1985), 7.
6 Alderson and Low, Interpretation of Historic Sites, 7.
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level. Taking a look at tabby ruins preservation and management will uncover best 
practices in the field that will then inform solutions for tabby ruin sites at either Chocolate 
Plantation or elsewhere.  This broad analysis of tabby sites adds to the scholarship of 
tabby preservation by taking a critical look at preservation practices in place at most 
remaining tabby ruin sites to establish recommendations for effective management. 
The following sections of this chapter provide background history on Sapelo 
Island, Chocolate Plantation, and tabby construction. These sections will provide 
context for the explanation of tabby sites and Chocolate Plantation in later chapters. An 
understanding of the history of the island, the site, and tabby in general will provide a 
clearer explanation of current conditions and issues related to the protection of Chocolate. 
The second chapter explains these conditions and issues in detail to provide a basis for 
the type of efforts required for the protection of the site into the future. The third chapter 
delves into the management and preservation strategies of tabby ruins in Georgia, South 
Carolina, and Florida. These sites were chosen for their date of construction and their 
current condition as ruins. These factors narrow the scope of investigation to sites most 
similar to Chocolate Plantation. The analysis of historic tabby ruin sites illustrates trends 
in management as it relates to the site’s ownership, accessibility, and integrity. These 
trends are used to highlight best practices in site management and tabby preservation. 
Individual case studies of tabby sites are also analyzed to provide insight into specific 
issues that relate directly to those identified at Chocolate Plantation. 
This analysis and investigation of case studies will then directly inform 
suggestions for the management and preservation of Chocolate Plantation in the fourth 
chapter. The recommendations include both site specific and general suggestions 
for the overall protection of the remaining tabby ruin sites in the U.S. Since the 
7
recommendations are drawn from the management of specific tabby ruin sites, successful 
practices in the preservation of tabby ruins are clearly defined. This will provide other 
managers and owners with valuable information to protect their rare tabby assets. 
Overall, the comparative analysis and following recommendations will provide a broader 
look at the preservation of tabby structures by synthesizing best practices from most 
remaining tabby sites. The study will also ensure the continuation of Chocolate Plantation 
for future generations as a site rich in history and tradition. 
Part 1: History of Sapelo Island
 Sapelo is Georgia’s fourth largest island, measuring approximately ten miles long 
and four miles wide. Like most of Georgia’s barrier islands, Sapelo is accessible only 
by private boat or by passenger ferry. The thirty minute ferry ride from the mainland 
Meridian Dock in McIntosh County to the Sapelo dock winds through four and a half 
miles of salt marsh and tidal creeks. Out of Sapelo Islands 16,000 acres, nearly 5,000 
acres consist of salt marshes with the rest classified as high ground.7 Today, the State of 
Georgia owns all but the 434 acre Hog Hammock community and a few small parcels 
on the north end of the island. The Georgia Department of Natural Resources manages 
the state owned lands of Sapelo which include the 6,110 acre Sapelo Island National 
Estuarine Research Reserve on the western perimeter of the island. The island contains 
permanent population of approximately 30-70 residents, the majority of which are 
African American residents of Hog Hammock who are the descendants of slaves from the 
island’s plantations.8 
7 Sapelo Island National Estuarine Research Reserve, “Management Plan: 2008-2013,” July 2008, 15, from 
SINERR website http://www.sapelonerr.org, accessed January 2016.
8 Sapelo Island National Estuarine Research Reserve, “Management Plan: 2008-2013,” 16.
8
Figure 1.4: Map of Georgia Barrier Islands 
(NPS.gov)
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Early Residents of Sapelo
 The first residents of Sapelo Island were Native American tribes, the Guale, that 
inhabited the island for over 3500 years before the area came into Spanish and English 
hands. Evidence of early Native American settlement is most evident in the shell ring 
at the north end of the island. This large shell midden, or ancient trash heap, is made up 
primarily of discarded shells that proved to be a useful site for raw building materials 
during Sapelo’s plantation years. Both historical reference and archeological findings 
confirm the Spanish occupation of Sapelo in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
Archeological evidence of the Spanish on Sapelo is thus far strictly related to ceramic 
findings in various areas on the west and north ends of the island. The Spanish influence 
on Sapelo is most evident in its name. The name Sapelo has Indian origins and was 
referred to as both Capala and Sapala in early Spanish records. The Spanish referred to 
their mission on Sapelo as San Jose de Zapala, which was later translated to Sapelo.9
 The island entered into English ownership in 1747 when a Creek Indian 
chief gave St. Catherines, Ossabaw, and Sapelo to a half-Indian associate of General 
Oglethorpe and her English husband, Thomas Bosomworth. Ten years after the islands 
were given over to the Bosomworths, the English Royal governor negotiated a treaty 
with the Creek that ceded the islands to the Crown. Sapelo was then sold at auction in 
1760 and was purchased for 725 pounds by the Englishman Grey Elliott. Elliott sold his 
land in 1762 to the Scotsman Patrick Mackay who became the first large-scale planter 
of Sapelo Island. Mackay farmed the north end of Sapelo until his death fourteen years 
9 Buddy Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater (Darien: McIntosh County Board of 
Commissioners, 2001), 9; Lewis H. Larson, Jr., “The Spanish on Sapelo,” in Sapelo Papers: Researches 
in the History and Prehistory of Sapelo Island, ed. Daniel P. Juengst, (Carrollton: West Georgia College, 
1980), 36-37.
10
later. The island was then purchased by John McQueen of South Carolina whose financial 
difficulties prevented him from making any true impact on the island. After fleeing to 
Florida and becoming a Spanish citizen McQueen sold his land, which included Sapelo, 
Cabretta, and Blackbeard Islands, to a group of French noblemen.10
 The French involvement with Sapelo Island was a brief yet complicated 
venture. Five French noblemen formed the Sapelo Company in 1790 with a sixth man 
investing two years later. These men were Dumoussay, the manager and financial officer 
of the group, Chappedelaine, the youngest “visionary” and “dreamer”, Boisfeuillet, 
Chappedelaine’s uncle, Dubignon, a wealthy former sailor whose interests eventually 
10 Buddy Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 80.
Figure 1.5: Shell Ring, Sapelo Island, GA
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shifted to Jekyll Island, Grande Clos Mesle, who never came to Georgia, and Villehuchet, 
the last investor who found the coastal lifestyle unfavorable and returned to France only 
to be beheaded in the French Revolution soon after.11 While the Frenchmen initially 
had plans of selling Sapelo timber for shipbuilding, the Sapelo Company earned money 
on their islands by raising livestock and growing corn and cotton. However, their 
coastal experiment was brought to an end only five years after it began due to stormy 
personalities and disagreements.12 The land, livestock, and slaves owned by the Sapelo 
Company were divided among the surviving investors and the company was completely 
dissolved by 1794. By the end of 1794 the only Frenchman to remain on the island was 
Boisfeuillet. Both Chappedelaine and Dumoussay died in September 1794. In that year, 
Dumoussay died from fever and soon after Chappedelaine was shot and killed by his 
uncle Boisfeuillet. Boisfeuillet never went to trial for the murder of his nephew and lived 
his few remaining years on the coast of Georgia. 
 In the early 1800s the French interests at Sapelo were sold off in parts eventually 
putting the island into the hands three men: Thomas Spalding at the south end, Edward 
Swarbreck at Chocolate, and John Montalet at High Point (Fig. 2.3). Spalding’s land 
holdings on the island first came to him through inheritance from his father-in-law in 
1802, but by the time of his death in 1851 he owned all but 650 acres of Sapelo. 
A Biography of Thomas Spalding
 Thomas Spalding was a politician, planter, builder, and entrepreneur of the 
nineteenth century. His ideas for Sapelo Island and for agriculture in the plantation south 
11 Buddy Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 81-82.
12 Ibid., 82.
12
made Sapelo a profitable area for the first and only time in its history.13 Spalding’s legacy 
of encouraging tabby construction for plantation and private use is seen throughout the 
coast and islands of Georgia. 
Thomas Spalding was born on St. Simons Island, Georgia in 1774 to James 
and Margery Spalding, both of Scottish birth. James Spalding established himself as a 
prosperous plantation owner on St. Simons owning 5,550 acres of land and 94 slaves at 
the time of his death in 1794. Thomas Spalding married Sarah Leake in 1795 and the 
young couple settled on the Spalding St. Simons land for a number of years. Spalding 
served as a member of the Georgia Constitutional Convention and was elected to state 
senate in the years 1789, 1803 -1804, 1808-1810, and 1812-1814 and served one term 
in the United States House of Representatives from 1805-1806. From his experience in 
national politics, Spalding found that he prefered his life in Georgia.14 
 It was through his relationship with his father-in-law, Richard Leake, that 
Spalding first became involved with Sapelo Island. Richard Leake was as Irishman and 
British loyalist who came to Georgia in 1774. Leake inherited Jekyll Island, Georgia from 
his father-in-law in 1784 and grew Sea Island Cotton there until he sold the island to the 
Frenchman Dumoussay in 1791. Throughout his time in Georgia, Leake purchased and 
sold land near Savannah, in McIntosh County, and on St. Simons Island. At the time of 
his death in 1802, Leake was completing a deal for the purchase of 4000 acres on Sapelo 
Island for plantation purposes. As executor of Leake’s estate, Spalding completed the 
transaction and thus began his involvement with Sapelo Island. 
 From the years 1807-1810 Spalding worked on the construction of his Sapelo 
13 Buddy Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 95.
14 E. Merton Coulter, Thomas Spalding of Sapelo (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1940).
13
plantation home, South End House. While Spalding borrowed ideas from Greek, Italian, 
and Jeffersonian influences, South End House was far from the typical high style 
plantation homes of the antebellum south. Spalding designed his house low to the ground 
and sturdy, utilizing local materials, primarily tabby, and lacking much architectural 
detail. The house was ninety feet by sixty-five feet with a kitchen wing on one side and an 
office wing on the other. The house featured a front portico with six columns, a stuccoed 
tabby exterior, and a flat tar and sand roof. Spalding’s biographer, Merton Coulter, 
described South End House in Thomas Spalding of Sapelo: “It (the mansion) was to be 
more than a house, or even a home; it was to be part of Spalding himself - an expression, 
and a useful one, of his idea of permanence on Sapelo...it would be strong enough to 
resist the most furious of hurricanes that were given to sweeping in from the sea…”15 As 
confirmation of his idea of permanence, South End House did survive the hurricane of 
1824, considered by historians as the worst hurricane to ever hit McIntosh County.16 
 Beyond architectural improvements, Spalding’s primary interest lay in the 
cultivation of his land. Spalding believed that the coastal region was a new Garden of 
Eden and encouraged his contemporary planters to take advantage of the agricultural 
opportunities that the land provided. Spalding experimented with his crops and 
emphasized the need for diversification to avoid ruination.17 He regularly contributed to 
agricultural journals such as The Southern Agriculturist, and Register of Rural Affairs; 
Adapted to the Southern Section of the United States. Spalding was well regarded for his 
agrarian writings and was named the first president of the Union Agricultural Society in 
1824.
15 Coulter, Thomas Spalding of Sapelo, 43. 
16 Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 100.
17 Sullivan, Sapelo: A History, (Darien: McIntosh County Chamber of Commerce, 1988), 14.
14
 While best known in his time for his authority on the cultivation of Sea Island 
cotton and sugarcane, Spalding also contributed to the renewal of tabby architecture. 
Spalding utilized tabby for his private home on Sapelo, South End House, his home 
on the mainland, Ashantilly, and his agricultural buildings, Long Tabby. Long Tabby 
included a cotton barn, sugar mill and gin, and a grist mill.18 Spalding advocated the use 
of tabby through published articles and through correspondence with contemporaries. In a 
personal letter from 1844, Spalding wrote,19
Tabby...a mixture of shells, lime and sand in equal proportions by measure and not 
weight, makes the best and cheapest buildings, where the materials are at hand, I 
have ever seen; and when rough cast, equals in beauty stone...The drift shells after 
the oyster is dead, thrown up along the shores of our rivers, are also used, but the 
salt should be washed out...In my immediate neighborhood, from following my 
example, there are more tabby buildings than all of Georgia besides.
Through Spalding’s influence, many plantations and sugar mills in coastal Georgia 
utilized tabby. The tabby buildings of Spalding influence remain in various states of 
ruin on the Darien waterfront, on nearby Creighton and Tolomato Islands, and at James 
Couper’s Hopeton Plantation and at Robert Grant’s Elizafield Plantation both south of 
Darien. Another site with direct influence by Spalding is Chocolate Plantation on Sapelo 
Island. Chocolate’s tabby ruins represent one of the few remaining examples of a full 
tabby plantation layout.20 
 As a planter in the antebellum south, Thomas Spalding used slave labor for 
the construction and the cultivation of his plantation. Spalding is regarded by his 
biographers as a relaxed slave owner who only regarded slavery as a necessary evil for 
18 Buddy Sullivan, A Georgia Tidewater Companion: Essays, Papers and Some Personal Observations 
on30 Years of Historical Research, (North Charleston: CreateSpace Independent Publishing Company, 
2014), 14.
19 Sullivan, Sapelo: A History, 17-18.
20 Chocolate Plantation is described in greater detail in the following section. 
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the maintenance of his land.21 Spalding was noted for allowing his slaves free time for 
pursuing personal agrarian interests and raising their own hogs and poultry. He was also 
noted for his desire to keep his slaves with the land they worked; Spalding rarely sold 
slaves unless it was in conjunction with a land sale.22 Spalding did not purchase many 
slaves after 1822, but in 1837 still remained the second largest slaveholder in McIntosh 
County with 421 slaves.23  One slave of note is Bu-Allah, also known as Bilali. Bilali was 
a slave of Muslim background who became Thomas Spalding’s overseer and second to 
Spalding himself was the “most powerful man on the island.”24 Bilali was highly trusted 
by his master; reports even stated that Spalding provided Bilali with firearms during the 
War of 1812 in case of British invasion.25 
 Spalding’s devotion the Georgia coast remained central to his entrepreneurial 
interests throughout his life. In 1816 he sold five acres of Sapelo’s south end to the 
United States government for the construction of a lighthouse. Spalding hoped that 
a lighthouse on Sapelo would turn Darien’s port into an economically profitable 
commercial center.26 The lighthouse was completed in 1820 but was deactivated and 
dismantled by Confederate troops at the start of the Civil War. The lighthouse went back 
into commission after the war until 1905 when a new steel lighthouse was built north of 
the old brick structure.27 Despite Spalding’s best efforts in promoting Darien as a leading 
commercial port, Darien’s port never found much success. 






27 Buddy Sullivan, “Sapelo Island Settlement and Land Ownership: A Historical Overview, 1865-1970,” 
Occasional Papers of the Sapelo Island NERR, Vol. 3 (2014): 16, accessed January 2016, http://www.
sapelonerr.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Land-Owership-Paper.pdf
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 Another one of Spalding’s last efforts that came to naught was his push for the 
preservation of the Union. Less than one month before his death Spalding spoke in 
support of the Compromise of 1850 to a Georgia state convention in Milledgeville. After 
the convention Spalding returned to his Darien home, Ashantilly, and lived out his final 
few days.
Sapelo after Spalding
 Upon his death in 1851, Thomas Spalding’s land and slaves were left to his 
son Randolph and grandson Thomas Spalding II. In the ten years before the Civil War, 
Sapelo functioned as it did under Thomas Spalding. Randolph and his family lived first 
at Chocolate Plantation and then at South End House. Thomas and Sarah Spalding’s 
daughter, Catherine Ann, and her husband Michael Kenan moved to Sapelo in 1854, 
establishing permanent residence on the Duplin River in Hanging Bull. The Kenans 
cultivated cotton on their land until 1861 when they left the coast for the duration of the 
Civil War. Randolph moved his family from the island in 1857, using South End House 
frequently for family retreats until the start of the war. 
 During the Civil War, General Robert E. Lee called for the evacuation of the 
coastal islands. At this time, Confederate, Union, and slave looting and vandalism left 
South End House in ruin. After the Civil War, ownership of Sapelo became murky. 
Randolph Spalding died in 1862, leaving his land holdings in trust to his children. In 
1865 General Sherman issued Field Order No. 15, giving the islands of South Carolina 
and Georgia to the newly freed slaves.28 The freedmen returned to the island in 1865 on 
the promise of land ownership. However, Field Order No. 15 was soon after repealed by 
28 Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 366.
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President Jackson, leaving the freedmen without legal right to the lands they called home. 
Despite the fact that there were now four hundred freedmen living on the island, 
several of the young Spaldings returned to their homes on Sapelo in the 1870s. Thomas 
II, his brother Bourke, and their sister Sallie McKinley all moved with their families 
to settle in the Barn Creek area of Sapelo. At the same time Spalding Kenan moved to 
his family land on the Duplin River. While several of the family members sought to 
establish homes and enterprise on the island, the remote island “proved impractical” for 
the young families.29 By 1890, the Spalding’s had left Sapelo and the island was under the 
ownership of five different families who leased the land for hunting. 
The Sapelo lands continued to be divided into pieces into the early twentieth 
century. One group from Macon, Georgia, called the Sapelo Island Company, purchased 
lands on the south end of the island. The Sapelo Island Company sought to establish a 
hunting lodge on the island and, as a result, they restored much of the ruined South End 
House for this purpose.30 Soon after the group finished their restoration of the house, the 
island was sold to the northern millionaire Howard Coffin.
The Howard Coffin Era
 Howard Coffin first visited Sapelo in 1910. As the chief executive officer of 
the Hudson Motor Company in Detroit, Coffin was looking for a place to invest his 
automotive fortune. After learning of Sapelo and its probable availability, Coffin and 
his beloved wife, Matilda, purchased the island, excluding the African American 
communities of Hog Hammock, Shell Hammock, and Raccoon Bluff, for $150,000. Early 
29 Sullivan, Sapelo: A History, 26.
30 Ibid., 27.
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in their ownership, the Coffins refurbished the South End House and installed a reflecting 
pool, using the island as a retreat from the bustle of Detroit. 
 Coffin, with help from his cousin Alfred Jones, quickly began experimenting with 
a variety of enterprises on Sapelo. From 1912 to 1922 he cultivated Sea Island cotton 
and raised cattle, which were eventually stopped by the boll weevil and cattle fever tick, 
respectively. He built a saw mill, barns, farm buildings, artesian wells, and roads. From 
1922 to 1930 he maintained an oyster cannery run by the local women of Sapelo. He built 
a greenhouse, duck pond, and dock in 1925. He also maintained Little Sapelo Island, just 
east of the mainland, as a site for pheasant hunts between 1924 and 1929.31 
 In 1922, the Coffins began the complete modernization of their Sapelo Island 
home. Building on the tabby foundations and walls of Spalding’s South End House, 
Coffin designed his house in a style typical of luxury in the roaring twenties. The new 
modern home included an indoor swimming pool, game room, and ballroom all equipped 
with the most modern technology. The Coffins’ new south end home was a perfect 
venue for entertaining their prominent guests. These guests included President and Mrs. 
Coolidge in 1928, President and Mrs. Hoover in 1932, Charles Lindbergh in 1927 and 
1929, and Henry and Edsel Ford from Detroit. 
 During his time on Sapelo, Coffin began purchasing land on St. Simons Island. 
In 1926 Coffin bought the small island to the east of St. Simons and named it Sea 
Island. Here, Coffin worked to establish an exclusive and luxurious resort for the south; 
The Mediterranean styled Cloister Hotel opened in 1928.32 The crash of 1929 and the 
Great Depression took their toll on Howard Coffin. In 1932, Coffin was beginning to 
31 Sullivan, Sapelo: A History, 33.
32 Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 653.
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experience financial failure. In the same year, he lost his wife, Matilda, to heart failure. 
In 1933, unable to maintain both Sea and Sapelo Islands, Coffin put Sapelo up for sale. 
After the loss of his wife, the loss of his beloved Sapelo Island, and a second brief failed 
marriage Howard Coffin took his own life in 1937.33 His final pursuits, unlike Spalding’s 
before him, eventually proved successful. Unfortunately, Coffin was never able to see the 
success that his Sea Island hotel gained. 
R.J. Reynolds on Sapelo
 Richard J. Reynolds, a North Carolina tobacco heir, bought Sapelo Island from 
Howard Coffin in 1934. Reynolds began making his mark on Sapelo in 1936 with the 
construction of additional buildings on the south end including a two-story dairy barn. 
His early alterations to the South End house involved the commission of Atlanta artist 
Athos Menaboni to paint murals throughout the house that depicted tropical jungle, 
circus, and pirate themes. Like his predecessor, Howard Coffin, R.J. Reynolds enjoyed 
a lavish lifestyle on Sapelo Island. Reynolds’ personal life included several marriages, 
entertaining with extravagant parties, and boating in the Atlantic. Purchased along with 
the island in 1934, Reynolds enjoyed yachting on Howard Coffin’s Zapala up and down 
the Atlantic coast. 
 Reynolds also maintained the entrepreneurial spirit that his predecessors brought 
to Sapelo Island.  In 1949 Reynolds opened the island to vacationers looking for a private 
island retreat. Utilizing South End buildings as dormitories and opening up part of his 
home, the “Sapelo Plantation Inn” could host up to forty guests at a time.34 Reynolds only 
33 Sullivan, Sapelo: A History, 44.
34 Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 679.
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maintained the Sapelo Plantation Inn until 1951. From 1948 to 1952 Reynolds hosted 
a summer boy’s camp on the island. The camp, for boys aged seven to fourteen, was 
intended as a recreational and educational program for underprivileged boys. In his desire 
to bring additional educational programs to Sapelo Island, Reynolds established the 
Sapelo Island Research Foundation in 1949. Soon after, a marine biology laboratory was 
established on the south end of Sapelo, which remains today as the University of Georgia 
Marine Institute. Scientists arrived on Sapelo in 1953 and began their research utilizing 
buildings on the south end including the former Inn dormitories. In the following years, 
Reynolds and the Marine Institute hosted the Salt Marsh Conference, the Geological 
Society of America, the Conference on Estuaries, and the “Conference on the Future of 
the Marshlands and Sea Islands.”35 In 1960 Reynolds purchased a passenger vessel and 
established the first regular ferry from the mainland to Sapelo. 
From the 1940s to the 1960s, Reynolds increased his land ownership on Sapelo by 
acquiring land owned by the African American communities. Through his land purchases, 
occasionally achieved through intimidation, Reynolds consolidated the African American, 
or Geechee, communities of Sapelo Island into one area, Hog Hammock. To this day, 
the African American land holdings on Sapelo are restricted to the Hog Hammock 
community.36 In 1962, due to declining health from emphysema, Reynolds left Sapelo 
Island for the last time. Reynolds and his wife moved to Switzerland where he died in 
1964. In 1969, Reynolds’ widow sold the North End of Sapelo to the State of Georgia as 
the R.J. Reynolds Wildlife Refuge. 
 In 1976 the State of Georgia purchased land on the south end of Sapelo from 
35 Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 683.
36 Information on the African American communities on Sapelo are discussed later in this chapter.
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Reynolds’ Sapelo Island Research Foundation. This land eventually became the territory 
of the Sapelo Island National Estuarine Research Reserve which is a state-federal 
partnership between the Georgia Department of Natural Resources and the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.37  Also in 1976, the Marine Institute began 
leasing land and buildings on the south end including the main house and dormitory 
buildings. The Marine Institute maintains a prominent presence on the island today. The 
Sapelo Island National Estuarine Research Reserve (SINERR) and the Marine Institute 
follow the path that R.J. Reynolds started through the implementation of educational 
programs and marine stewardship on Sapelo Island. In 1995 the Friends of Sapelo 
was organized as a non-profit volunteer organization that assists in the outreach and 
stewardship mission of SINERR and the Georgia DNR. 
In 1977 the Department of Natural Resources opened the island for day tours. 
The main house on the South End, known today as the Reynolds Mansion, is available 
for overnight guests and maintained by the state. Other accommodations on the island 
include house rentals offered by the residents of the remaining African American Geechee 
community in Hog Hammock. After being displaced from their original communities, 
the remaining African Americans on Sapelo maintain their presence in Hog Hammock 
relying primarily on tourism for their livelihood. 
The Geechee Community 
A full history of Sapelo Island would be remiss to exclude a deeper look at the 
evolution of Sapelo’s slave community and their role on the island. The enslaved Africans 
37 “The History of Sapelo,” Sapelo Island National Estuarine Research Reserve, accessed January 2016, 
http://www.sapelonerr.org/education-training/the-history-of-sapelo.
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of Sapelo Island were brought to the area primarily through the actions of Thomas 
Spalding. Since Thomas Spalding owned most of Sapelo in the early nineteenth century, 
the descendants of slaves on the Island can likely trace their ancestry back to a Spalding 
slave. Since the beginning of the nineteenth century, when enslaved Africans were first 
brought to the island, the black population of Sapelo Island has greatly outnumbered the 
white population. At certain times in Sapelo’s history, the black population reached to 
over 500 people spread over at least fifteen different communities. These communities 
include Behavior/Bush Camp Field, Riverside, Bourbon, Drink Water, Hanging Bull, 
Jack’s Hammock, Mary’s Hammock, Moses Hammock, King Savannah, and Chocolate, 
as well as the largest communities at Racoon Bluff, Belle Marsh, Lumber Landing, Hog 
Hammock, and Shell Hammock.38 The traditions of these black communities, known as 
Geechee, remain rooted in the West African culture and language brought to the island by 
their enslaved ancestors. 
Just prior to the Civil War, the McIntosh County census listed 370 slaves living 
in fifty dwellings on Sapelo. This number included 252 Spalding slaves distributed over 
Long Tabby, Chocolate, and Bourbon, as well as 118 Kenan slaves. In 1861 the military 
called for the evacuation of the coastal islands, forcing the white and black residents of 
Sapelo to abandon their homes. In 1865, 352 freedmen returned to their Sapelo Island 
home, some walking hundreds of miles to do so.39 The height of African American 
population on Sapelo occurred just prior to Coffin’s purchase of the island in 1910. These 
539 residents were likely finding work in the timber industry that was at its height in 
McIntosh County at this time.40 This population of African Americans were primarily 




living in Raccoon Bluff and Hog Hammock with smaller communities at Lumber 
Landing and other sites. During the Coffin ownership of the island, the 1930 census listed 
345 African American residents in seventy-two households and fifty-two white residents 
in twelve households living on Sapelo. The relatively high number of white residents 
of the island were employees of Coffin who had recently completed the restoration of 
his house and was just starting to feel the effects of the Depression. While the black 
population continued to maintain their highest numbers at Hog Hammock and Raccoon 
Bluff, this census listed an additional eleven black households at Shell Hammock. By 
1950 the black population of Sapelo had decreased to 250 and by 1963 the 211 black 
residents were forced into one community at Hog Hammock by the land purchases 
of R.J. Reynolds. Ten years later the population decreased to 150 black residents and 
then sunk to seventy by 1990.41 Today, signs at Hog Hammock list the population at 
seventy residents; truthfully, however, the population has dwindled to only 38 full time 
residents.42 
The livelihood of the Geechee communities of Sapelo were rooted in an 
agricultural tradition. When the Geechee returned to Sapelo as freedmen in 1865 their 
formerly prosperous white masters had fallen on hard times. Without free slave labor, the 
white landowners of Sapelo were unable to maintain their planter lifestyles. In 1881, the 
northerner Amos Sawyer purchased most of the North End of the island including Kenan 
Field, High Point, Chocolate, Bourbon, Lumber Landing, and King Savannah. Sawyer 
soon after began selling small tracts of this land to freedmen. In 1885, the freedman 
Caesar Sams purchased sixty acres at Lumber Landing, located on the Duplin River. 
41 Sullivan, “Sapelo Island Settlement and Land Ownership: A Historical Overview, 1865-1970,” 3
42 Caroline McCoy, “A Change is Gonna Come,” Roads and Kingdoms, 2015, accessed February 2016. 
http://roadsandkingdoms.com/2015/a-change-is-gonna-come.
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Lumber Landing’s population reached forty-one in 1910 but fell to only two families 
by 1930. Also in 1885, the freedman Joseph Jones purchased fifty acres just south of 
Chocolate. Jones’ land eventually became the Belle Marsh community. 
The land known as Raccoon Bluff was originally part of the tract owned by the 
Frenchman Boisfeuillet. The land was purchased and owned by the Street family from 
Figure 1.6: Map of Sapelo’s Geechee communities
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the early 1800s until 1871. This parcel of land was the only part of Sapelo never owned 
by Thomas Spalding.43 In 1871 a group of freedmen, under the business name of William 
Hillery and Company, purchased close to 1000 acres at Raccoon Bluff from the Street 
family. The three partners, William Hillery, John Grovner, and Billaly Bell, divided 666 
of the acres into twenty, 33-acre lots and each retained 111 acres for themselves. The 
Raccoon Bluff community eventually became the largest Geechee community on the 
island. The 1880 census listed sixteen freedmen as owning property at Raccoon Bluff, 
with another twenty-two freedmen leasing or renting land for farming. The community 
at Raccoon Bluff grew to include the wood-frame First African Baptist Church built in 
1900, a Rosenwald school built in 1927, a general store, and a number of small wood-
frame houses. Raccoon Bluff maintained a population until the 1960s when all remaining 
Geechee residents moved to Hog Hammock. 
A small settlement at Behavior/Bush Camp Field existed prior to the Civil War 
but was abandoned by the 1870s. By the 1880s Behavior became the island cemetery. 
Behavior cemetery remains to this day as the burial location for Geechee residents of 
Sapelo. The cemetery is listed on the National Register of Historic Places and is not open 
for public access. 
Hog Hammock was another South End settlement that pre-dated the Civil War. 
The community gets its name from Sampson Hogg, a Spalding slave who maintained the 
Spalding hogs and livestock in the area.44 After the Civil War, Thomas Spalding II sold or 
deeded much of his South End land to freedmen. By the 1930s Hog Hammock included 
the Second African Baptist Church, community buildings for the Masons, the Eastern 
43 Sullivan, “Sapelo Island Settlement and Land Ownership: A Historical Overview, 1865-1970,” 4.
44 Ibid., 13.
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Star and the Farmers Alliance, a school, and several stores. Hog Hammock was the 
second largest Geechee community on Sapelo until the 1960s when it became the only 
Geechee community. Today Hog Hammock is listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places and includes the Farmers Alliance Hall and a number of vernacular wood-frame 
houses.45 
Once Howard Coffin purchased the majority of Sapelo Island, many African 
Americans were able to find employment through his various endeavours. The 1930 
census listed Geechee residents in the occupations of housekeeper, foreman for road 
building, dairyman, stock farm manager, laundress, carpenter, herdsman, and gardener.46 
R.J. Reynolds also employed a number of African Americans in similar occupations as 
well as in the fields of machinery maintenance and boat operations.47 As stated previously, 
Reynolds purchased most of the Geechee lands, displacing all of their residents to the 
Hog Hammock community by 1964. Reynolds sought to create a private hunting preserve 
on the North End of Sapelo, a goal that did not come to fruition in his lifetime. Reynolds 
used a combination of pressure and incentives to force the Geechee communities to 
sell or exchange their lands and relocate to Hog Hammock. Incentives included the 
construction of new homes with water and electricity, a new First African Baptist Church 
for the displaced Raccoon Bluff community, and a new school.48 The last resident of 
Raccoon Bluff was Allen Green, a well-known sweetgrass basket maker who had lived at 
Raccoon Bluff most of his life. He eventually moved to Hog Hammock in 1964. 
In recent years, the remaining Geechee community has faced a number of 
45 National Register of Historic Places. Hog Hammock Historic District. Sapelo Island, McIntosh County, 
Georgia, National Register #96000917.
46 Sullivan, “Sapelo Island Settlement and Land Ownership: A Historical Overview, 1865-1970,” 15.
47 Sullivan, Sapelo: A History, 47.
48 Buddy Sullivan, “Sapelo Island Settlement and Land Ownership: A Historical Overview, 1865-1970,” 15.
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struggles to maintain their lifestyle on Sapelo. With limited access to jobs, pressures from 
development, and the threat of property tax increases, the Hog Hammock residents are 
experimenting with innovative programs for the preservation of their community.  Hog 
Hammock residents and descendants established the nonprofit Sapelo Island Cultural and 
Revitalization Society (SICARS) in 1993 with the goal of preserving and revitalizing 
the last remaining Geechee community of the Georgia coast.49 SICARS hosts and annual 
Culture Day for the promotion of their cultural heritage and in recent years established 
a Community Land Trust for the protection of their remaining land.50 Other income 
producing ideas put forth by SICARS is the development of a Cultural Village to educate 
visitors on their Geechee heritage and the Geechee Red Peas Project that is allowing the 
Geechees of Sapelo to make money from traditional agricultural products.51 
Part 2: History of Chocolate Plantation
 The history of Chocolate Plantation began in 1790 with the purchase of Sapelo 
Island by six French noblemen. As mentioned in the previous section, these men formed 
the Sapelo Company and soon began using their Sapelo Island land for farming and 
livestock. The ventures of the Sapelo Company were short lived due to a number of 
disagreements between the men. By 1794 the Sapelo Company’s land and livestock 
were divided among the five remaining investors. Two of the Frenchmen, Villhuchet 
and the Grand Closmesle, obtained the Chocolate tract in the dissolution of the Sapelo 
49 “About,” Sapelo Island Cultural and Revitalization Society, accessed February 2016, http://www.
sapeloislandga.org/about.
50 Ibid.




 The name Chocolate first appears in deeds and correspondence by the Frenchmen 
in 1797.53 At this time, an agent of the Frenchmen, Lewis Harrington, purchased the 
tract then known as Chocolate. In 1801 Harrington sold the Chocolate tract to Richard 
Leake, father-in-law of Thomas Spalding, and Edward Swarbreck, a Danish sea captain. 
Together, Leake and Swarbreck sought to purchase large portions of Sapelo from the 
French.54 However, in 1802 Leake died, leaving the large purchase of Sapelo land for his 
son-in-law to complete.
 Swarbreck maintained the Chocolate tract from 1801 to 1827. Initially living on 
Sapelo part time, Swarbreck leased the land from 1805 to 1808. From the years 1815 to 
1819 Swarbreck built the majority of the plantation buildings along Mud River, replacing 
the existing buildings left over from previous owners with tabby construction. The tabby 
buildings on Swarbreck’s Chocolate Plantation were highly influenced by his friendship 
with Thomas Spalding.55 Swarbreck’s construction included two rows of slave dwellings, 
a cotton house, and a residence. During his ownership, Swarbreck was able to make 
Chocolate a profitable cotton enterprise that continued until the start of the Civil War. In 
1827 Swarbreck left Sapelo Island and sold Chocolate Plantation to his agent, Dr. Charles 
Rogers. Rogers continued in Swarbreck’s example by farming the land and building 
additional buildings from tabby. Among these additions was a large tabby barn that still 
remains on the plantation today. 
 In 1843 Thomas Spalding purchased 7000 acres on the North End of Sapelo, 
52 Sullivan, Sapelo: A History, 9.
53 Ibid.
54 Ibid. 
55 Sullivan, A Georgia Tidewater Companion, 14.
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including Chocolate Plantation. Soon after Spalding’s purchase of the North End he 
gifted Chocolate Plantation to his newly married son, Randolph. Randolph and his family 
lived at Chocolate Plantation from 1843 to 1853, maintaining it as a cotton plantation. 
In 1853 a fire at Chocolate resulted in the destruction of the main house and forced the 
Spaldings to relocate to South End House. Soon after the young Spaldings left Sapelo 
Island permanently to live on the mainland. 
 Sapelo Island was evacuated for the duration of the Civil War. Those that 
occupied the island were primarily military forces and slaves who each vandalized and 
looted the island’s plantations.56 However, whites quickly regained land control on Sapelo 
after the War. In 1866 Randolph Spalding’s widow sold the North End land including 
Chocolate and High Point to John A. Griswold of Newport Rhode Island for $50,000. 
Griswold tried and failed to make cotton planting profitable on the island once again.57 
It is speculated that several of the tabby slave cabins at Chocolate were sawn into blocks 
to be used in other construction projects during Griswold’s ownership.58After his failed 
experiment, Griswold sold the North End to James Cassin of New York in 1873 who 
then sold the land to Amos Sawyer of Northampton, Massachusetts in 1881. The multiple 
owners of Chocolate between the years 1866 and 1912 had little lasting effect on the 
plantation.
As illustrated in an account by a white traveler to the area in 1875, there was some 
Geechee occupation at Chocolate during the Reconstruction. The Canadian, Nathaniel 
56 Buddy Sullivan, “The Historic Buildings of Sapelo: A 200-Year Architectural Legacy,” Occasional 
Papers of the Sapelo Island NERR, Vol. 2 (2010): 5, accessed January 2016, http://www.sapelonerr.org/wp-
content/uploads/2014/03/Land-Owership-Paper.pdf.
57 Sullivan, Sapelo: A History, 10.
58 Ray Crook, “A Place Known as Chocolate,” Report of Investigations,  (Carrollton: Antonio J. Waring, Jr. 
Archaeological Laboratory, 2007), 8.
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Bishop, noted his encounter with a black man at Chocolate in his travel journal. Bishop 
wrote that the black man left his house, gun in hand, and approached him on the shore. 
The black man said to Bishop, “What duz you want ‘bout here any way? What duz you 
want on Choc’lat Plantation anyhow?”59  
 In 1912 Howard Coffin, the executive officer of the Hudson Motor Company 
in Detroit, purchased most of Sapelo Island. Coffin’s purchase included the area of 
Chocolate Plantation. In Coffin’s effort to modernize Sapelo Island he renovated 
and restored several of the island’s existing buildings for various uses. One building 
that underwent an extensive restoration under Howard Coffin’s ownership was the 
Chocolate Plantation barn built by Rogers in 1831. Other Chocolate Plantation 
59 Nathaniel H. Bishop, The Voyage of the Paper Canoe (Boston:Lee and Shepard, 1878) cited in Sullivan, 
Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 400.
Figure 1.7: Map of Chocolate Plantation Tract
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buildings that underwent modifications under Coffin’s ownership included slave cabins 
and outbuildings utilized as a guest house, hunting cabin, and storage buildings. R.J. 
Reynolds also maintained the Chocolate Plantation barn during his ownership, utilizing it 
as a stable. 
 After the sale of large portions of Sapelo to the state of Georgia, Chocolate 
Plantation became part of the R.J. Reynolds Wildlife Management Area managed by 
the DNR. In recent years modifications to Chocolate Plantation have been aimed at 
preservation of its remaining ruins. As the only remaining functional building, the DNR 
maintains the barn for storage. While some buildings have undergone minor stabilization 
with the addition of braces and supports, most remain part of the landscape hidden in tall 
grass and obscured by bushes and trees. 
Part 3: History of Tabby
The Origins of Tabby
In its simplest form, tabby is a mixture of equal parts oyster shell, lime, sand, 
and water. Tabby has been used in America since the sixteenth century; however, tabby 
antecedents were in use in areas of Europe and Africa for centuries prior. While the 
linguistic and physical origin of tabby is highly debated, it is most commonly believed 
that the word tabby is derived from the Spanish word “tapia.”60 The word tapia, which 
means “earth compacted between boards,” was translated as tappy and then tabby in the 
New World.61 Other theories on the source of the word tabby come from the translation 
60 Albert Manucy, “Tapia or Tabby,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, Vol. 11, No. 4 
(1952): 32.
61 Lauren B. Sickles-Taves and Michael S. Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby: Preserving Oglethorpe’s 
Architectural Legacy, (Southfield: Architectural Conservation Press, 1999), 1.
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of the West African word tabi. In West Africa, tabi was a cement and oyster shell mixture 
that occasionally included brick chips. Whatever the actual origin of the word, tabby 
construction utilizes local raw or component materials. This means that the exact physical 
makeup of early tabby often varied from place to place depending on local resources. 
Tabby as it is known today is likely a derivative of early rammed earth 
construction.62 Rammed earth was originated as a building technique thousands of years 
ago in the Middle East. Rammed earth buildings were constructed of a mixture of clay 
and straw or stone that was formed into a specific shape with the use of boards known as 
a cradle. The use of a cradle in rammed earth construction is very similar to the use of a 
cradle in the construction of tabby buildings.63 
The Evolution of Tabby in the U.S.
 Knowledge of creating tabby came to the United States in the sixteenth century 
with Spanish settlers. Valued for its availability and durability, tabby was utilized for 
early Spanish homes in St. Augustine, Florida. While the military utilized coquina, 
a limestone of shell and coral, for their fortifications, civilians in St. Augustine used 
tabby as a building material. It is speculated that the English learned about the use and 
production of tabby due to their siege of St. Augustine in 1702.64 Early documented use 
of tabby in the English colonies was typically in the use of fortifications. The earliest 
houses utilizing tabby in the English colonies used tabby foundations, however, the 
material quickly spread to use in churches, house walls, and especially fortifications. The 
first large scale English tabbyfortification was located at Port Royal near Beaufort, South 
62 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 3.
63 Ibid., 4; The use of cradle is explained in more detail below.
64 Ibid., 6.
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Carolina. The use of tabby spread to other areas primarily through military efforts, but 
were confined to coastal regions where the constituant materials were easily attainable. 
General James Oglethorpe, founder of the Georgia colony, used tabby for the construction 
of Fort Frederica on St. Simons Island, Georgia. Oglethorpe and several of his officers 
soon after built their private homes and other military outposts of tabby from Jekyll 
Island to Savannah, Georgia. Due to his influence on the the use of tabby, tabby structures 
built between 1703 and 1790 are referred to as Oglethorpe Tabby.65 
Tabby use declined after a peace treaty between Spain and England lessened the 
need for extensive military presence in the south. Tabby’s reemergence in the nineteenth 
century is due in large part to the work of Thomas Spalding.66 The experimentations 
and publications of findings by Thomas Spalding, a southern plantation owner, led to a 
widespread use of the material with the southern planter class. Thomas Spalding grew 
up with an understanding of the attributes of tabby buildings; Spalding’s father, James 
Spalding, purchased Oglethorpe’s tabby home, Orange Hall, in 1771 and Thomas was 
born there three years later.67 Thomas Spalding advocated the use of tabby for all building 
types. The era of tabby construction between the 1790s and 1875, referred to as Spalding 
Tabby, saw rise to tabby buildings for plantation homes, outbuildings, stores, warehouses, 
chapels, and slave dwellings. 
 The shift of tabby in the 1880s to what is considered Tabby Revival is due to the 
introduction of Portland cement and pre-made bag lime. Lauren Sickles-Taves, an expert 
in tabby techniques and preservation, describes this shift as a true revival of tabby since 
65 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby,53.
66 Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 101.
67 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 10.
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it brought about a change in composition and construction techniques.68 Tabby Revival 
buildings include homes for the wealthy, such as the Carnegie estate on Cumberland 
Island, Georgia, and grand hotels in north Florida. While Tabby Revival differed in 
material use from the original tabby structures, tabby continued to be formed through the 
use of cradles. However, these cradles were modified to use clamps rather than pins to 
hold them together. 
 Tabby Revival also differed in appearance with original tabby. While the 
architectural styles of Tabby Revival were much more diverse, the tabby was left 
exposed, foregoing the stucco originally applied to the surface of all Oglethorpe and 
Spalding Tabby structures. The lack of stucco on Tabby Revival is possibly due to the 
fact that older Oglethorpe and Spalding Tabby buildings that Tabby Revival imitated had 
lost their stucco from neglect. In an attempt to revive the old tabby style, Tabby Revival 
mimicked the tabby as it looked in its aged and abandoned state rather than in its original 
stuccoed state.69 
 With the onset of the Depression and the development of new construction 
techniques, true tabby construction disappeared in the 1930s. Today, houses described as 
tabby are likely a “pseudo-tabby” building composed of a Portland cement veneer with 
oyster shells applied to the surface.70 This modern adaptation of “tabby” is seen in coastal 
regions on private homes, commercial buildings, and even sidewalks.
The Production of Tabby
 Producing tabby was labor intensive and time consuming, however, the versatility 




of design, relatively low cost of production, and durability of the finished product made 
it a desirable building material particularly within the inexpensive labor market of slave 
ownership. As stated, tabby consists of lime, oyster shell, sand, and water. The use of lime 
in tabby proved the most difficult process of its manufacture. Tabby lime was produced 
through the burning of oyster shells. This process required the collection of shells, 
building a kiln, and then storing the lime away from humidity or contact with water until 
it was needed. Along the coastal regions the source of shells for tabby were often Native 
American shell middens. The original Native American inhabitants of the coastal region 
ate oysters and clams and discarded the shells in concentrated trash piles, or middens. 
These middens proved useful for the later production of tabby as they provided an 
abundant source of shells for lime and aggregate. After the shells were collected they 
were burned in kilns. Since stone and brick were neither abundant nor easily attainable 
during the early settlement of the coastal South, temporary kilns were often made from 
cedar. These wooden kilns, or lime ricks, allowed for a one time use structure that burned 
the shell and wood together and led to the unintentional inclusion of wood ash in tabby. 
The inclusion of ash in lime affects both the hardness and the hydraulic capability of the 
final tabby product.71 After the lime rick was burned and reduced the shells to quicklime, 
the product could then be stored as quicklime or be combined with water to slake. The 
slaking process refers to a chemical reaction between lime and water that produces heat 
and turns the lime into a putty-like material. Lime in its hydrated or quicklime form 
acts as the binder for tabby, holding the shell and sand aggregate together as one solid 
material.
 The sand used in tabby production was sourced from beaches, pits, channels, 
71 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 31.
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rivers, and dunes all abundant in the coastal regions. The shells and aggregate were often 
taken from middens and may have included shells other than oyster as well as glass, 
pottery sherds, and brick pieces.72 As with modern concrete, aggregate increases the 
volume of the mixture, conserving other materials such as lime, and reduces shrinkage 
of the final product. All materials added to the tabby mixture were considered for their 
salt content.73 Since it was understood at an early time that salt could lead to decay of 
building materials, sand, shell, and water were all often chosen and sourced for lesser 
salt content. This consideration, especially with regard to the use of fresh rather than salt 
water, was critical to the lifespan of tabby structures.74 
 Lauren Sickles-Taves credits some of tabby’s popularity to its “versatility, 
workability, cohesion, and adhesion.”75 As tabby is formed, it has a plasticity that allows 
it to fill any mold in any shape created. This versatility and workability lead to the use 
of tabby in a variety of building types and applications. Tabby buildings are formed by 
subsequent pours in strips or sections. The adhesion of these pours to one another and its 
overall cohesion within pours contribute to tabby’s overall durability and strength. 
Forming Tabby
 There were three types of molds used for forming tabby: the cradle mold was 
most popular in the formation of walls, the brick mold was used for more ornamental 
design, and the wedge mold was used for producing curved architectural features such as 
columns. The most common cradle mold consisted of wooden boards set ten to twelve 
72 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 26.
73 Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 104.
74 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 27.
75 Ibid., 33.
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inches apart that were held together with braces at the top and wooden pins placed 
periodically along the bottom. The sides of the mold were ten to twelve inches high and 
as long as need necessitated. In Oglethorpe Tabby, the lifts could be as high as twenty- 
four inches, but Spalding called for a lower mold height, lifts of twelve to sixteen inches, 
for greater adhesion and a lesser probability of cracking or collapse.76 Tabby was used 
most frequently as foundations and walls, but was also often used for floors and was 
occasionally used as a roofing material. Sickles-Taves lists nine ways in which tabby was 
used: foundations, walls, floors, roofs, columns, bricks, mortar, stucco, and plugs. Each 
building component required a different method for forming. 
 Tabby foundations were typically either a subterranean extension of the wall 
or individual piers that extended above ground. Foundations were often formed using 
76 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 33.
Figure 1.8: Interpretive sign of tabby construction and tabby cradle reproduction, 
Dataw Island, SC
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a cradle within a fourteen inch deep trench. These subterranean foundations ranged in 
width from twelve inches for domestic structures to a sixty inch wide foundation used 
for fortifications. Since most tabby buildings were typically two stories or less, wider or 
spread foot foundations were not necessary.77
 Walls were also formed using a cradle. These cradles created walls that varied  in 
depth from thirty-two inch thick fortification walls to the ten inch thick second story wall 
of Thomas Spalding’s home.  As mentioned above, pour lines indicate a cradle height 
between ten and twenty-two inches. Walls could be formed in a variety of shapes based 
on the creation of the mold. Tabby buildings display a range of architectural features 
brought about by the creativity of the individual builder. For instance, walls at Bellevue 
Plantation near Woodbine, Georgia are curved in an anchor shape and several sugarmills 
in the Darien, Georgia area have an overall octagonal shape. After walls were completed 
the addition of a coat of lime based stucco protected the tabby from water intrusion. 
77 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 40.
Figure 1.9: Failing stucco, Stoney-Baynard Plantation, SC
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Stucco was applied in one-eighth to one-quarter inch thick layers and as the sacrificial 
element of the structure it required periodic reapplication. 
 Tabby floors were used in a variety of locations and building types. Tabby was 
rammed either directly onto an earth surface or onto a wood board or shell substrate.78 
Tabby floors were poured 3-6” deep and sealed with linseed oil. However, tabby 
floors have proven to be weak and easily damaged, requiring the floors to be repoured 
periodically.  
 Tabby roofs are less common than other tabby building components due to their 
weight. Tabby roofs are more often found on smaller outbuildings. The roofs were formed 
78 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 44.
Figure 1.10: Fragile tabby floor at Kingsley Plantation, FL
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by laying a layer of lath over roof joists and pouring the tabby to key into the lath just 
as plaster does on walls. Tar and sand were coated over these flat tabby roofs to prevent 
water infiltration and deterioration of the wooden supports.79  
 Tabby columns are most commonly rectangular and formed using a cradle 
mold.80 Few columns were formed from the use of a wedge mold, each mold creating one 
quadrant of a circle. Circular tabby columns formed through wedge molds necessitated 
the use of mortar to adhere the pieces together. These columns are similar in construction 
to brick columns. Tabby bricks were used in a number of ways for architectural features 
on tabby buildings. Tabby bricks were rarely used for entire building construction but 
were often used at the top of walls to allow easier creation of joist pockets for ceilings.81 
Bricks were also utilized in building tabby chimneys as seen at Cannon’s Point Plantation 
on St. Simons Island, Georgia and Sams Plantation on Dataw Island, South Carolina.
79 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby,45.
80 Ibid., 46.
81 Ibid., 47.
Figure 1.12: Remaining beam of tabby roof system, 
The Thicket, Tolomato Island, GA
Figure 1.11: Pitched tabby roof at Sams 
Plantation of Dataw Island, SC
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 Tabby mortar was used on both tabby and brick masonry buildings. Brick 
buildings such as Sheldon Church in Yemassee, South Carolina used oyster shell mortar 
to cement bricks to one another. Tabby mortar, or oyster shell mortar as it is historically 
referred as, is similar in composition to standard tabby with the exception that the oyster 
shell is finely ground to allow for smoother and thinner application.82 Tabby mortar was 
also used as plugs for pin holes when stucco was not available. 
Preserving Historic Tabby
 While tabby is a durable material, several factors can contribute to its accelerated 
deterioration. The neglect of general maintenance procedures on tabby structures leaves 
them vulnerable to eventual destruction. The Lost Art of Tabby suggests mitigation of 
destructive factors that requires identifying and reversing the source of the issue and then 
developing and instituting appropriate restoration and maintenance plans.83 
82 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 48.
83 Ibid., 131.
Figure 1.14: Deteriorating tabby bricks, Cannon’s 
Point, St. Simons Island, GA
Figure 1.13: Rectangular column, McIntosh Sugar 
Mill, Camden County, GA
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 The most common issues that contribute to the deterioration of tabby include 
water intrusion, structural problems, plant growth, and the use of incompatible 
materials.84 Water enters tabby structures most commonly as rainwater or rising damp. 
Cracks in the stucco or overall absence of the protective stucco component allows water 
to penetrate the tabby material and leads to erosion, spalling, and the breakdown of the 
lime within the tabby.85 Water intrusion and unchecked plant growth can eventually lead 
to structural issues in tabby buildings. To mitigate these issues the stucco layer should 
be maintained and all vegetation within a foot of the building should be removed. The 
removal of plant growth near the tabby increases airflow and lessens the production of 
mildew on the surface of the building.86 However, large root systems that have already 
penetrated the tabby become part of the building and contribute to its structural support. 
Removing these intrusive plants may cause more damage than leaving them in place. 
These plants should therefore be carefully cut back, leaving the embedded portions 
intact.87 
 Another major factor in the destruction of tabby is the addition of incompatible 
materials. The application of modern materials on historic tabby often leads to additional 
deterioration. This includes the application of impermeable Portland cement, asphalt tar, 
and silicone sealants that trap moisture within the tabby, preventing the material from 
drying, or “breathing.”88 To prevent this, materials should be tested for compatibility and 
reversibility before application. A traditional stucco coating provides the best protection 
of historic tabby, but before application of the stucco, any incompatible materials on the 






historic tabby should be carefully removed. The use of repair tabby on historic buildings 
should match the original tabby in strength, composition, color, texture, and application.89 
Using traditional formulas and application processes that are well tested beforehand will 
ensure a compatible repair that will not harm the historic tabby fabric. 
 In any case, the protection of the majority of the historic fabric is the top priority 
in tabby preservation. With a finite number of remaining tabby sites, those that remain 
should be responsibly maintained for their protection into the future. This includes 
considering material compatibility, historical accuracy, and reversibility with every 
intervention. 
Part 3: Literature Review
 The themes of research that follow are used for their applicability to the 
understanding of Chocolate Plantation and eventual contributions to well-researched 
recommendations for the site. These themes include a general look at Sapelo Island; 
more specific considerations of Thomas Spalding, Chocolate Plantation, and tabby; 
and, lastly, a general look into plantation architecture and slavery, site interpretation, 
and preservation plans. A consideration of available literature provides a greater 
understanding of the amount of work that has been devoted to the study of each theme. 
Sapelo Island
Investigations into the history of Sapelo Island began as far back as the late 
nineteenth century. These investigations primarily related to archaeological findings 
throughout the island, starting with William McKinley’s observations of Sapelo’s shell 
89 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 140.
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middens in 1873 and Clarence B. Moore’s exploration of the Shell Ring and burial 
mounds in 1897.90 Archaeology has regularly been conducted on Sapelo since these 
early investigations, including a number of investigations in the 1970s by West Georgia 
College, and continues today with the work of a number of universities.91 Scholarly 
investigations into the history of Sapelo Island, its people, and industry began to appear 
in the early twentieth century, most notably through the writings of E. Merton Coulter. 
In recent decades, the work of historian Buddy Sullivan has greatly synthesized all of 
Sapelo’s history through a number of publications. Sullivan’s most recent publication, 
A Georgia Tidewater Companion: Essays, Papers and Some Personal Observations on 
30 Years of Historical Research, compiles many of his written works on Sapelo Island 
history.
 The history of the island as a whole is important in understanding the people 
most involved in shaping the island. For most of Sapelo’s modern history, a few 
individuals at one time would own large tracts of land. These large landowners started 
with the French in the 1700s and then moved most of the island into the hands of Thomas 
Spalding by the early 1800s. The brief French ownership of the island is most thoroughly 
described  in Martha Kreber’s article, “the French Sapelo Company”, while later owners 
such as Spalding are well documented through a number of sources, a couple of which 
are mentioned above.92 Although the island changed hands multiple times in the decades 
90 William McKinley, “Mounds in Georgia,” Smithsonian Institution Annual Report (1872): 422-428; 
Clarence B. Moore, “Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Georgia Coast,” Journal of the Academy of Natural 
Sciences of Philadelphia, (1897): 4-128. Both cited in  Sapelo Papers: Researches in the History and 
Prehistory of Sapelo Island, ed. Daniel P. Juengst, (Carrollton: West Georgia College, 1980).
91 The 1970s archaeological investigations are compiled in Sapelo Papers :Researches in the History 
and Prehistory of Sapelo Island, Georgia, cited above. Universities conducting research on Sapelo today 
include University of West Georgia, University of Tennessee, and University of Georgia.
92 Martha L. Keber, “The French Sapelo Company,” The Georgia Historical Quarterly, Vol. 86, No. 2, 
(2002): 173-200.
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after Spalding’s death, most attempts at enterprise on the island had little effect. Not until 
Howard Coffin purchased the island in 1912 and then R.J. Reynolds in 1935 did Sapelo 
gain much attention or achieve much success. 
Other written histories of Sapelo Island are more anecdotal than the Sullivan or 
Coulter publications. William McFeely’s book, Sapelo’s People, tells the story of the 
island primarily through the perspective of the black inhabitants.93 Using stories from 
current island inhabitants along with research, McFeely describes the island as collection 
of spaces important to its people. Another publication from the perspective of Sapelo 
Island residents is Cornelia Bailey’s God, Dr. Buzzard, and the Bolito Man.94 While 
Mrs. Bailey’s bases her book on her own experiences and upbringing on the island, she 
provides valuable information on Geechee traditions and beliefs. These beliefs began 
with the first African slaves brought to Sapelo over two-hundred years ago and continue 
to shape the way of life on the island today. Both sources offer important insight into life 
on Sapelo Island, illustrating the difficulties of maintaining the traditional community 
with a dwindling population. Information on the current way of life and the traditions 
from which it derives can inform interpretation of plantation sites on the island, such as 
Chocolate Plantation. 
Thomas Spalding and Tabby 
 Thomas Spalding’s influence on Sapelo Island is well documented through 
accounts from his lifetime and through the work of current scholars. Spalding contributed 
93 William McFeely, Sapelo’s People: A Long Walk to Freedom (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
1994).
94 Cornelia Bailey, God, Dr. Buzzard, and the Bolito Man: A Saltwater Geechee Talks About Life on Sapelo 
Island (New York: Doubleday, 2000).
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to several farm journals of his time including the Southern Agriculturalist and Southern 
Cultivator. These writings provide a look into Spalding’s contributions to agricultural 
techniques in the early nineteenth century plantation lifestyle. Spalding’s early 
biographer, E. Merton Coulter, describes Spalding as not only a planter and innovator 
but as a philosopher.95 Buddy Sullivan attributes Spalding’s focus on sense of place and 
permanence, and thus his eventual adoption of tabby as a construction material, to this 
philosophical outlook.96 Spalding wrote extensively on his use of tabby, contributing 
articles on tabby to the farm journals and advocating tabby use with his nearby plantation 
owner associates. To ensure a sturdy structure, Spalding specifies that the boxes should 
be made carefully with the tabby being mixed carefully. In his writings, Spalding also 
specifies that the walls should not be run up too quickly.
Chocolate Plantation
 While most of the general history of Sapelo and its most prominent residents 
remain consistent from source to source, specifics about Chocolate Plantation are at times 
confused. Buddy Sullivan referred to the history of Chocolate Plantation as being “oft-
tangled”.97 An early argument on Chocolate history related to its name. Long believed to 
be derived either from the slave pronunciation of “LeChatalet” or from an early Guale 
Indian settlement named Chucalate, investigations by Buddy Sullivan and Georgia 
Department of Natural Resources researcher Kenneth Thomas have concluded that the 
name Chocolate was given to the tract directly by its original French owners.98 According 
95 E. Merton Coulter, Thomas Spalding of Sapelo (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1940). 
96 Sullivan, A Georgia Tidewater Companion, 256.
97 Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 86.
98 Ibid., 765. Other works still conclude that the name is derived from the Guale settlement of Chucalate 
such as West Georgia’s Lewis Larson and Ray Crook.
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to Sullivan, the name of Chocolate appears as early as 1797 in deeds from its French 
owners. 
 Another aspect of Chocolate’s history that often becomes tangled relates to the 
owners of the land and their associates. French owners of the land sold the tract in 1797 
to their agent, who sold the land in 1801 to Richard Leake, Thomas Spalding’s father-in-
law, and Edward Swarbreck, a European mariner. Richard Leake had the early ambition 
to purchase land on Sapelo from the French in order to establish plantations on the island. 
However, as he died in 1802, his son-in-law Thomas Spalding actually acquired much of 
the land and soon after established his variety of plantations and enterprises on the island. 
Sullivan notes that Swarbreck and Spalding were good friends, which accounts for the 
fact that most consider the tabby buildings constructed on Chocolate under Swarbreck’s 
ownership to be from the influence of Thomas Spalding.99 
 Several letters from his lifetime document Swarbreck’s influence on Chocolate’s 
construction. Swarbreck is responsible for the construction of the original tabby buildings 
at Chocolate, which include a main house, outbuildings, and rows of slave quarters. 
Swarbreck notes in several of the documents that his motivation to use tabby at Chocolate 
was a way to make his slaves more comfortable and reduce need of skilled repairs.100 The 
tabby tradition at Chocolate continued with its next owner, Charles Rogers, who built the 
large tabby barn on the site in the 1830s as well as a house on a tabby foundation for his 
personal use. Thomas Spalding again entered into the ownership of Chocolate, and much 
99 No written evidence of the Thomas Spalding influence has been found to back up this claim. Spalding 
wrote on many of his tabby undertakings for his businesses, but no written record on Chocolate has been 
found as written by Spalding. Swarbreck’s description of the tabby construction at Chocolate is noted in the 
text. 
100 John L. Hopkins, “Messalina’s Questions or, A Vindication of Slavery,” (Liverpool, 1821) cited in 
Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater, 826.
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of the North End of Sapelo, in 1843. Spalding gave the portion of the island including 
Chocolate Plantation to his son Randolph. The young Spaldings lived at Chocolate until 
the tabby house burned in 1853. 
 Confusion related to ownership on Sapelo from the early nineteenth century to 
post-Civil War is enhanced by the loss of records in the McIntosh courthouse fires of 
1863 and 1873. Subsequent owners of the land appear to be of little consequence on 
Chocolate as the property changed hands a number of times until 1912. Howard Coffin, 
an automobile entrepreneur from Detroit, purchased Sapelo Island in 1912. His influence 
at Chocolate is noted in the barn restoration. However, written accounts of this restoration 
are not available and speculation on the extent of the alteration of the structure is not 
indicated in any written Sapelo Island history. Later alterations to the site primarily relate 
to the efforts of the DNR in minor stabilization projects or archaeological excavations, all 
of which was documented.101 
Tabby 
 The study of tabby remains a relatively small field. Possibly due to the fact that 
tabby is a vernacular material and isolated to use in a few areas along the southern coast, 
in depth study of the material is limited. However, since many of the remaining tabby 
sites are now in ruins, there is an emphasis on identifying tabby sites and exploring 
conservation methods for the material. This emphasis has arisen in the last thirty years, 
as seen through various thesis studies and scholarly writings that identify concerns and 
101 The GA DNR Historic Preservation Division has compiled over 100 documents on archaeology, 
proposals, and surveys as part of the “Sapelo Project”. Many of these documents include specific work on 
Chocolate Plantation including stabilization proposals and site surveys of the area. “Sapelo Project,” Sapelo 
Island, Georgia. 2011 (tDAR ID: 365274)
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solutions related to tabby preservation.
Previous theses on the subject of tabby have looked more in depth at specific 
tabby methods or sites, such as Lindsay Lee’s thesis in which she developed a 
preservation plan for a specific tabby floor in Charleston, South Carolina or Taylor 
Davis’s thesis in which he identified the tabby sites of coastal Georgia and experimented 
with the production of tabby.102 Studies such as these are occasionally conducted by 
conservation specialists and provide a wider basis of understanding of the material 
properties and use. 
One such specialist, Lauren B. Sickels-Taves, has focused much of her career on 
the study of tabby resulting in a number of important publications on the subject. Her 
book, The Lost Art of Tabby Redefined, is the only book totally devoted to the subject of 
tabby. Other books on historic materials tend to mention tabby only as it relates to other 
materials, like concrete or rammed earth building. These references to tabby rarely span 
more than a paragraph or two which makes Sickels-Taves’ book that much more valuable. 
Through her book and other published works, Sickels-Taves describes the material 
properties of tabby as it influences deterioration and potential repairs of the structures. 
Sickels-Taves explains a number of tests used in analyzing tabby makeup including test 
for compressive strength, water absorption, specific gravity, saline hydrological effects, 
acid rain sensitivity, chemical analysis/acid digestion, and void ratio determination.103 
These methods were also utilized by Lindsay Lee in her thesis as she analyzed the tabby 
floor of the Miller Archaeological site. Overall, the tests performed on the tabby samples 
102 Lindsay A. Lee, “The Colonist’s Concrete: A Preservation Plan for  the Seventeenth Century Tabby Floor 
Found at the Miller Archaeological Site,” (Master Thesis: Clemson University, 2014) and Taylor P.Davis, 
“Tabby: The Enduring Building Material of Coastal Georgia.” (Masters Thesis: The University of Georgia, 
2011).
103 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby.
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would assist in determining appropriate repair recipes for the specific tabby in use. Even 
if these recipes are not used, material properties are valuable in understanding the ways 
in which the tabby will act over time. Sickles-Taves’ APT Bulletin on understanding 
tabby also provides a summary of these ideas with concise yet valuable considerations for 
deterioration and repair.104
Sickels-Taves along with other preservationists participated in the 1998 
symposium on tabby held on Jekyll Island, Georgia. The symposium, entitled 
Conservation and Preservation of Tabby: A Symposium on Historic Building Material 
of the Coastal Southeast, had a three-part goal: to share an understanding of tabby, 
to develop methods for analyzing deterioration, and to eventually create protocol 
for intervention.105 The symposium included information on tabby’s geographical 
distribution, production, and conservation.106 Colin Brooker’s contribution of 
conservation and repair of tabby along with Lauren Sickels-Taves’ report on material 
concerns in conservation each provide a valuable look at less researched areas. A large 
percentage of tabby scholarship relates to its material makeup, history, and production 
while a much smaller percentage explores tabby conservation concerns and procedures. 
Sickels-Taves’ paper at the symposium described her process of formulating compatible 
104 Lauren Sickels-Taves, “Understanding Historic Tabby Structures: Their History, Preservation, and 
Repair,” APT Bulletin, 28, no. 2-3, (1997).
105  Elizabeth A. Bede, compiler, “Conclusions,” Conservation and Preservation of Tabby: A Symposium on 
Historic Building Material of the Coastal Southeast, (Jekyll Island, GA: 1998), 88.
106 The papers presented at the symposium include “Distributions of Tabby in the Southern United States: 
A Geographical Perspective” by Janet H. Gritzner, “Tabby Resources in Georgia” by Michael W. Miller, 
“Tabby in South Carolina: A Versatile Building Material” by Dan Elswick, “Tabby Resources in Florida” 
by Walter S. Marder, “Sugar and Tabby: The McIntosh Sugarhouse, A Special Building on the Georgia 
Coast” by Thomas H. Eubanks, “Tabby: A Historical Perspective of an Antebellum building Material in 
McIntosh County, Georgia” by Buddy Sullivan, “On the Tabby Trail” by Lee Meyer, “Tabby: Engineering 
Characteristics of a Vernacular Construction Material” by David C. Fischetti, “The Conservation and 
Repair of Tabby in Beaufort County, South Carolina” by Colin H. Brooker, and “Handle With Care: Tabby 
is No Ordinary Concrete” by Lauren B. Sickels-Taves.
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repairs for the Tabby House on Cumberland Island, Georgia. She notes that while 
tabby is a form of masonry it should be restored differently than other masonry. She 
again emphasizes the use of tests to properly identify compatible repair materials and 
procedures.107
As a result of the tabby symposium, participants formulated research priorities 
for the future. These priorities include historical research, material characterization, 
site investigations, preservation plans, and eventual information dissemination.108 The 
conclusions of the symposium listed general guidelines for preservation plans that 
include consideration of site specific concerns and the need for reversible treatments. 
The symposium participants also classified existing tabby structures into three categories 
(extant structures, near-complete structures, and ruins) to relay more specific preservation 
concerns for each. They concluded that the development of preservation plans, while a 
long and involved process, along with the frequent dissemination of information on tabby 
will result in proper management and thus the long-term preservation of these historic 
sites.109
Building on the conclusions discussed at the tabby symposium, this thesis 
works toward the objective of creating proper and long term management of tabby 
sites by exploring the practices already in place. The study of these practices will aid 
the scholarship of tabby preservation by creating a comprehensive look at preservation 
strategies to identify best practices.
107  Lauren B. Sickles-Taves, “Handle with Care: Tabby is No Ordinary Concrete,” Conservation and 
Preservation of Tabby: A Symposium on Historic Building Material of the Coastal Southeast, (Jekyll Island, 
GA: 1998), 80.
108 Sickles-Taves, “Handle with Care: Tabby is No Ordinary Concrete,” 83.
109 Ibid.
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Plantations and Slavery 
 Plantation lifestyles and the role of slavery in the American South are topics 
that have been analyzed for years. The depiction of slavery has varied throughout the 
centuries to illustrate both a patriarchal relationship between master and slave and a 
brutal lifestyle based on oppression. Early abolitionist literature allowed for a widespread 
view of plantation life, especially to those in the North unfamiliar with the realities of 
Southern plantation slavery. Early works like the well-known Uncle Tom’s Cabin helped 
to fuel the abolitionist movement in the North prior to the Civil War and retain substantial 
name recognition today. Other work, like the lesser known Journal of a Residence on a 
Georgian Plantation gained recognition by abolitionists in the 1860s but remains today 
as a less recognizable name in anti-slavery literature.110 In the same time period that 
abolitionist literature circulated the North, pro-slavery literature sought to justify the 
planation lifestyle often through a patriarchal and benevolent depiction of the slave owner 
over a grateful and childlike slave. 
Modern scholarship on slavery has ranged from early economic interpretations 
to the critical examination based in human rights. In the 1920s, historian Ulrich Phillips 
took a sympathetic look at slavery that credits its failure on its economic instability. 
Phillips minimizes the brutal lifestyle of slavery and argues instead for the patriarchal 
view of plantation life.111While criticism of Phillips’ work negate many of his claims 
and point out his biased white elitist views, this first major scholarly look at slavery was 
110 Journal of a Residence on a Georgian Plantation was written by Fanny Kemble, an English actress who 
married a plantation owner from Georgia. Her accounts of four months she spent on the Georgia plantation 
were published as Journal of a Residence on a Georgian Plantation in England and America in 1863. Her 
aversion to slavery and the plantation lifestyle led to her divorce from her husband in 1849.
111 Ulrich B. Phillips, American Negro Slavery, (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1966).
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initially well received and largely unchallenged until the 1950s.112 Two historians that 
debated Phillips view are Kenneth Stampp, whose 1956 work, The Peculiar Institution, 
highlighted the brutality of slavery and helped change the common perspective of the 
slave as inferior, and Stanley Elkins, whose 1958 work, Slavery: A Problem in American 
Institutional and Intellectual Life compared slavery in America to Nazi Germany. 
The slave narrative was widely ignored in scholarship until the 1970s and 1980s, 
despite the fact that the WPA Federal Writers Project recorded over 2000 slave narratives 
in the 1930s. Two of the works that incorporated the slave perspective were John W. 
Blassingame’s The Slave Community (1972) and Eugene Genovese’s Roll, Jordan, Roll: 
The World the Slaves Made (1974).113 Genovese utilized the WPA slave narratives for his 
work and was criticized for his paternalistic depiction of slavery.  Blassingame rejected 
the WPA collection and relied instead on ex-slave autobiographies. Blassingame was 
criticized for his rejection of the interviews, which offer a broader perspective on slave 
life. The autobiographies that he depended on for all of his works were thought by some 
to be biased ideas of slavery since the author of the autobiographies were fugitives of the 
lifestyle.114
American slavery remains a topic of regular scholarship, many historians devoting 
their life’s work to its study. For the past thirty years, the continued efforts of historians 
112 John C. Perry, Myths & Realities of American Slavery, (Shippensburg, PA:  Burd Street Press, 2002), 
237.; An argument for the economic profitability of slavery in the American south was written by Stanley 
Engerman and Robert Fogel in 1974: Time on the Cross: The Economics of American Negro Slavery.
113 Other books that utilize the slave narratives include George Rawick’s From Sunup to Sundown: The 
Making of the Black Community (1972), Peter H. Wood, Black Majority: Negroes in Colonial South 
Carolina from 1670 Through the Stono Rebellion (1974), Leslie Howard Owens’s This Species of Property: 
Slave Life and Culture in the Old South (1976), Herbert G. Gutman’s The Black Family in Slavery and 
Freedom, 1750–1925 (1976), and Lawrence W. Levine’s Black Culture and Black Consciousness: Afro-
American Folk Thought from Slavery to Freedom (1977).
114 John C. Perry, Myths & Realities of American Slavery, 238.
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such as Ira Berlin, David Brion Davis, Peter Kolchin, David Blight, and James and Lois 
Horton have allowed the scholarship of American slavery to remain an evolving and 
dynamic study.115  The study of plantation architecture is a much narrower field than 
the study of slavery. While plantation architecture is discussed in any general study of 
American Architecture, the specific and focused look at plantation layout, building types, 
and construction techniques are generally limited to scholarship of individual plantations. 
This includes the history and architectural studies conducted for individual historic 
sites to aid interpretation and management at the sites.116 Even still, this scholarship is 
often limited to a look at the main plantation house and not the plantation complex. One 
notable exception is John Michael Vlach’s Back of the Big House: The Architecture 
of Planation Slavery. His explanation of the buildings utilized by slaves rather than 
plantation owners offers a different perspective to the architectural study of plantations. 
Providing more than just an architectural description of plantations, Vlach utilizes the 
WPA slave narratives to describe the plantation from the perspective of the slave.117 
In a similar fashion, the contributors to Cabin, Quarter, Plantation: Architecture and 
Landscape of North American Slavery looks to the everyday buildings of plantations and 
explores the relationship between the built environment and slavery.118 From an early 
115 Ira Berlin, Slaves Without Masters: The Free Negro in the Antebellum South (The New Press, 1974), Ira 
Berlin, Many Thousands Gone: The First Two Centuries of Slavery in North America (Harvard University 
Press, 1998), David Brion Davis, The Problem of Slavery in Western Culture, (Cornell University Press, 
1966), Peter Kolchin, American Slavery, 1619-1877 (Hill and Wang, 1993), David Blight, Race and 
Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory (Harvard University Press, 2001), James Horton and Lois 
Horton, Hard Road to Freedom: The Story of African America, (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University 
Press, 2001).
116 This includes General Management Plans and information found in brochures and informational 
pamphlets.
117 John Michael Vlach, Back of the Big House: The Architecture of Plantation Slavery (Chapel Hill, NC: 
The University of North Carolina Press, 1993).
118 Clifton Ellis and Rebecca Ginsburg ed., Cabin, Quarter, Plantation: Architecture and Landscape of 
North American Slavery (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010), 4.
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essay by African American historian and activist W.E.B. DuBois, to a 1985 essay by 
architectural historian Dell Upton, and then to recent works written specifically for the 
volume, Cabin, Quarter, Plantation offers a wide range of essays exploring the subject of 
slavery architecture. 
Interpretation
 Interpretation of historic sites can aid in their long-term preservation by 
communicating purpose and importance to visitors. The American Association for 
State and Local History describes the preservationist’s role in restoring, managing, and 
interpreting historic sites as an “obligation to future generations who have an equal claim 
to that heritage.”119 They describe the preservationist’s responsibility to protect sites 
through accurate restoration and interpretation. They argue that, “only when the essential 
meaning of the site and of the people and events associated with it is communicated to 
the visitor can we truly say that we have met our responsibilities.”120 They integrate the 
ideas of site preservation and interpretation, illustrating the need for comprehensive plans 
that ensure the site’s prolonged existence. Accurate interpretation along with precise 
preservation efforts are vital to the continuation of Chocolate Plantation. The site in its 
unprotected and unplanned state is becoming dangerous for visitors and the buildings 
themselves. 
Continuing on the idea of plantation architecture and its invariable link to slavery, 
a look at the ways in which slavery is interpreted at historic sites is vital for Chocolate 
Plantation. Historically, plantation house museums favored the paternalistic view of 
119 William T. Alderson and Shirley Payne Low, Interpretation of Historic Sites, 2nd ed., (Walnut Creek: 
Rowman Altamira, 1985), 7.
120 Ibid.
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slavery, often ignoring the brutal reality.121 The idea of avoiding controversial topics in 
interpretation has given way in recent decades to a focus on authenticity in interpretation. 
Suggestions for the interpretation of slavery at historic sites tend toward providing the 
visitor with the whole truth. Several organizations have conducted studies on interpreting 
slavery at historic sites. These studies evaluate the visitor experience and suggest best 
practices for diverse site interpretation.122 
A look at the idea of ruins offers additional insight into the interpretation of 
Chocolate Plantation. Ruins were considered romantic and were frequently visited 
and depicted in art in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Ruins offer additional 
challenges for preservation, since they remain an attractant for visitors as romantic and 
mysterious places. Images of visitors to Chocolate Plantation picnicking by the ruins 
as well as written accounts of twentieth century visits to the site as a source of intrigue 
have been located in several sources.123 People visiting the site in its current state, with 
no protection, plan, or interpretation, can cause additional damage to the site. The idea 
of weathering and ruination can be used as an additional resource for interpretation of a 
site like Chocolate. The concept that no building stands forever and all are subject to the 
effects of nature is not new, and often offers a challenge to preservationists in accurate 
restoration or interpretation.124 An exploration of the interpretation of this historic site 
in a ruined state may add to the richness of the story told giving the visitor a literal 
121 Jennifer L. Eichstedt and Stephen Small, Representations of Slavery: Race and Ideology in Southern 
Plantation Museums (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2002).
122 The Tracing Center recently published Interpreting Slavery at Museums and Historic Sites; The National 
Park Service, the Center for the Study of Public Culture and Public History of the George Washington 
University, and the National Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers collaborated on the research 
project, “Presenting Race and Slavery at Historic Sites.” 
123  Sullivan, A Georgia Tidewater Companion; Sullivan, Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater..
124Mohsen Mostafavi and David Leatherbarrow, On Weathering: The Life of Buildings in Time. (Cambridge: 
MIT, 1993).
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representation of the ruination of the site over time. 
Preservation Plans
There is an abundance of information on the proper treatment of historic 
properties. These sources range from general standards set forth by the Secretary 
of the Interior and guidelines published by preservation organizations to records of 
specific preservation efforts. The brief preservation plan guidelines compiled at the 
tabby symposium is the only tabby specific guidelines available. However, a look at 
preservation plans or specific completed work for other tabby sites would prove valuable 
in determining tried and true methods.125 There has been tabby preservation work 
completed on historic tabby buildings such as Horton House of Jekyll Island, Georgia, 
the Lauren Sickels-Taves’ work at Cumberland Island’s Tabby House, and recent work on 
the tabby cabins of Ossabaw Island, Georgia. Studying the efforts made at each site can 
provide valuable examples for options at Chocolate Plantation. 
 A look at the Georgia statewide preservation plan offers general goals for Georgia 
preservation and a brief account of considerations for community preservation plans.126 
This look at preservation on a state level is too broad for site-specific preservation plans, 
but does provide additional resources from the Georgia DNR HPD. Likewise, general 
guidelines from the Secretary of the Interiors Standards provide an understanding of best 
practices in the field of preservation.127 The standards are widely accepted as an authority 
125 Since most preservation plans are produced by private firms the plans are often not available to the 
public.
126 Karen Anderson-Cordova, ed., “From the Ground Up: A Preservation Plan for Georgia 2001-2006.” 
(Atlanta, Ga: Historic Preservation Division, Georgia Department of Natural Resources, 2001).
127 United States Department of the Interior and the National Park Service. “The Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.” 1995.
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on preservation practice and will be considered as such in this study. 
Findings
 The review of literature related to the previous themes indicates a few gaps in 
study that illustrate a need for continued research. The amount of information available 
on each theme varies especially since many of the discussed topics are strictly regional 
concerns. 
Themes related to history are well researched and tend to contain several sources. 
The information available on Sapelo Island is thorough and confirmed by several sources 
as is the information on Thomas Spalding and his contributions to the island and the 
use of tabby. While tabby specific resources are more limited than strictly history based 
topics, they are thorough studies from the few individuals who have devoted their 
professional careers to the investigation and preservation of tabby. The Jekyll Island 
tabby symposium, although held seventeen years ago, offered the most comprehensive 
look at tabby available from multiple perspectives. Lauren Sickels-Taves’ book, the only 
complete book available on tabby, also offers a comprehensive look at the material as 
well as a consideration of testing options.128 This information is valuable for preservation 
plans related to tabby structures.
The scholarship of slavery in America is a very well researched theme. As seen 
by the differing perspectives and themes of slavery scholarship since the early 1900s, the 
study of slavery proves to be ever evolving. The small sample discussed here identifies 
128 Although this book is also nearing twenty years old, it is assumed that the testing methods are still valid 
since no recent tabby testing study is available to negate Sickels-Taves conclusions and the tabby tests 
follow similar patterns to currently used mortar/masonry tests. In addition, since Lindsay Lee based her 
tabby tests for her thesis on the Lauren Sickels-Taves tests it is assumed that the tests remain applicable. 
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the changing perspective and diverse scholarship of slavery. Slavery as it relates to the 
built environment is a narrower field with much less devoted literature. While general 
American Architecture always includes a look at plantations, the focus tends to stay on 
the grand architecture of the main plantation house. Studies on the vernacular buildings 
of slaves are available but limited to a few sources.  However, the studies available offer 
an important perspective on the relationship between slavery and the architecture in 
which it existed. 
The information available on site management, preservation plans, and site 
interpretation, are far too abundant for an exhaustive literature review here. Instead, a 
look at general guidelines put forth by a few organizations provides a consensus of ideas 
that will aid in preservation considerations. Generally, the Secretary’s Standards offer 
the most widely used and accepted guidelines for preservation and will be considered a 
key source in this study. A look at site-specific preservation plans also provides insight, 
even if the plan is not related to tabby specifically. All sources together provide a broad 





THE LAYOUT OF CHOCOLATE PLANTATION
Methodology
 The first step of this study consisted of compiling information during a site visit to 
Chocolate Plantation in December 2015. On-site research included photo documentation 
of each building and a brief survey of conditions. After the site visit, a short survey 
was used to document each building individually. This survey included sections for a 
general description of the building, definition of the building’s historic use, the overall 
condition of the building, and any modifications made to the building over time. Overall, 
the surveys describe the condition of Chocolate Plantation and thus better facilitate 
recommendations for each building. An archaeological base map from 1974 was utilized 
to describe layout of the plantation. This map as well as photos from the 1930s and 1990s 
were used to identify change over time to the building fabric and site conditions. 
 The next step in analysis included a look at the conditions of existing tabby ruins 
of the Spalding Era in Georgia, South Carolina, and Florida. Using a list compiled by 
Lauren Sickles-Taves as well as additional research, forty-three sites were identified as 
matching the criteria of this study. The criteria are sites in a ruined state built of Spalding 
Tabby.  Sites in a ruinous state refers to buildings missing some original fabric, such 
as the roof or walls. Functional buildings were excluded from this study since they 
incorporate modern building systems, such as air conditioning, which alter preservation 
strategies. Considering only Spalding Tabby in a ruined state narrows the scope to sites 
most similar to Chocolate Plantation’s date of construction and current condition. This 
allows for a more directly relatable analysis of the sites. 
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 The information compiled for the analysis of this thesis was gathered through a 
combination of site visits, email or phone conversations with site managers or owners, 
and online research completed from December 2015 to February 2016. The information 
collected from these interactions was applied to a survey form for each of the forty-three 
sites. The survey form allowed for analysis and comparison through specific categories 
over a large number of sites. A critical look at these different categories provided a better 
idea of best practices for appropriate tabby preservation that may be applied to other sites, 
and specifically to Chocolate Plantation. 
 The categories of the survey form include architectural description, ownership, 
accessibility, integrity, management, and interpretation.1 Architectural description 
gives a general idea of the site or building. This section lists the number and types of 
buildings in order to compare sites of similar makeup. Ownership includes various forms 
of private and public site ownership. Looking at ownership reveals the type of control 
and protection maintained at each site which affects the preservation strategy employed 
at each site. Accessibility refers to the visitation of each site; this includes the type of 
visitor, ease of access, and public awareness. The integrity of each site was determined by 
the amount of fabric remaining intact.  The management of each site describes the type 
of maintenance or preservation undertaken at each site. This management may include 
long-term preservation plans or general land maintenance. Management may also involve 
interpretation of the site. This interpretation ranges from minimal, such as signage only, 
to active interpretation, such as the use of on-site docents. Looking into the interpretation 
of each site allows for a better understanding of any long-term goals for the ruins in the 
ways in which they are presented back to the public. Interpretation can be used as an 
1Survey forms are included in the Appendix.
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integral part of a preservation strategy that communicates to a visitor the importance of 
the site and leads to the continued existence of the tabby ruins through financial support, 
advocacy, and volunteerism.
 The next step in analysis included a look at a sampling of sites that display 
similar conditions to Chocolate Plantation to explore tabby preservation practices at 
specific sites more in-depth. Using the information gathered in the survey forms, the sites 
chosen represented similar conditions of ownership, accessibility, and integrity. Taking 
a closer look at these similar sites illustrates options for the management of Chocolate 
Plantation that will prolong the preservation of the ruins. Lastly, model sites for tabby 
preservation were chosen and analyzed for additional best practice recommendations. In 
finding comparable and model samples that are the most applicable and effective for the 
preservation of Chocolate Plantation the conclusion offers recommendations utilized with 
success at other sites. The comparative analysis as a whole provides a broader look at 
preservation of tabby structures by synthesizing best practices from most remaining tabby 
sites. 
 Site specific preservation plans for tabby ruins could easily be aided through the 
use of the informatation collected in the broad analysis portion of theis theseis. Since the 
scope considers tabby sites broadly, other sites may find similiarities in one of the other 
approximately forty tabby ruins discussed in this study. This will promote responsible 
stewardship of tabby sites that utilizes established preservation practices and encourages 
communication and collaboration between locations. 
Chocolate Plantation Site Conditions 

























































































































































a restored tabby barn, a CMU storage building, and a mid-century frame house. 
For the purpose of this analysis, only historic tabby buildings were surveyed. An 
archaeological base map created by Ray Crook in 1974 describes the layout of the entire 
site. Other writings by Ray Crook and Lauren Sickles-Taves make reference to the 
Chocolate Plantation tabby ruins and their supposed original uses. As indicated by the 
archaeological map, the layout of Chocolate Plantation included parallel rows of slave 
quarters (Buildings F - M) separated by an open corridor about 50 meters broad, a large 
main house (Building E), several outbuildings (Building B - D, & N), a cotton barn 
(Building A), and a large barn (Building R).2 Lauren Sickles-Taves makes reference to 
several of Chocolate’s outbuildings, listing buildings C and D as a dairy and smokehouse 
and building B as the kitchen.3 Sickles-Taves also references building N as a “long, low-
pitched shed comprised of tabby blocks,” indicating that the building was likely the result 
of cut and reused tabby.4
 Today, there are seven buildings in ruins along the two rows of slave cabins.  
Ray Crook describes these buildings as 14 by 20 feet slave duplexes with a central 
chimney dividing the two spaces. The uneven spacing of these slave cabins indicate the 
loss of buildings from the time of original construction.These slave structures may have 
deteriorated from neglect or, as some suppose, been cut up into blocks and reused for 
construction elsewhere on Sapelo Island.
 The archaeological base map of the 1970s along with photographs taken of the 
site from the 1920s to the 1990s provide valuable indications of change over time. Today, 
2 Ray Crook, “Gullah-Geechee Archaeology: The Living Space of Enslaved Geechee on Sapelo Island,” 
African Diaspora Archaeology Newsletter, vol. 11, issue 1, (2008), 3.
3 Lauren B. Sickles-Taves and Michael S. Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby: Preserving Oglethorpe’s 
Architectural Legacy, (Southfield: Architectural Conservation Press, 1999), 11.
4 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 11.
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buildings J, K, L, M, and N, visible at the making of the map, are within the tree line 
and are completely obscured by plant growth. Additionally, a number of trees and large 
plants have grown around and within the historic tabby buildings. Other illustrations of 
the extent of tree and plant growth over time include an 1857 topographic map of Sapelo 
Island, a 1920s aerial photograph of the Chocolate tract, and a 1954 topographic map 
of Sapelo. Each of these snapshots of Chocolate Plantation indicate large clear fields 
extending well to the south and north of the plantation buildings. By the 1970s these trees 
had grown up to the line of the southernmost ruins, and today reach even further onto 
Figure 2.2: Main House (Building E), 1999
(photo by Ray Crook, “A Place Known as Chocolate.”)
Figure 2.3: Main House (Building E), 
2015




 Tabby deterioration is also evident through the study of photos taken in the 
1920s and 1990s to those taken in 2015. Howard Coffin’s photos from the 1920s 
indicate a similar condition of the main house to Ray Crook’s 1990s photos; one gable 
end, chimney, and part of the west wall of the main house (Building E) still stood with 
window openings intact. Today, as indicated in the building surveys, this building is 
highly deteriorated, with only a small portion of the gable end and the chimney standing. 
Also indicated in the Howard Coffin photos of the 1920s are the gables of more than 
one slave cabin, where today only one cabin retains this element (Building H). This 
deterioration stands as proof of the dangers of allowing the ruins to stand without 
intervention. Without the regular maintenance and monitoring that a preservation or 
management plan recommends, the ruins will continue to deteriorate until the loss of 
historic fabric leaves all buildings beyond repair. 
 Other changes to the site include the addition of modern buildings. At the time 
of the 1974 map, the frame house and its outbuildings were already located on the site, 
Figure 2.5: Ruins of slave cabins with gable ends 
intact, 1930s (Vanishing Georgia Collection, 
Georgia Department of Archives and History)
Figure 2.6: View along row of slave cabins, note 
gable ends no longer evident, 2015
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as indicated with buildings P, O, and Q northeast of the large barn. Today there is also 
a small concrete masonry unit building south of the large barn, presumably constructed 
within the last twenty years (Building S). These modern buildings are not included in the 
scope of this analysis, but are proof of incompatible modifications to the site possible due 
to a lack of overall site planning. 
Building Inventory
 The information from the following building inventory describes current 
conditions and any evident modifications to illustrate Chocolate Plantation’s historic 
tabby buildings as observed in 2015. The description of current conditions will identify 
preservation needs for each building. Description of modifications to buildings will 
highlight any preservation efforts taken thus far and illustrate any changes made 
to the buildings. These observations combined with historic use will identify the 
range of appropriate preservation interventions for each ruin and lead to informed 


































Description: Two rectangular one story buildings separated by a narrow drive (for 
unloading cotton wagons ).5 All walls built fully from tabby with ventilation slots 
throughout. Remaining walls contain multiple window and door openings.
Historic Use: Presumed Cotton Barn6 
Integrity: High- original form and openings are evident and intact; well over 50% of 
original fabric remains.
Current Condition: No stucco remaining leaving a high level of exposed shell. Portions 
of walls highly deteriorated. Interior of buildings obscured by plant growth which causes 
unsafe conditions and restricts access. Large trees and plants growing dangerously close 
to the buildings.7 
Modifications: Minimal stucco patches visible on interior.
Status: Moderately threatened from plant growth and general weathering; appears 
structurally stable
5 Ray Crook, “A Place Known as Chocolate,” Report of Investigations,  (Carrollton: Antonio J. Waring, Jr. 
Archaeological Laboratory, 2007), 5. 
6 Crook, “A Place Known as Chocolate,” 5.
7 See Appendix C for condition photos.
Building A:
Figure 2.7: Building A of Chocolate Plantation, 
former cotton barn



































Description: Long gable ended one story rectangular building adjacent to main house. 
Multiple window and door openings evident. Gable shows construction in a combination 
of tabby brick and formed tabby. Any interior partitions are obscured by plant growth. 
Historic Use: Possible slave cabin or outbuilding/kitchen, renovated in 1920s as a 
hunting cabin.8 
Integrity: Fair- while most walls are standing, the restoration by Howard Coffin calls into 
question the alterations made to the building; about 50% of original fabric remains.
Current Condition: One gable end wall and the two flanking walls intact. Large cracks 
throughout causing walls to break apart. All walls separated from one another. Plant 
growth on interior restricts access. One tree on interior of building pushing and breaking 
walls apart. Stucco on interior failing. 
Modifications: Renovated by Howard Coffin in the 1920s. Stucco reapplied to exterior 
and scored. Braces through and against all walls keeping them upright. 
Status: Severely threatened and structurally vulnerable
8 Crook, “A Place Known as Chocolate,” 8.
Building B:
Figure 2.9: Building B of Chocolate Plantation, 
former outbuilding



































Description: Small unroofed outbuilding with one entryway and no windows. Walls of 
tabby covered on the exterior with scored stucco. Interior is sunken below ground level 
with a step down upon entrance. Interior shows evidence of a combination of tabby brick 
and formed tabby construction. Overall size and form indicates style similar to Building 
D, possibly once containing a similar roof structure. 
Historic Use: Outbuilding, Dairy/Smokehouse.9 
Integrity: High- all walls are intact; well over 50% of original fabric remains.
Current Condition: Plant growth on interior restricts access. Interior stucco failing. Areas 
of exterior stucco failing. Wood framing the door opening is highly deteriorated.
Modifications:  Stucco reapplied to exterior at some time.
Status: Less vunerable ruin that appears structurally stable
9 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 11.
Building C:
Figure 2.11: Building C of Chocolate Plantation, 
former outbuilding



































Description: Small, square, gable roofed outbuilding with one entryway and no windows. 
Walls of tabby covered on the exterior with scored stucco. Interior is sunken below 
ground level with step down upon entrance. Interior shows evidence of a combination of 
brick rubble and formed tabby construction. Wooden gable ends in vertical planks with 
wooden roof structure and corrugated metal sheathing. Overall style of roof and form 
mimics the large barn. 
Historic Use: Outbuilding, Dairy/Smokehouse.10 
Integrity: High- All walls are intact but roof is modified; well over 50% of original fabric 
remains.
Current Condition: Stucco failing on interior. Roof highly deteriorated with punctures 
throughout. Plant growth is minimal. 
Modifications: Metal roof added. Stucco reapplied to exterior at some time. 
Status: Less vunerable ruin that appears structurally stable
10 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 11.
Building D:
Figure 2.13: Building D of Chocolate Plantation, 
former outbuilding



































Description: Large tabby house of poured tabby walls, chimneys, and foundations. 
Chimney on gable end and sections of foundation still in place. Originally a two story 
building. 
Historic Use: Main House
Integrity: Low- The chimney is deteriorating but still evident. The original form of the 
building is not easily understood through the fallen tabby walls; far less than 50% of 
original fabric remains.
Current Condition: Highly deteriorated with very little fabric remaining. Stucco 
deteriorated leaving a high level of shell exposed. Plant growth within, on, and around 
foundation segments limit the visibility of original form. Sections of tabby foundation 
walls spread over general area with much of the original fabric missing. Some sections of 
the tabby walls remain standing while others have fallen. 
Modifications: No modifications evident. Deterioration/collapse of walls evident through 
study of 1920s and 1990s photographs.
Status: Severely threatened ruin; chimney is structurally vulnerable
Building E:
Figure 2.15: Building E of Chocolate Plantation, 
former plantation house



































Description: Large rectangular tabby building. Possibly a duplex with central chimney 
(similar to buildings H and G). Form and condition closely resembles building G. All 
walls of tabby construction. 
Historic Use: Slave cabin, built 1820s.
Integrity: Fair- Most walls remain intact with some evident openings; about 50% of 
original fabric remains.
Current Condition: Very deteriorated. Only partial walls remaining with large portions of 
all walls missing or fully deteriorated. Most stucco fully deteriorated leaving a high level 
of exposed shell. High level of plant growth within building obscuring location of interior 
tabby walls. Plant growth on, within, and around building obscuring ruins and causing 
limited access from unsafe walking conditions.
Modifications: No modifications evident.
Status: Moderately threatened ruin that appears structurally stable
Building F:
Figure 2.17: Building F of Chocolate Plantation, 
former slave cabin



































Description: Large rectangular tabby building. Remnants of central partition wall suggest 
that it was a slave duplex, possibly with a central chimney (similar to building H). 
Historic Use: Slave cabin, built 1820s.
Integrity: Fair- Most walls remain intact with some evident openings; about 50% of 
original fabric remains.
Current Condition: Very deteriorated. Only partial walls remaining with large portions 
of all walls missing or fully deteriorated. Parts of walls deteriorating from pin holes, 
creating large voids within walls. Most stucco fully deteriorated leaving a high level of 
exposed shell. High level of plant growth within building obscuring location of interior 
tabby walls or chimney. Plant growth on, within, and around building obscuring ruins.
Modifications: No modifications evident.
Status: Moderately threatened ruin but appears structurally stable
Building G:
Figure 2.19: Building G of Chocolate Plantation, 
former slave cabin



































Description: One story tabby duplex with central chimney. Gable end contains the one 
remaining window opening. The location of the chimney suggests the original form of the 
house as a duplex.
Historic Use: Slave duplex, built 1820s.
Integrity: Fair- Most walls are gone, but those remaining offer information on form; about 
50% of original fabric remains.
Current Condition: Tabby chimney, one full (gable end) wall, and partial south wall 
remain. Vines, plants, moss, and lichen cover remaining walls and chimney. Plants and 
trees within and overhanging the building. Large crack between gable end wall and south 
wall indicate separation between the building components. 
Modifications: Braces through and against remaining gable end wall hold the wall 
upright. Wooden lintel added in remaining window to brace opening. Patch in large crack 
on gable end to resist separation of gable end from south wall. Wooden lintel added in 
chimney. Stucco and patches applied to chimney/fireplace. Possibly renovated in the 
1920s along with several other buildings on the property.11
Status: Moderately threatened but structurally vulnerable
11 Crook, “A Place Known as Chocolate,” 9.
Building H:
Figure 2.21: Building H of Chocolate 
Plantation, gable end of former slave cabin
Figure 2.22: Base map of Chocolate 


































Buildings J, K, L. and M:
Description: Rectangular buildings. Forms obscured by plant growth. Map indicates 
rectangular buildings. Likely also slave cabins or duplexes to form the southern slave 
house row. Original form likely only discernable  through archaeology.
Historic Use: Slave cabins, built 1820s.
Integrity: Low- much less than 50% of original fabric remains.
Current Condition: Condition of tabby unknown, likely little fabric remaining. Totally 
overgrown with plants. Barely visible in tree line. High grass in field creating unsafe 
condition for access. 
Modifications: Unknown
Status: Severely threatened; structural stablility unknown
Figure 2.23 (top left): Buildings J and K of 
Chocolate Plantation, within tree line
Figure 2.24 (bottom left): Buildings L and M of 
Chocolate Plantation, within tree line
Figure 2.25 (top right): Base map of Chocolate 



































Description: Map indicates a long and narrow rectangular building. Form obscured by 
plant growth. Described as  a “long, low-pitched shed comprised of tabby blocks”.12 
Historic Use: Outbuilding, Unknown
Integrity: Fair- Form as a long and narrow space is evident in remaining walls; about 50% 
of original fabric remains.
Current Condition: Not much fabric remaining. Totally overgrown with plants. Barely 
visible in tree line. High grass creating unsafe condition for access. 
Modifications: Unknown
Status: Severely threatened; structural stablility unknown
12 Sickles-Taves and Sheehan, The Lost Art of Tabby, 11. 
Figure 2.26: Building N of Chocolate Plantation, 
former outbuilding




































Description: Large two story barn with loft space under a gable roof. Scored tabby walls 
are topped with wooden gable and roof trusses and a synthetic shingle roof. Window 
openings have no glazing but are covered with wooden shutters. The first floor has three 
rooms, likely two originally made into three with the later division of the south room 
into two separate spaces. The second floor has two rooms created by a tabby partition 
wall running from east to west. The loft space is partially open to the rooms below. 
The top portion of the walls, in the loft (creating the gable), are of vertical wood plank 
construction. 
Historic Use: Barn, built 1830s, renovated in the 1920s.
Integrity: High- Continual maintenance over its history has left all walls, window and 
door openings, and roof shape intact. Interior modifications have less integrity but overall 
original form and function is evident; well over 50% of original fabric remains.
Current Condition: Overall it is the most intact building of Chocolate Plantation. 
Minimal plant growth on exterior. Few areas of failed stucco on exterior. Failed stucco on 
interior. Extensive vandalism on first floor interior partition wall. Floors failing in several 
Figure 2.28: Building H of Chocolate Plantation, 
1830s barn
Figure 2.29: Base map of Chocolate Plantation, 
Building R noted
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places on the second floor. Wood rot and failure in various areas of floor, beams, and 
columns. Few cracks throughout. 
Modifications: Numerous modifications and repairs. Small first floor rooms created with 
addition of concrete partition wall through the south room. Electrical added to first floor 
room. Wooden stalls added/replaced on first floor. Additional columns added to first floor 
for bracing. Multiple campaigns of tie rods. Patches visible throughout the interior. Roof 
and roof trusses replaced at some point in time. Exterior stucco reapplied at some point. 
Interior stair replaced or added for upper floor access.
Status: Less vunerable building that appears structurally stable
Overall Site Condition
 Looking at current conditions at Chocolate Plantation while also taking into 
account change over time indicates patterns and specific threats to the tabby ruins. 
These patterns and threats may be used to determine possible avenues for preservation. 
It is necessary to first identify the issues and conditions of the site to then formulate 
Building R (continued):
Figure 2.30: Discoloration of 
tabby wall in 1830s barn
Figure 2.31: Top of tabby wall, loss of stucco leaving shell 
exposed and moss growth throughout
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appropriate recommendations for the Chocolate Plantation ruins. 
 Currently, the most significant threats to Chocolate Plantation ruins are general 
weathering and plant growth. Issues with harmful plant growth is evident throughout 
the site. In many areas plants are obscuring the tabby remnants, making plant mitigation 
a necessary first step in site preservation. Ridding tabby ruins of plant growth will 
eliminate the threat of destructive plants but will also reveal additional historic tabby 
fabric. Related to destructive plant growth on and around the ruins is destructive water 
intrusion. Discoloration from lichen and mildew growth on the ruins indicates the 
presence of water, and without the protective outer stucco layer, this water will penetrate 
the tabby and deteriorate the ruins further. This is evident at the expanding holes in the 
walls of tabby at the slave cabins and cotton barn. Without general maintenance and 
protection against weathering, demolition by neglect will become a greater issue. The 
heavy tabby walls can fall and crumble from this neglect. This issue is most evident at the 
tabby walls of the main house where today only the chimney remains.
Figure 2.32: Destruction of tabby Building B by heavy plant 
growth
Figure 2.33: Tabby wall with high 
level of deterioration
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 The ruins at Chocolate Plantation display a range of conditions. This includes the 
structurally stable but highly modified 1830s barn to the totally obscured and covered 
slave cabin remains within the tree line. Only a few of Chocolate’s ruins show signs 
of recent interventions which corresponds with those that were modified and restored 
in the 1920s by Howard Coffin. Since Howard Coffin restored these buildings for 
practical uses, their condition is slightly better than those left to decay. Also, with little 
recent intervention, the amount of incompatible material use is minimal. This factor is a 
determinant in the level of intervention required for each ruin. 
Figure 2.34: View of Chocolate Plantation ruins from 
1830s barn (Building R)
Findings
 The overall site conditions illustrate issues that are contributing to the neglect 
and deterioration of Chocolate Plantation. One major issue at Chocolate Plantation is the 
remoteness of the site with difficult accessibility. Without a manager on site everyday 
nor the regular presence of any visitors, the site is generally neglected. This is evident 
in the lack of general landscaping, the deterioration of tabby walls, and the structural 
issues present in several areas of the site. The structural bracing at Chocolate Plantation 
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is clearly a reactive provision to identified structural issues at specific buildings. Since the 
site is generally neglected and has no clear plan for management and maintenance, it is 
likely that other structural issues exist that have not yet been identified. Without planning, 
these structural issues could cause irreversible damage to the remaining tabby ruins. 
 Part of stewardship that is a related but not conflated issue with the maintenance 
and management of tabby ruins is a lack of public information. The only on site signage 
at Chocolate Plantation is a historical marker a the entrance road. No other signs illustrate 
the importance of the site or even the danger related to interacting with the historic ruins. 
Without this information, visitors will continue to interact inappropriately with the tabby 
leading to damage of historic fabric as well as life safety issues. There is also a lack of 
public awareness of the site for those off of the island. Currently, Chocolate Plantation 
receives little attention on websites, having no connection with the State Parks website 
and primarily appearing on personal blogs. 
 Lastly, a number of alterations to the site have altered the historic makeup of 
Chocolate Plantation. This primarily relates to the CMU building constructed adjacent 
to the historic barn, but the alteration within the barn and of other historic tabby ruins on 
site illustrate other issues. Alterations within the barn clearly did not take reversibility 
and material compatibility into account and therefore threaten the historic integrity 
of the building. Other alterations on site, such as the CMU building, the Sears House 
and outbuildings, and the 1920s restorations by Howard Coffin alter the historic sense 
of place at Chocolate. While the Sears House and 1920s restorations are less visually 
obtrusive to the site as a whole, they still indicate an early lack of planning and protection 
at Chocolate that remains an issue today. Also, the alterations to the site conducted before 
state ownership of the island include no documentation on process and therefore create 
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gaps in information at the site. 
All of these issues are present due to a general lack of oversight and total lack of 
long term planning at Chocolate Plantation. Finding solutions for these specific issues 
will provide recommendations for similar sites and tabby management in general. The 
analysis of other tabby ruins sites in the following chapter will provide a broad look 




ANALYSIS OF TABBY RUIN SITES
Part 1: Broad Analysis
 There are over eighty historic tabby sites spread throughout the coastal regions 
of South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. Of these sites, approximately sixty sites were 
constructed during the Spalding Era of tabby construction1. Out of the sixty remaining 
Spalding Era sites, less than twenty still function as usable building spaces. The 
remaining forty-three Spalding Tabby sites are in ruins. Out of these forty-three ruin 
sites, twenty-four are in Georgia, twelve are in South Carolina, and seven are in Florida. 
Each site displays unique conditions for analysis that include accessibility, ownership, the 
integrity of their original fabric, and their management strategies.
The following analysis of the tabby ruin sites is first described by location. 
Ownership in each state shows clear differences in structure. Seperating the sites by states 
allows for a deeper analysis of the specific types of ownership found most widely in 
each state. South Carolina is dominated by different types of private owners and Florida 
sites are maintained mostly through government agencies. Georgia is most diverse in 
ownership and provides other examples of private and government sites for comparison. 
Besides ownership, sites in each state are considered for their accessibility, integrity, and 
management strategies. This initial broad analysis compares all levels of analysis and 
statewide patterns for a broader understanding of tabby preservation strategies. 
Accessibility is often dictated by ownership and therefore commonly restricted 
by the requirement to gain permission to access the properties. The ownership structure 
1 Spalding Tabby is defined in Chapter 1 as tabby buildings constructed between the 1790s and 1875.
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of the tabby ruin sites varies from private individuals to federal or state government. 
As discussed below, the owners of the tabby sites whether private business or state 
government, may differ from the manager of the site. However, ownership is an important 
factor in the site management due to the financial and/or organizational limitations of 
each type of ownership. 
The integrity of the original tabby structures is considered as a factor because it 
contributes to the preservation strategy employed at each site. For example, should a site 
only include one wall of what was once a multi-building complex, preservation may be 
considered futile. Levels of integrity are defined as:
● Low: Buildings or structures containing very little of their original tabby fabric or 
buildings that have been drastically altered in form and appearance. The original 
form and/or function of low integrity tabby ruins is not easily discernible. 
● Fair: Buildings or structures containing about 50% of their original tabby fabric.  
Fair integrity buildings may also include building elements that no longer perform 
in their original configuration, i.e. walls that have collapsed but are still on site. 
● High: Buildings or structures containing most original tabby elements in their 
original configuration. Overall form of high integrity tabby ruins is easily 
discernible. 
Lastly, management strategies often become the result of all previous 
considerations. Management strategies at tabby ruin sites may include any and all of the 
following:
● Land Maintenance (LM): Removal/maintenance of plant growth around or 
overhanging ruins. Removal of excessive plant growth on or in ruins.
● Minimal Preservation (MP): Buildings or structures show evidence of minor 
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repairs and patches on the tabby. Bracing only at window and door openings. 
Reactive preservation that addresses issues in the short term. 
● Long Term Planning (LTP): Sites are monitored regularly, including regular 
inspections by structural engineers. Includes plans for stabilization, if needed. 
Includes repairs, patches, or provisions (coverings, stucco, tie rods, etc.) intended 
to extend the life of the structure. 
● Interpretation - Signage (I-S): Minimal interpretation strategy that includes 
signage only. 
● Interpretation - General (I-G): On site interpretation that includes signage with 
additional resources such as brochures/printed material and/or websites available.
● Interpretation - Active (I-A): High level of interpretation that includes on site 
signage with additional printed or digital resources as well as docents, park 
rangers, or employees available for guided tours and/or addressing visitor 
inquiries. 
 At each level of analysis broad patterns emerge to create a greater understanding 
of current preservation strategies. These patterns may be used to illustrate successes and 
failures in tabby preservation specifically as it relates to ownership within the states. 
Using this information will lead to stronger preservation plans for tabby sites and the 
greater protection of these rare historic assets. 
Georgia’s Spalding Tabby Ruins
 Georgia contains the largest number of Spalding Era tabby ruin sites. The 
ownership structure of these sites display the largest range of the three states; five sites 
are owned and maintained by private individuals, eight are owned by businesses or 
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nonprofits, two are owned and managed by neighborhood associations, two are owned 
by city government, seven by the state government, and one by the federal government. 
The tabby sites in Georgia are divided in nearly equal proportion between open to the 
public and completely private/requiring permission. Thirteen of the twenty-three Georgia 
Spalding Era sites are accessible to the general public, however, seven of these sites 
require a fee for entrance and/or for ferry transportation to the site. The remaining sites 
are on private lands and/or require prior permission for access. Due to the makeup of 
Georgia’s barrier islands, Georgia also has the most sites that are accessible only via 
ferry or private boat. Ten of Georgia’s tabby ruin sites are not connected to the mainland, 
and thus require boat transportation. The remaining fourteen tabby sites in Georgia are 
accessible via car but may require permission for access. Sites that are accessible without 
specific permission include the following:
● The Greene Estate located on Cumberland Island, Georgia was once the home of 
Revolutionary War hero, General Nathaniel Greene.2 The four story tabby house 
originally on the property was called Dungeness. The original Greene Dungeness 
was eventually abandoned and ruined in fire. In the 1880s the Carnegie’s 
purchased land on Cumberland Island and began building their own Dungeness 
atop the foundations of the ruined Greene house. The Carnegie’s Dungeness 
and other buildings on their estate were also constructed in a combination of 
tabby (Tabby Revival) and masonry. The Carnegie Dungeness burned in the 
1950s and remains in ruins today. Access onto Dungeness ruins is restricted  by 
gates and walls surrounding the property for the safety of visitors and the ruins. 
Today the only remains of the Greene Estate is the Tabby House, built in 1803 
2 Cumberland Island, National Seashore Georgia: National Park Service.
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and restored in the 1990s. Dungeness ruins are accessible via paid passenger 
ferry to Cumberland Island. The site is located approximately half of a mile from 
the first Cumberland dock, near the Ice House Museum.  Cumberland Island is 
part of the National Park System and is called the Cumberland Island National 
Seashore.  The National Park Service monitors the historic site and park rangers 
offer additional information and tours.  Signage at Dungeness Ruins is weathered 
and mostly illegible. Private tours over the island as well as online resources and 
printed brochures offer additional information for visitors.
Figure 3.1: Dungeness Ruins, Cumberland Island, GA
Figure 3.2: Tabby House, Cumberland Island, GA
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● The Thicket, in the Darien area, includes the remains of a sugar mill and rum 
distillery built by William Carnochan in 1816. The tabby ruins include slave 
cabins, an octagonal sugar mill, a boiling and curing house, and a rum distillery 
along Carnochan Creek. The use of an octagonal sugar mill was advocated by 
Thomas Spalding with his sugar mill buildings on Sapelo Island. Spalding’s 
writings on tabby buildings for sugarcane cultivation as well as his friendship 
with William Carnochan directly influenced Carnochan’s design for the Thicket.3 
Today, the Thicket ruins are located within a gated community on Tolomato 
Island but may be visited during the day and viewed from the public right-of-way. 
Erosion, which has caused portions of the sugar mill and rum distillery to fall into 
the adjacent creek, continues to threaten the remainder of the ruins.4 A Historical 
Marker at the entrance to the Tolomato Island residential community is the only 
on site signage and explanation of the tabby ruins. The neighborhood association, 
Tolomato Island Property Owners Association, manages the ruins and has 
organized community cleanups of the historic sites in the past that included the 
removal of harmful plant growth.5 General maintenance of the ruins is limited to 
the monitoring of plant growth which is handled by the community’s landscaper. 
The managing property owners association has expressed interest in interpretive 
signage and protective fencing around the historic sites but no actions have been 
taken at this time.6 
3 Buddy Sullivan, A Georgia Tidewater Companion: Essays, Papers and Some Personal Observations on 
30 Years of Historical Research, (North Charleston: CreateSpace Independent Publishing Company, 2014), 
283.
4 Sullivan, A Georgia Tidewater Companion, 284.
5 Angie Spisak, Secretary/Treasurer, TIPOA, email message to author, February 2, 2016.
6 Ibid.
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● Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation, in the Darien area, was a rice plantation in 
operation from 1804 to 1913 and owned by the same family from 1804 to 1973.7 
The site includes the tabby remains of a rice mill that is barely visible in the 
landscape. Today, Hofwyl Broadfield Plantation is a 1200 acre Georgia State 
Historic Site that is managed by the Georgia Department of Natural Resources. 
8 The site is accessible with an entrance fee and requires a short walk from the 
parking area/visitor center to the plantation.  The historic site includes a visitor 
center museum with a film of the plantation’s history for visitors, a guided tour 
of the plantation house, and a nature trail with an observation tower overlooking 
the historic rice fields. The tabby remains of the rice mill are located near the old 
rice fields along the northern portion of the nature trail. Maintenance of the tabby 
foundation is limited to removal of plant growth, largely through the effort of 
volunteers.9
7 “Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation,” National Park Service, accessed February 2016, http://www.nps.gov/nr/
travel/geo-flor/11.htm.
8 See Part 2 for additional information
9 Terry Dickson, “Pre-Civil War rice mill ruins again visible at Hofwyl-Broadfield historic site, thanks to 
volunteers,” The Florida Times Union, February 28, 2014, accessed February 2016, http://jacksonville.com/
news/georgia/2014-02-28/story/pre-civil-war-rice-mill-ruins-again-visible-hofwyl-broadfield-historic.
Figure 3.3: The Thicket slave quarters, Tolomato Island, GA
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● The warehouse ruins of Darien, Georgia are the remains of several tabby cotton 
warehouses along the city’s waterfront. The warehouses were built in 1815 with 
a tabby lower level and wood frame upper levels. The warehouses were active 
until destroyed by the 1863 Darien fire.10 Today only the tabby lower level 
remains. One warehouse built about the same time as the waterfront buildings 
was the Strain Building. The Strain Building is a two story tabby building on 
the bluff overlooking the Darien waterfront. The Strain warehouse was not 
completely ruined in the 1863 fire and any fire damage sustained was mitigated 
soon after.11 Today the Strain Building is deteriorated but still retains its roof. All 
tabby warehouse ruins on the Darien waterfront, owned by the City of Darien, 
are visible from the public right-of-way with parking available nearby. The ruins 
show evidence of minor stabilization and include limited on site signage. 
10 Sullivan, A Georgia Tidewater Companion, 165.
11 Ibid.
Figure 3.5: Adam Strain Building, Darien, 
GA
Figure 3.4: Darien waterfront warehouse ruins.
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● There are three tabby ruin sites on Sapelo Island (in addition to Chocolate) at 
Long Tabby, Hanging Bull, and High Point. These sites are on DNR managed 
land with no preservation, land maintenance, or on-site signage. Long Tabby 
includes the remains of Thomas Spalding’s sugar mill. The tabby ruins of 
Spalding’s cane press are adjacent to the restored and maintained Long Tabby, 
which functions today as offices.12 The large structure at Hanging Bull was a  
tabby cotton building built in the 1830s.13 Hanging Bull is located on the unpaved 
portion of Sapelo’s West Perimeter Road approximately 2.5 miles from the ferry 
dock. The tabby remains at High Point include the foundation of a frame house. 
The High Point property was used by the Frenchman John Montalet in the early 
1800s and by John W. Griswold in the 1870s-90s.14 High Point is on the northern 
tip of Sapelo Island, approximately nine miles from the ferry dock. All sites 
require boat transportation to the island and additional arrangements for car or 
bicycle transport. 
12 Buddy Sullivan, “The Historic Buildings of Sapelo: A 200-Year Architectural Legacy,” Occasional 
Papers of the Sapelo Island NERR, Vol. 2 (2010): 5, accessed January 2016, http://www.sapelonerr.org/wp-
content/uploads/2014/03/Land-Owership-Paper.pdf.
13 Sullivan, A Georgia Tidewater Companion, 282. 
14 Ibid.
Figure 3.7: Tabby foundation ruins at High 
Point, Sapelo Island, GA
Figure 3.6: Ruins at Hanging Bull, Sapelo Island, GA
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● The McIntosh Sugar Mill, in the St. Mary’s area, was originally part of John 
McIntosh’s New Canaan Plantation. The two-story tabby agricultural building 
incorporates rectangular two story columns that are still intact. This 1820s 
building is largely intact and retains a high level of integrity. The ruins are 
maintained by the Camden County Park Service, primarily through plant growth 
management and regular structural inspections.15 These is evidence on site of 
tree removal at the interior of the ruins from the presence of large stumps. These 
trees were likely indicated as potentially or currently causing structural issues 
to the ruins and were thus carefully removed. The site is open to the public 
during daylight hours and includes on site parking. The only signage on site is a 
Historical Marker near the parking area. 
15 William Brunson, email message to author, February 2016.
Figure 3.8: McIntosh Sugar Mill, Camden County, GA
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● The Hazzard cemetery wall at Christ Church on St. Simons Island is a tabby 
structure built in 1813. Christ Church Parish was established after the first English 
settlers came to St. Simons Island with James Oglethorpe in the 1730s. The 
cemetery dates back to 1803 with the first permanent building constructed on the 
site in the 1820s.16 The tabby walls of the Hazzard memorial are in deteriorated 
condition but free of plant growth. The historic cemetery may be visited by the 
public for free and is managed by the Christ Church Frederica Vestry.
● Hampton Point Plantation, of St. Simons Island, was the cotton plantation of 
Major Pierce Butler, purchased in 1774. According to a Historical Marker near 
Hampton Point, by 1790, Butler was the largest land and slave owner on St Simon 
Island. Hampton Point, similar to The Thicket, is within a private neighborhood 
but visible from the public right-of-way. Portions of the ruins of Hampton 
Plantation are incorporated into the neighborhood design. Tabby ruins are visible 
16 “About Us,” Christ Church Frederica, accessed February 2016, http://ccfssi.org/about-us.html.
Figure 3.9: Deterioration and tree mitigation at McIntosh Sugar 
Mill
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on either side of the main road with the largest section of tabby ruins within a 
gated and fenced, but still visible, area of the neighborhood.
● Cannon’s Point Plantation, at the north end of St. Simons Island, Georgia, was 
established by John Couper in 1793. The remains of the plantation include large 
portions of the main house and several outbuildings, each using partial or full 
tabby construction. The original plantation tract is incorporated today in the 
Cannon’s Point Preserve, purchased in 2012 by the St. Simons Land Trust. The 
608 acre wilderness preserve includes a protective conservation easement by The 
Nature Conservancy.17 While the preserve is primarily maintained for its natural 
assets and ecosystems, the historical and archaeological features of Cannon’s 
Point are also protected. The main plantation house at the north point of the 
preserve shows evidence of minor repairs. Other historic building elements have 
undergone stabilization and all are surrounded by protective fencing and include 
interpretive signage. The preserve is open to the public for free over limited 
weekend hours. The tabby ruins are located at the northern point of the preserve, 
17 Cannon’s Point Preserve, St. Simons Island: St. Simons Land Trust, 1.
Figure 3.11: Old tabby of Hampton Point 
Plantation ruins incorporated in new tabby wall
Figure 3.10: Hampton Point Plantation ruins, St. 
Simons Island, GA
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approximately a two and a half mile walk or bike ride from the parking area.
● Ossabaw Island’s historic tabby buildings are the remains of the Morel family’s 
North End Plantation. The historic slave cabins at North End were built as tabby 
duplexes with central chimneys, once housing up to seventy slaves.18 Today, three 
tabby slave cabins survive. Ossabaw Island is state owned and managed by the 
DNR. However, the nonprofit Ossabaw Island Foundation manages the day to 
day objectives and scheduling of the island and its historic and natural resources. 
The Ossabaw Island Foundation has facilitated the procurement of grants and 
additional funds for the protection of the historic resources. In 2004 a $400,000 
Save America’s Treasures grant was awarded for the restoration of the tabby 
slave cabins. Today, Ossabaw Island is maintained as a heritage preserve and with 
beach access available by private boat with no reservation required. However, 
18 Eric Willis, “Sea Island Strata,” Smithsonian Magazine, February 2007, accessed February 2016, http://
www.smithsonianmag.com/history/sea-island-strata-144625350.
Figure 3.12: Overhead view of Cannon’s Point Plantation main house
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visiting the historic structures of Ossabaw requires prior reservation and fee as 
well as private boat transportation to be arranged by the visitor. The preservation 
efforts at Ossabaw Island for tabby and other historic buildings remain ongoing.
Georgia Findings
In Georgia, the tabby sites that are not open to the general public are primarily 
privately owned. The exception to this is Hopeton/Altama Plantation in the Darien area 
that was recently purchased by the state. Currently undergoing preliminary investigations, 
the site will eventually be open to the public and managed by the DNR.19 Five tabby 
ruin sites in Georgia are owned by private individuals and are thus inaccessible without 
permission.20 An additional five restricted-access tabby ruin sites are on lands owned and 
managed by private businesses.21 Two of these private sites are owned and maintained 
by St. Catherine’s Island. St. Catherine’s, like Ossabaw, has an active involvement in the 
preservation of their tabby sites.22 
 The integrity of the tabby structures at each of the sites varies greatly with each 
site and effects and is affected by the management strategies in place at each site. Some 
sites have degraded to a point where preservation is futile. These sites, such as the rice 
mill foundation at Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation, exist as part of the landscape and are 
maintained through land and plant maintenance. Some sites maintain a high level of 
integrity, such as the McIntosh Sugar Mill in St. Mary’s which contains most original 
19 Aimee Bouzigard, DNR, email with author, January 11, 2016.
20 These sites are Myers Plantation (Brunswick area), Creighton Island, Stafford House (Cumberland 
Island), Bellevue Plantation (Woodbine), Laurel Grove Platation (Darien).
21 These sites are Elizafield Plantation (Darien area), Hazzards Neck, Waldburg and Gwinett Plantations (St. 
Catherine’s Island), Retreat Plantation (St. Simons Island).
22 St. Catherine’s island is discussed in detail in Part 3
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walls and columns. Other sites, described as maintaining a fair amount of integrity retain 
most original walls, but the overall form is not discernable or has been altered.
Eleven Georgia Spalding Tabby sites are known to be regularly maintained, 
monitored, or managed by their owners.23 Since ten sites are on private, access restricted 
land, this number reflects only the known maintenance. This management primarily 
includes care of the overall site but not necessarily of the tabby ruins. The maintenance 
includes mowing and removing dangerous or potentially hazardous nearby plant growth. 
The land maintenance around tabby ruin sites necessitates the use of hand pulling plant 
growth near the walls so that machinery does not damage the tabby walls. The large areas 
of grass or land around the ruins are then mowed or cleaned as needed. This strategy 
is common for these eleven sites that are either owned and managed by government or 
business organizations. It should also be noted that although the maintenance strategies 
of most sites owned by private individuals are unknown, at least three of the sites are 
on wooded lands removed from populated or permanent residences. Because of their 
remote and isolated situations with absent owners, it is unlikely that these sites receive 
any regular maintenance or monitoring. Lack of general maintenance of these tabby sites 
can not only result in the loss of historic fabric but also leaves the buildings at risk of 
failing and collapsing, creating a life safety issues. Land maintenance alone is not enough 
to prevent the destruction of the tabby sites. Therefore, site managers often employ a 
number of techniques, such as interpretation or long term planning, to prolong the life of 
the structures. 
23 These sites are The Thicket (Darien area), Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation (Darien area), Waldburg and 
Gwinnett Plantations (St. Catherine’s Island), McIntosh Sugar Mill (St. Mary’s area), Retreat Plantation 
(St. Simons Island), Christ Church Hazzard Cemetery Wall (St. Simons Island), Hampton Plantation (St. 
Simons Island), Cannon’s Point (St. Simons Island), Darien warehouses, and Morel Plantation (Ossabaw).
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Eleven Georgia sites have plans that include some form of interpretation.24 This 
interpretation is typically signage on site or nearby, however, state or federally owned 
lands often have park rangers and employees that provide additional interpretation. The 
signage-only sites often include a nearby historical marker that gives limited information 
on the site. Historic sites often use more than one type of interpretation to allow for 
multiple avenues of information. This includes site specific websites, brochures, guided 
and self-guided tours, and, less frequently, on-site employees or park rangers. The sites 
that have on-site employees to answer questions and provide additional information are 
the federally owned Greene Estate, the state owned Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation and 
Morel Plantation, and the business owned Waldburg and Gwinnett Plantations. Of these, 
Waldburg and Gwinnett Plantations of St. Catherine’s Island and Morel Plantation of 
Ossabaw Island are distinct. St. Catherine’s Island Foundation and the Ossabaw Island 
Foundations were established with a focus on research, education, and conservation 
which is reflected in their active involvement in their historic sites. However, since 
access to each island requires a reservation, visitors to the islands are often there for 
specific educational purposes. Appointments on the islands require a guide, and thus 
provide readily available active interpretation. It should also be noted that these three 
sites also offer additional information on official websites that offers the public, unable 
to visit Ossabaw or St. Catherine’s, a look at their tabby assets. While the official NPS 
website for Cumberland Island does mention the original Greene Estate, the focus is on 
the Carnegie Dungeness Ruins. The site barely addresses the original Dungeness built 
24 These sites are Chocolate Plantation (Sapelo), Greene Estate (Cumberland Island), The Thicket (Darien 
area), Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation (Darien area), Waldburg and Gwinnett Plantations (St. Catherine’s 
Island), McIntosh Sugar Mill (St. Mary’s area), Retreat Plantation (St. Simons Island), Cannon’s Point (St. 
Simons Island), Darien warehouses, and Morel Plantation (Ossabaw Island).
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by the Greene’s and makes no reference to the preservation of Tabby House, built by the 
Greenes and still on site today. 
Five out of the twenty-four Georgia sites are known to have long term plans for 
their tabby ruins. These plans include stabilization and minor to major repairs.  Each 
site with a long term plan is run and managed by organizations with an emphasis on the 
protection of historically, culturally, and ecologically significant sites. The exception 
to this is Retreat Plantation, owned and managed by the Sea Island Golf Club. Overall, 
the Retreat Plantation ruins are part of the golf resort and treated as a landscape feature. 
However, the historic site does show evidence of protective planning that go beyond 
the typical reactive and short term tabby repairs of other sites. Efforts at the Retreat 
Plantation ruins include stabilization with tie rods and application of stucco as well as 
potentially harmful techniques of capping. The Portland cement-based cap at the top of 
the ruined walls is incompatible with historic tabby and often causes more damage than 
protection. While the extent of the work at Retreat Plantation would indicate an intention 
of long term preservation, the strategies employed are potentially harmful and therefore 
not best practices. Here, the ruins are valued as an interesting feature on the landscape for 
the enjoyment of their guests rather than a historically significant asset. 
The other sites with long term plans include the Greene Estate of Cumberland 
Island, Waldburg and Gwinnett Plantations of St. Catherine’s Island, and Morel 
Plantation of Ossabaw Island. While preservation strategies at Morel, Gwinnett, and 
Waldburg Plantations range from protective coverings to full restorations, the techniques 
used are planned out for the long term protection of the sites. These tabby structures 
are treated as historically significant features that are fully incorporated in the mission 
of their managing organizations. Since these sites are integral to these missions, their 
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management is well planned for the long term and includes multiple strategies of 
interpretation and preservation.25 The Greene Estate is similar in terms of carefully 
planned and appropriately cautious preservation, however the focus is slightly different. 
Since the Carnegie’s estate was built atop the foundations of the Greene estate, the 
integrity of the original Greene estate is low and likely only available as archaeological 
remains; Focus of the site is thus on the visible Carnegie Dungeness Ruins. The Greene 
Estate ruins thus only include a form of long term planning because of their connection 
with the Tabby Revival ruins. The size of the Carnegie Dungeness also necessitates the 
use of more protective measures against life safety issues. Here, stabilization is key so 
that historic fabric as well as human lives are protected. Preservation efforts include tie 
rods as well as fencing to restrict access. Also of note is the Tabby House, the only visible 
portion of the Greene Estate remaining. Since the preservation of the Tabby House in 
the 1990s restored the full building envelope, so that it now includes all windows, doors, 
and roof, the building is not included as a ruin for the purpose of this study. However, the 
careful preservation of the building illustrates issues related to tabby preservation. The 
restoration by Lauren Sickles-Taves involved the removal of an incompatible cement 
stucco that was causing cracking, buckling, and mold issues throughout the building. At 
the Tabby House, Sickles-Taves emphasized the use of a compatible stucco and the use 
of reversible and sympathetic techniques and materials.26 The other historically-minded 
tabby sites that involve long term planning employ techniques that fit with the idea of 
reversibility. This careful planning and consideration of reversibility and compatibility 
25 Specific strategies used at Ossabaw Island are discussed in Part 3.
26 Lauren B. Sickles-Taves, “Handle with Care: Tabby is No Ordinary Concrete,” Conservation and 
Preservation of Tabby: A Symposium on Historic Building Material of the Coastal Southeast, (Jekyll Island, 
GA: 1998), 80.
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of materials is key to successful long term planning of historic tabby sites. As seen at the 
Tabby House before restoration, lack of understanding on material properties often leads 
to widespread damage of historic fabric. 
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 Overall, Georgia has a low percentage of tabby ruin sites that are carefully 
managed, especially in the long term. Although Georgia has the largest number of tabby 
ruin sites, there is no consistency in management at the properties. The neighborhood 
associations, city, and county owners of tabby ruins in Georgia maintain the appearance 
of their tabby ruins in a minimal fashion. This management is primarily related to land 
maintenance and does not provide long term solutions for site protection. Business 
owners of tabby sites in Georgia primarily have a hands-off approach to their tabby ruins, 
with some businesses neglecting them completely (Elizafield and Hazzards Neck). These 
sites, more than any other, would benefit from a protective easement to restrict unchecked 
alteration or destruction of the historic fabric by an ambivalent owner. 
LM= Land Maintenance; MP= Minimal Preservation; LTP= Long Term Planning; I-S= Interpretation-
Signage; I-G= Interpretation-General; I-A= Interpretation-Active
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 The state owned properties in Georgia are managed by the Department of Natural 
Resources. Although the DNR does have a Historic Resource Division and an obligation 
to protect historically and culturally significant assets on their properties, their primary 
focus in the cases here seems to lie on protection of natural resources. As a manager of 
culturally significant resources, the Georgia DNR has so far shown a hands-off approach 
to preservation and interpretation of tabby. 
 Nonprofits in Georgia appear to have the greatest success in long-term planning 
for their historic resources. There are three nonprofits in Georgia that manage the 
tabby resources. These three nonprofits each have plans for the protection and/or 
preservation of their tabby assets. The two most successful plans for long term planning 
by nonprofits in Georgia are managed by organizations with an emphasis on history and/
or preservation, St. Catherines Foundation and Ossabaw Island Foundation. With a clear 
focus that aligns with the needs of historic resource protection, these organizations are 
good stewards of tabby ruin sites.
South Carolina’s Spalding Tabby Ruins 
There are twelve Spalding Tabby ruin sites in the South Carolina Lowcountry. 
Unlike Georgia, only one tabby ruin site in South Carolina is government owned and 
managed.  Five sites are located within private neighborhoods; Three of these sites are 
managed by their respective neighborhoods and the other two are managed by small 
organizations that work in cooperation with the neighborhoods.27 These organizations 
are the Dataw Historic Foundation that manages and preserves Sam’s Plantation and the 
27 Neighborhood sites in South Carolina are Stoney-Baynard Plantation in Hilton Head’s Sea Pines resort, 
Haig’s Point Plantation in Daufuskie Island’s Haig Point Neighborhood, Sams Plantation on Dataw Island, 
the Edward’s House on Spring Island, and the Callawassie Sugar Works on Callawassie Island. 
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nonprofit Spring Island Trust that manages the Spring Island ruins. Four sites are owned 
by private individuals on residential property and are thus not open to the public without 
permission.28 However, two of these sites, Cotton Hope Plantation on Hilton Head Island 
and the Thomas Talbird outbuilding in Beaufort, are visible at a distance from the public 
right-of-way. There are an additional two tabby ruin sites in South Carolina that are run 
by businesses. These two sites are Riverside Plantation on St. Helena Island, owned by 
Lands End Woodland, Inc. and the Tabby Ovens on the property of Wilkinson’s Landing 
on Edisto Island.  
 The accessibility of tabby sites in South Carolina differs greatly from Georgia. 
Since most South Carolina’s tabby sites are privately owned, most are not open to the 
general public. As mentioned above, two sites owned by private individuals on residential 
property are visible to the public while the other two are inaccessible without permission. 
Out of the five sites within private neighborhoods, four are not open to the public.  
These four sites are within private gated communities and require permission and prior 
28 The tabby sites and buildings on private, residential property are Sunnyside Plantation on Edisto Island, 
the Thomas Talbird Outhouse in Beaufort, Woodward/Laurel Bay Plantation in Beaufort County, and 
Cotton Hope Plantation in Hilton Head.
Figure 3.13: Cotton Hope Plantation Ruins, Hilton 
Head, SC
Figure 3.14: Thomas Talbird outbuilding ruin, 
Beaufort, SC
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arrangements for visits. The only neighborhood owned tabby site that is open to the 
general public is Stoney Baynard Plantation within the Sea Pines Resort on Hilton Head 
Island. This site may be visited without prior arrangement with the purchase of a day pass 
into the resort. Since the different private ownerhip types of south carolina sites dictates 
their management practices, specifics that relate to south carolina’s ownership types are 
dicussed in this section. The only two South Carolina tabby ruin sites accessible without 
prior permission include:
● Bleak Hall Plantation was the home of John Townsend who likely constructed 
the tabby buildings in the 1840s.29 The main house of the cotton plantation 
was destroyed in fire leaving only three buildings to remain today. The three 
outbuildings include two of full tabby construction and the other on a tabby 
foundation. Two of the structures maintain their roofs and the third has wooden 
posts along its facades and a wooden cap at the top of the walls, presumably for 
stabilization purposes. Bleak Hall Plantation is the only Spalding Tabby site in 
South Carolina that is owned and managed by state government.  Bleak Hall is 
part of the Botany Bay Plantation Heritage Preserve/ Wildlife Management Area 
of Edisto Island and is managed by the DNR. The site is open to the public for 
free. 
● Stoney-Baynard Plantation, originally Braddock’s Point Plantation, was a cotton 
plantation on Hilton Head Island established by John Stoney in the late eighteenth 
century. After the Stoney’s filed bankruptcy in 1837, the plantation was purchased 
29 National Register of Historic Places, Bleak Hall Plantation Outbuildings, Edisto Island, Charleston 
County, South Carolina, National Register #S1081771005114.
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by William Baynard and owned by him until his death in 1849.30 The site consists 
of tabby ruins of the main house and portions of three outbuildings. The ruins 
are now part of a park space within the Sea Pines Resort and managed by the Sea 
Pines Homeowners Association. A day pass is required to visit the ruins but is 
available for purchase with no prior reservations. The structures are fenced off 
to restrict access into the ruins. Since the site does not include any staff nearby, 
this provision protects the ruins from human interaction and protects visitors 
from tabby failure. The ruins have nearby parking and are supplemented with 
interpretive signage. Stabilization efforts are evident with window bracing in the 
main house. 
Sites that are owned by businesses that are open to the public for limited or reserved 
times include:
● The Tabby Oven ruins on Edisto Island were originally built in 1800 for 
Hephzibah Jenkins Townsend, of the nearby Townsend/Botany Bay Plantation. 
30 National Register of Historic Places, Stoney-Baynard Plantation, Hilton Head Island, Beaufort County, 
South Carolina, National Register #S10817707056.
Figure 3.15: Stoney-Baynard Plantation House 
ruins, Hilton Head, SC
Figure 3.16: Stoney-Baynard Plantation slave cabin 
foundations, Hilton Head, SC
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The ovens were built in 1815 as part of a commercial bakery.31 The ruins are now 
on the land of Wilkinson’s Landing, an area that is run as a private business and 
is rented out for events or daytrips. Today there is little fabric remaining of the 
bakery but the ruins are surrounded with a low wooden fencing.
● Riverside Plantation of St Helena Island was originally owned by Daniel Jenkins, 
a prominent cotton planter of South Carolina.32 The tabby ruins on site today 
are the remains of an outbuilding including only one wall and two partial walls. 
Today the site is part of the Lands End Woodland property. Lands End Woodland 
originated as a group of African Americans (Gullah) who purchased the former 
Riverside Plantation property for recreational and social events. The site is open 
once a year for a Gullah heritage festival, entrance fee required. Lands End 
Woodland Inc. has stated interest in developing long term plans to protect  the 
history of the site for future generations.33
Neighborhood sites that require reservations and arrangements with the neighborhoods 
before visiting include:
● Sams Plantation tabby ruins are the tabby remains of the Sams family home 
on Dataw Island. The majority of the tabby construction at Sams Planation is 
attributed to the efforts of Berners Barnwell Sams. B.B. Sams and his brother 
Lewis Reeve Sams managed their Dataw Island plantations from the early 1800s 
to the 1850s. The brothers grew indigo, cotton, and oranges on their Dataw 
31 National Register of Historic Places, Edisto Island Multiple Resource Area, Edisto Island, Charleston 
County, South Carolina, National Register #S10817710148.
32 National Register of Historic Places, Historic Resources of St. Helena Island, c. 1740- c. 1935, St. Helena 
Island, Beaufort County, South Carolina, National Register #MPS033.
33 “Our History,” Landsend Woodland, accessed February 2016, http://www.landsendwoodland.org/history.
html.
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plantations with the use of over a hundred slaves. Lewis Reeve’s planation on 
the north end of Dataw was ravaged by hurricanes and land erosion so that very 
little remains today. The tabby buildings of B.B. Sams are known as the Sams 
Plantation Complex Tabby Ruins and are listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places. Today, the remnants of approximately twelve tabby buildings 
make up the ruins site. The overall condition of each building varies greatly 
but the site retains a high level of integrity overall. Today the site is an integral 
part of the Dataw Island community, with protection of the site planned into the 
original layout and development of the residential community.34 While the site 
is on community land, the current management of the site is overseen by the 
Dataw Historic Foundation, a nonprofit. For over twenty years, the DHF has been 
actively involved in the preservation of the ruins. Preservation at Sams Plantation 
includes long term planning for extensive stabilization and interpretation.35 Visits 
to Sams Plantation require an invitation or an appointment with the DHF. 
34 “About the Dataw Historic Foundation,” Dataw Historic Foundation, accessed January 2016, http://
datawhistory.org.
35 Specific preservation strategies at Sams Plantation are discussed in Part 2. 
Figure 3.17: B.B. Sams House ruins, Dataw Island, SC
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● Haig Point includes the tabby remains of slave quarters on Daufuskie Island’ 
North Slave Settlement. Daufuskie, located between Hilton Head Island and 
Savannah, Georgia, was once home to a number of indigo and cotton plantations. 
While the specific construction date is unknown, the history of the Haig Point 
ruins is archaeologically traced back to the ownership of Rev. Herman Blodgett.36 
Blodgett gained control of Haig Point in 1825 after marrying the widow of the 
former plantation owner, David John Mongin. The original construction of the 
plantation under Blodgett’s ownership included a large T-shaped tabby plantation 
house and a number of tabby slave quarters arranged as a slave row. Civil War 
looting and fires eventually led to the destruction of the main house while the 
North End Slave Settlement remained largely intact. Many of the slave quarters 
remained occupied into the 1930s. Today the remains of the main house include 
degraded portions of the north and east walls as well as the building footprint 
visible at ground level. This footprint was completed during a 1985 excavation of 
the house that revealed the tabby basement walls. The basement level was then 
backfilled and capped to indicate the layout of the tabby house at ground level. 
Remnants of the North End Slave Settlement includes portions of twelve slave 
cabins. These cabins range in condition from including only degraded chimney 
bases to retaining portions of walls and openings that indicate overall form. 
The island was held privately by heirs of earlier owners until 1957. In 1984 the 
island was purchased by the International Paper Company with the intention of 
36 Colin Brooker, “Haig Point Tabby Ruins,” Written Historical and Descriptive Data, Historic American 
Buildings Survey, National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior. From Prints and Photographs 
Division, Library of Congress (HABS No. SC-867, Accessed January 2016). http://lcweb2.loc.gov/master/
pnp/habshaer/sc/sc1100/sc1126/data/sc1126data.pdf.
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developing it for residential and recreational uses.37 Haig Point is now part of 
the private residential community on Daufuskie Island that has recently made 
efforts to carefully preserve that slave cabin ruins. The six week effort included 
capping and stabilization overseen by architectural consultants and craftsmen 
with expertise in tabby preservation techniques.38 The preservation was facilitated 
through a partnership between the Daufuskie Island Historical Foundation and the 
Haig Point Community Association. Day trips to the island require transportation 
reservations. The island has resources including a museum, brochures, website, 
and historical tours of the island for active interpretation.39 
The other two neighborhood sites, Callawassie Sugar Works and the Edwards 
House, offer access to the islands only for real estate “discovery tours” designed to 
37 Brooker, “Haig Point Tabby Ruins.”
38 “Haig Point Begins Restoration of Historical Tabby Ruins,” Haig Point, accessed February 2016, http://
haigpoint.com/haig-point-begins-restoration-of-historical-tabby-ruins.
39  “About Daufuskie Island, SC,” Hilton Head Island, accessed February 2016, http://www.
hiltonheadisland.org/daufuskie-island/about.
Figure 3.18: Haig Point Ruins, Daufuskie Island, SC (HABS)
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introduce potential new homeowners to the accommodations of each resort community.40 
This private management of the sites limits access to the site as well as access to 
information on the state of the tabby resources. Recent news on Callawassie Sugar Works 
suggests a protective interest in the ruins by a concerned group of residents that resulted 
in its listing on the National Register of Historic Places.41 However, any plans or actions 
related to the preservation of the site are not yet active.42 Spring Island, on the other 
hand, is in the process of ruins stabilization on the former Edwards plantation. Owned by 
Spring Island and managed by the nonprofit Spring Island Trust, the Edwards plantation 
tabby ruins include large portions of the main house and three plantation outbuilidngs. 
The buildings show signs of stabilization at window and door openings with wooden 
bracing and capping along the tops of walls. The Spring Island Trust’s website makes 
reference to a “Ruins Reinforcement Project” that involved the use of extensive interior 
40 “Discovery Experience,” Spring Island, accessed February 2016, http://www.springisland.com/discovery-
package.html.
41 Rebecca Lurye, “Ruins of Callawassie sugar mill recognized as historic site,” The Beaufort Gazette, 
October 15, 2014, accessed January 2016, http://www.islandpacket.com/news/local/community/beaufort-
news/article33611376.html.
42 Colin Brooker, phone conversation with author, January 2016.
Figure 3.19: Edwards House and Dependencies, 
Spring Island, SC (HABS)
Figure 3.20: Callawassie Sugar Works, Callawassie 
Island, SC (HABS)
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bracing of the large tabby ruin buildings currently in place.43 However, there is no public 
information available on project specifics. Although Spring Island’s access is restricted 
to current and prospective homeowners, there is a self guided history tour available for 
visitors, as part of the Spring Island History Trail. 
South Carolina Findings
 The management of tabby ruins in South Carolina is at the discretion of the 
numerous private owners. According to architect Colin Brooker, this means that often 
the sites are addressed as money allows or once a problem appears.44 This is evident at 
Cotton Hope Plantation located on private property on Squire Pope Road in Hilton Head. 
Here, preservation only includes minimal stabilization at window openings. Since this 
and three other tabby sites in South Carolina are located on private residential property, 
the owner’s incentive for extensive preservation is dictated by their financial situation 
and appreciation of history. With no financial incentive for a private homeowner to 
preserve the tabby ruins on their own and a greater financial incentive for them to avoid 
preservation, these sites are likely only preserved as money allows and in a minimal 
fashion. All other sites in South Carolina, excluding Bleak Hall, are preserved through 
the involvement of a group of people that share in the financial burden of the site. 
The neighborhood management of ruin sites is facilitated by groups of homeowners 
that share in a concern for the sites. For some neighborhood sites, the neighborhood’s 
homeowners association manages the ruins. This means that the purchase of a home 
within the neighborhood requires the resident to share in the financial responsibility of 
43 “Ruins Reinforcement Project,” Spring Island Trust, accessed February 2016, http://www.
springislandtrust.org/cultural-preservation/ruins-reinforcement-project.
44 Colin Brooker, phone conversation with author, February 2016.
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the site’s preservation. Successful separation of ownership from management is evident 
at Sams Plantation and the Edwards House. Here, the preservation of the sites is managed 
by people who have a deliberate involvement in the history of the place rather than by 
those who only happen to live nearby. The removal of disinterested homeowners from 
the protection of the tabby sites creates a greater focus on preservation by involving only 
those with a specific interest in history. 
As a whole, the neighborhood residents of the South Carolina tabby sites work for 
the continuation of their neighborhoods’ historic assets. These sites often have a higher 
level of integrity, which often require more preservation due to the larger amount of 
fabric remaining. At least four of the five neighborhood sites have long term preservation 
strategies in place for the stabilization and continuation of their tabby ruins. These plans 
involve preservation that is intended to extend the life of the historic structures. The 
extent of this planning is dictated by the integrity of the site. High integrity sites, like 
Sams Plantation, require long term and prioritized planning for sustainable preservation. 
Other sites with lower integrity, like Haig Point, may only require the planning and 
execution of occasional projects that address specific concerns as they arise. 
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South Carolina-Georgia Comparision 
 South Carolina is very different from Georgia for its majority of private 
ownership. The tabby ruin sites in the State of South Carolina are most often run by or in 
conjunction with a neighborhood association. Overall, these associations are aware of the 
historic assets they are responsible for and understand the importance of their protection. 
Generally, the neighborhood management of the sites provides very regular monitoring 
and maintenance of the ruins, but does not necessarily provide the funds required for 
needed preservation projects.
 There is also an increased danger in South Carolina for alterations to the tabby 
ruins because of the larger number of private owners. It is unlikely that the neighborhood 
associations of South Carolina, who seem to have a great appreciation for their tabby 
ruins, would conduct irresponsible alterations to the ruins. The private homeowners and 
businesses, however, are free to conduct unchecked alterations unless an easement is used 
to protect these ruins. 
LM= Land Maintenance; MP= Minimal Preservation; LTP= Long Term Planning; I-S= Interpretation-
Signage; I-G= Interpretation-General; I-A= Interpretation-Active
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Florida’s Spalding Tabby Ruins
 Florida has seven remaining Spalding Era tabby ruin sites along its Atlantic and 
Gulf coasts. In contrast to the other two states, most of Florida’s tabby sites are on state 
or national park land. Only one Florida site, Braden Castle, is privately owned. Two sites 
are on state owned and managed lands, Houston Plantation on Big Talbot Island and 
the Addison Blockhouse on Ormond Beach. These two state-owned properties are not 
open to the general public but are maintained by the state as historic and archaeological 
sites. The remaining four Florida sites are managed by the National Park Service. 
Three of these sites are within the Timucuan Ecological and Historic Preserve on Fort 
George Island and the other is on the land of the De Soto National Memorial in Tampa. 
Although Florida has the least number of tabby sites, it has the highest percentage of 
accessible tabby ruin sites. Only two of the seven Florida sites are closed to the general 
public. These sites, as stated above, are the tabby sites within Florida State Parks and are 
protected archaeological sites. The remaining five sites are open and free for public visits. 
All of Florida sites are also accessible via automobile with nearby parking. The Florida 
tabby ruin sites that are accessible without prior permission include:
● Three tabby ruin sites within the Timucuan Ecological and Historic Preserve 
are the McGundo Thomson House, Cedar Point Plantation, and Kingsley 
Plantation. The McGundo Thomson House, also known as the Thomson Tabby 
Ruins, was built in the mid-1800s. As of today, the tabby building has undergone 
stabilization efforts that are both evident, including bracing at the window 
openings, and not evident, such as erosion mitigation. Cedar Point Plantation is 
listed for its natural resources in the Timucuan brochure, however, portions of 
the tabby plantation house remain on the site today. The ruins are off of a nature 
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trail and are monitored but maintained only as part of the landscape. Kingsley 
Plantation is well known for its experimental techniques of tabby preservation.45 
Kingsley is a primary focus of the Timucuan Preserve while the other two sites 
are less advertised and less active sites. Kingsley Plantation’s twenty-four slave 
cabins display a range of deterioration levels as well as preservation techniques. 
Preservation strategies at Kingsley include lime washes, capping, and stucco. 
Kingsley has on site parking and interpretive signage throughout. The  46,000-
acre Timucuan Preserve that encompasses these three sites is a partnership of the 
Florida State Park System, the City of Jacksonville, the National Park Service, 
and private and corporate landowners and was established as a National Park in 
1988.46 All tabby sites of the Timucuan Preserve are managed by NPS. 
● Braden Castle, in Bradenton, Florida, was the two story tabby house of Joseph 
Braden. Braden built his home in the 1850s on his 160 acre sugar plantation.47 
45 Kingsley is described in greater detail in Part 3 of this chapter.
46 A Day in the Park, Timucuan Preserve: National Park Service, 3.
47 National Register of Historic Places, Braden Castle Park Historic District, Bradenton, Manatee County, 
Florida.
Figure 3.21: McGundo Thomson House ruins, 
Fort George Island, FL
Figure 3.22: Kingsley Plantation slave cabins, Fort 
George Island, FL
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After the plantation failed, the Braden’s abandoned their home and it was 
eventually ruined by fire. Today all that remains are the mostly collapsed walls 
of the large plantation house. The site is now incorporated into the Braden Castle 
Park neighborhood and is managed by the Braden Castle Association. The ruins 
are treated as part of the landscape, are surrounded by fencing, and include one 
Historical Marker on site. 
● Shaw’s Point was the 165-acre homestead established in the 1840s by William H. 
Shaw. Shaw built his small house of tabby block and lived there with his family 
from 1843 to 1855. Most of the tabby blocks of the house were sawn apart and 
removed when the Shaws’ vacated the area. The remains of the house, known 
as Tabby House, are the tabby blocks too large for the Shaws’ to remove. The 
site is incorporated today in the De Soto National Memorial and managed by the 
National Park Service.  The Tabby House is visible off of a park trail and includes 
minimal signage. NPS manages the site as part of the landscape and currently has 
no management plan for the ruins.48 
Florida Findings
Most of Florida’s tabby sites range from low to fair integrity, with several 
highly degraded and maintained only as part of the landscape. Sites with high integrity 
are the Timucuan sites of the McGundo Thompson House and Kingsley Plantation, 
specifically the Kingsley slave cabins. Tabby preservation at Kingsley has a history 
of experimentation and includes regular maintenance and detailed documentation of 
each preservation action which stands as a lesson and draws attention to the positive 
48 Tabby House, De Soto National Memorial: National Park Service.
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benefits of a preservation plan. Sharing these detailed documents would provide valuable 
information on success and failures of tabby preservation over time for other historic 
tabby sites. In contrast, Cedar Point Plantation, also part of the National Park Service 
Timucuan Preserve, has lower integrity, is less visited, is less advertised, and thus does 
not display the same level of preservation as Kingsley. As stated above, the integrity of 
the tabby structures at each site effects and is affected by the management strategies in 
place at each site.
The management of the Florida tabby sites is very regulated due to their 
ownership structures. Government oversight and regulation requires specific protocol 
to be met, including the creation of site specific management plans.49 National Park 
Service and State Parks also require long term management strategies that reflect their 
governing organization’s mission. Though NPS has jurisdiction over other properties 
in this study, their greatest influence is in Florida. Since it is written as a mission and 
purpose of the NPS to protect and preserve the country’s cultural and natural resources, it 
is not surprising that they are often involved in the stewardship of historic sites.50 General 
management plans are required for sites overseen by the National Park Service and 
should be revised regularly. The Final General Management Plan / Development Concept 
Plan for Tinucuan Preserve written in 1996 describes the management plan as guiding 
principles, not prescriptive solutions.51 It also lists the need for additional plans written 
for the development of the Preserve including Historic Structures Reports and resource 
management plans. 
49 The protocol and specific regulations are defined in the specific legislation that is written for the creation 
of the national or state parks.
50 “About Us,” National Park Service, accessed February 2016, http://www.nps.gov/aboutus/index.htm.
51 Timucuan Ecological and Historic Preserve, “General Management Plan/Development Concept Plans,” 
(Denver: National Park Service, 1996), 3.
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Florida State Parks are overseen by the Division of Recreation and Parks which 
acts under the Department of Environmental Protection. Since the governing body related 
to Florida State Parks is devoted to the conservation of the natural environment, it is not 
surprising that the management plan for Fort George Island primarily lists protocol for 
the protection of plant and animal life. Even with regard to plant growth on historic sites, 
the management plan requires care in removing plant growth so as not to damage rare 
plant species.52 The management plan for Fort George Island does, however, list specific 
actions taken at the Thomson Tabby Ruins to stabilize the historic building. These actions 
involved the partnership of the National Park Service, Historic Preservation Training 
Center, and the Department of Environmental Protection. The site stabilization followed 
recommendations compiled in a Historic Structures Report, the conservation adhered to 
the Secretary of Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Historic Structures, and the result 
was reviewed by the Division of Historical Resources.53 
Braden Castle is the only privately owned in Spalding Tabby ruin in Florida. 
The ruins are located with a residential neighborhood established in 1924. Photos from 
1960s and 70s indicate that the ruins were still mostly intact and maintained a high level 
of integrity only fifty years ago. This would indicate that the history and preservation of 
the tabby ruins was not an integral part of the neighborhood development. The original 
developers of the Braden Castle area were the Camping Tourists of America who camped 
as communities in public parks during the 1920s.54 While their purchase and development 
52 State of Florida, Department of Environmental Protection, “Fort George Island Cultural State Park Unit 
Management Plan,” December 12, 2008, accessed January 2016, 44. http://www.dep.state.fl.us/parks/
planning/parkplans/FortGeorgeIslandCulturalStatePark.pdf.
53 State of Florida, Department of Environmental Protection, “Fort George Island Cultural State Park Unit 
Management Plan,” 44.
54 City of Bradenton, “Historic Preservation Data Inventory and Analysis,” Comprehensive Plan I Historic 
Preservation Element, September 23, 2009, accessed February 2016, 7. http://www.cityofbradenton.com.
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of the Braden Castle land did not include the demolition of the existing ruins, their plans 
clearly did not include long term preservation or interpretation of these ruins. This lack of 
planning resulted in the eventual collapse of most tabby walls, leaving piles of rubble in 
place of what was once a substantial tabby structure. 
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Georgia-South Carolina-Florida Comparision
Unlike the other two states, the least preservation-driven owner in Florida is the 
neighborhood association. It is likely that this resource, Braden Castle, is too far gone at 
this point to merit preservation. However, should any significance remain at the site an 
easement may be the best solution for the ruins at this time. Other than the one instance 
of private ownership, all other owners in Florida a government agencies. Here, the federal 
government, specifically the National Park Service, is a well known and responsible 
steward of the historically significant resources.
Broad Analysis Findings
Since Spalding lived and worked from the Georgia coast, it is understandable that 
his influence was most widely felt in his own state as measured by number of examples 
found in each state. However, his agrarian articles were distributed in the Charleston/
South Carolina Lowcountry as well making South Carolina his second largest area of 
influence. It should be noted that this study is limited by tabby ruin sites which does 
not take into account the intact and functional tabby buildings still in use today. While 
there are about forty confirmed Spalding Tabby ruin sites spread from South Carolina to 
Florida, over half of these sites exist on the coast and barrier islands of Georgia. These 
numbers support Spalding’s claim that more tabby sites existed near him than the rest 
of the region. Georgia, with the largest number of sites also has the largest range in site 
ownership and  accessibility. South Carolina and Florida contrast greatly in ownership 
with all but one South Carolina site privately owned and all but one Florida site 
government owned. 
Neighborhood ownership of sites typically means that the management of the 
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tabby structures is treated as a priority and historic asset for the community. These 
sites often include regular monitoring, maintenance, and minor to major repairs that 
preserve the tabby ruins. In many cases there are long term plans in place, however, land 
maintenance around the tabby structures is the most common form of maintenance. These 
long term plans are most common in South Carolina where private ownership of the 
tabby sites is prevalent. Since neighborhood associations have an obligation to keep their 
community lands neat and well manicured, it is common for these neighborhood sites to 
undergo regular land maintenance, often through the work of an landscaper. 
Factors in differing neighborhood management include the eras in which 
the communities were constructed and ways in which they were developed. The 
neighborhoods in South Carolina were all developed as resort island communities in the 
1980s. These modern developers, possibly recognizing the significance and potential 
value of the ruins, incorporated the existing tabby ruins into their designs. The exception 
to neighborhood land maintenance is Braden Castle Ruins in Florida. As Florida’s 
only privately owned Spalding Tabby site, it is clear that the history and preservation 
of the tabby ruins was not an integral part of the original neighborhood development. 
The South Carolina neighborhood sites all incorporate the ruins as a historic asset to be 
protected. Braden Castle Park was developed in the 1920s, prior to the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 which established a national policy of preservation. While 
Braden Castle community did not destroy the historic site, eventual demolition by neglect 
led to its collapse. As Braden Castle demonstrates, without careful planning for these 
sites they may be lost.
Businesses, similar to neighborhood sites, are motivated to maintain a manicured 
property for their patrons. This is most evident at the Sea Island Golf Club where 
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the Retreat Plantation ruins are a neatly kept part of the landscape. Overall, business 
ownership of tabby ruin sites is rare, but in the cases where the ruins are visible in a high 
foot traffic area they are more likely to appear well maintained. Since public opinion and 
perception may have financial repercussions for a business, they have incentive for land 
maintenance at the sites. When the ruins are located on business owned property in areas 
not visible to the public, these incentives are nonexistent. This incentive does not prevent 
these business from purposeful demolition or destruction of the historic sites, leaving the 
sites owned by businesses vulnerable. In this case, easements on the business properties 
would provide a level of protection for the ruins. 
 Sites on government land offer a higher level of management to their tabby ruins 
since they require management plans. While management plans are not prescriptive, they 
offer overall guidance for the sites. These historic sites are also dictated by government 
policy. Since the creation of public parks is dictated by specific laws, either local or 
federal, they each have a purpose that they must achieve through their actions. This 
purpose gives the park management a focus and provides the park managers with a 
specific responsibility for which they are held accountable. 
As a federal organization, the National Park Service is limited by the federal 
funds they receive; this can mean that the sites deemed as less important will receive less 
funding for planning and preservation and are thus limited in this respect. This is evident 
on the Timucuan Preserve where the site with lower integrity, Cedar Point Plantation, is 
maintained only as part of the landscape. While the neighborhood organizations are also 
limited for funds, the combined efforts of these large groups of people that are invested in 
the cause appears to lead to promising preservation efforts and results. 
Overall, preservation strategies are affected by the ownership, management, 
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integrity, and accessibility of each individual site. From the tabby site examples, 
successful preservation practices are achieved by organizations with a specific 
preservation focus. Since the organizations are devoted to specific sites, this focus 
inevitably leads to planning in the long term. Poor preservation practices are more likely 
to take place at sites that do not have oversight holding the managers responsible for their 
actions. For this reason, it is important for tabby sites to establish a clear focus and goals 
that any preservation action taken may be weighed against. For sites with multiple tabby 
structures preservation in the long term may require prioritization. Buildings with lower 
integrity, and therefore containing less historic fabric, may be deemed less important  
in multi-building tabby sites and thus rank lower on the priority list. This factor does 
not always take significance into consideration which should also be considered in 
prioritization. Considering the level of integrity along with the ease of access of the site 
can provide a good idea of the viability of extensive preservation practices. For instance, 
it is unlikely that the general maintenance of Sapelo’s High Point tabby foundation ruins 
would be considered worth the effort given the low level of integrity and the difficulty of 
access to the site. Ease of access to tabby sites is important for preservation since tabby 
sites not visible to the public are more likely to experience demolition by neglect caused 
by lack of awareness on current site conditions. This is seen through this research by the  
lower integrity and less well followed maintenance plans proportionate to the remoteness 
and isolation of the ruin. 
Part 2: Comparable Sites to Chocolate Plantation
 The following level of analysis will further examine sites with specific similarities 
to Chocolate Plantation. These sites were chosen for their similarity of accessibility, 
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integrity, and ownership so that lessons from each site would directly relate to conditions 
at Chocolate Plantation. The analysis of these sites delves further into preservation 
strategies for tabby ruins and illustrates strengths and weaknesses in each plan. The 
lessons learned from each site may be applied to a number of ruin sites but will directly 
lead to suggestions for Chocolate Plantation.
 Taking a closer look at Chocolate Plantation through the categories of 
accessibility, integrity, ownership, and management allows for easy comparison to other 
Spalding Era ruin sites. While no one site is exactly the same in makeup to Chocolate 
Plantation, there are several sites that demonstrate similar patterns in individual 
categories. Chocolate Plantation, like other sites, is open to the public but requires 
prior arrangement and payment. As a remote Georgia island that is not connected to 
the mainland, Sapelo is mostly undeveloped and only accessible by passenger ferry or 
private boat. The unpaved roads that lead up to Chocolate Plantation offer a different 
accessibility issue that is unique to the tabby sites analyzed. The seven miles from the 
dock to the Plantation requires the use of a bicycle, availble for rental through island 
residents, or the arrangement of car transportation. Overall, the ruins of Chocolate vary 
from a low to a high level of integrity. The plantation makeup of Chocolate indicates 
distinct rows of slave cabins, a main plantation house, and plantation work buildings 
and barns, all in varied levels of degradation. Despite the fact that Chocolate is owned 
by the state and managed by the DNR, the management and preservation of Chocolate 
Plantation up to the present is more reflective of the management of privately owned 
tabby sites. As it stands, the preservation of Chocolate is managed as issues arise. Small 
scale preservation and stabilization efforts are used at Chocolate to address issues in the 
short term. This short term management does not address the needs of the site as a whole 
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and is thus not a viable long-term preservation option for this historic site. Without a long 
term plan in place additional historic fabric will be further degraded and eventually lost. 
Cumberland Island Tabby Ruins: Accessibility
 Access to historic sites is an issue that is often addressed in a site’s management 
plan. While access can benefit the public awareness of a ruin, increased unregulated 
public presence on a site may result in the degradation of historic fabric. However, as 
seen at a number of historic tabby ruins, if the site is totally inaccessible, unknown, 
or out-of-site to the general public it is often left to weather and degrade naturally.55 
Of the twenty-one sites that are left to weather naturally or only display minimal 
land maintenance efforts, sixty-six percent are on land that is private, out of site for 
the average visitor, or completely inaccessible. Out of the seven sites that have no 
preservation efforts besides land maintenance but are on visible or accessible land, five 
of these display conditions of low to fair integrity. To combat general neglect from lack 
of visibility, it is important to allow for a level of accessibility to historic tabby sites. 
Accessibility issues and regulations are addressed within the Cumberland Island National 
Seashore General Management Plan.
 Cumberland Island is Georgia’s southernmost island, just north of the Georgia/
Florida line. The seventeen mile long island is primarily made up of National Park 
Service managed lands with several small areas of privately owned property. In 1972, 
the National Park Service created the Cumberland Island National Seashore with Public 
Law 92-536. The purpose of the land was listed as an area of recreation and enjoyment 
55 These sites include the inaccessible Elizafield Plantation, Bellevue Plantation, Hazzards Neck sites 
in Georgia, the isolated and private Riverside Plantation and Tabby Ovens in South Carolina, and the 
inaccessible and out-of-sight Houston Plantation and Cedar Point Plantation in Florida.
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and “...to preserve related scenic, scientific, and historical values…” Cumberland Island’s 
General Management Plan (GMP), drafted in 1984, provides management objectives and 
planning for resource management, development, and visitor use. In general, National 
Park Service management plans provide guidance for the ways in which each park 
will fulfill its responsibilities for “protection of park resources unimpaired for future 
generations” while also “providing for appropriate visitor use and enjoyment”.56 The 
GMP starts by laying out the purpose of the park, the significance of resources, and 
56 “Management Plans,” National Park Service, accessed February 2016, http://parkplanning.nps.gov/
ManagementPlans.cfm.
Figure 3.23: Map of Cumberland Island 
(NPS.gov)
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management objectives. These initial sections provide justification and background for 
the Resource Management Plan, General Development Plan, and Visitor Use Plan that 
follow. While not prescriptive in nature, the GMP allows for the protection of and access 
to the numerous historic resources on Cumberland including the tabby ruins. 
Although the majority of tabby ruins on Cumberland Island were constructed in 
the early Tabby Revival era, Cumberland has a long history of tabby construction. The 
tabby and masonry ruins of the Carnegie’s Dungeness were built over the original tabby 
Greene Estate in the early twentieth century. Tabby assets of the Spalding era that remain 
evident on Cumberland include the Tabby House adjacent to Dungeness ruins and the 
foundation of an 1830s building discovered under the ice house near the Dungeness dock. 
Figure 3.24: Tabby foundation below the Cumberland 
Island Ice House Museum
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Despite the differences between Cumberland Island tabby and Chocolate 
Planation, the two sites share issues of accessibility. Cumberland Island, a Georgia barrier 
island is not connected to the mainland and thus requires boat transportation for day trips. 
A passenger ferry allows visitors transport to the island each day for a fee, reservation 
recommended. On Cumberland, bikes  are available for rent to travel around the unpaved 
roads of the over seventeen mile long island. These same accessibility issues are faced 
by Chocolate and Sapelo Island. The size of each island requires bike or automobile 
transportation to visit each historic site in one day. Since cars are not easily attainable on 
these remote islands, bike transportation is convenient for visitor use. 
 Cumberland Island, however, does offer different solutions for site accessibility. 
One solution is the use of two docks for visitor drop-off and pick-up. These docks, while 
relatively close to one another, allow the visitor to choose a destination and activity for 
the day. The first dock drop-off, Dungeness Dock, is convenient for visitors wishing to 
Figure 3.25: Dungeness Ruins, Cumberland Island, GA
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visit Dungeness Ruins or the nearby beach for a short day trip. The second drop-off, 
Sea Camp Dock, is convenient for campers at the nearby Sea Camp Campground or for 
those wishing to spend more time on the island. At the Sea Camp Dock visitors may rent 
bikes for easy transport over the island or depart for a bus tour of the island. The bus 
tours on Cumberland Island take up to six hours and offer another solution for island 
accessibility. Since, like Sapelo, Cumberland’s historic sites reach from its southernmost 
to its northernmost area, the bus tours of the island allow for visitation to all historic 
sites in one day. Bus tours on Cumberland Island are currently offered by an approved 
concessionaire.57 
 Currently, Sapelo’s one dock for ferry dropoff leaves visitors at the South End 
of the island and requires visitors to the North End to travel by bike. The South End is 
home to the lighthouse, beach access, and the Reynolds Mansion and is thus the most 
advertised and  most frequented portion of the island. While Sapelo Island does include a 
number of docks the access is restricted for certain uses and groups. Should one of these 
docks, centrally located on the island, be opened for public use or extended ferry dropoff, 
it would provide an easier accessibility to the North End. Visitors must make the effort 
and prior arrangements to visit the North End historic sites. Tours to the North End of the 
island may be arranged with one of the Hog Hammock residents. With a public/private 
partnership, a regular bus tour to the North End could provide additional revenue for the 
Hog Hammock residents and increased public awareness and attention to the North End 
Historic sites. 
Considering the solutions of multiple ferry docks and island bus tours that visit 
57 “Guided Tours,” Cumberland Island National Seashore, National Park Service, accessed February 2016, 
http://www.nps.gov/cuis/planyourvisit/guidedtours.htm.
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all historic sites allows for greater accessibility to additional historic assets. As seen 
at Cumberland, this level of accessibility provides additional options for visitors that 
are all considered in the GMP.  Accessibility is accounted for throughout the GMP but 
specifically addressed within the Visitor Use Plan. To preface the Visitor Use Plan, the 
“Special Qualities of Cumberland Island” are laid out to identify the sense of place, 
specifically the “aura of isolation.”58 The setting of Cumberland matches closely with that 
of Sapelo and thus brings similar issues related to visitor use. Cumberland’s solution is 
to carefully control access to the island through the regulation and monitoring of ferry 
and other transportation as well as capping daily visitors at 300 persons. The regulated 
accessibility of the island is matched with the supply of interpretive options for visitors 
once on the island. Self-guided tours, interpretive signage, on-site rangers, and programed 
historic sites tours allow for a number of opportunities once on the island. These options 
allow for a dynamic experience on the island that keep the visit adaptable to the visitors 
specific interests. 
With increased and eased accessibility comes the issue of site protection. While 
the majority of the Cumberland Island National Seashore GMP is designed for the 
protection of the natural environment, large portions of the plan relate specifically to 
the protection of historic resources. As general guidelines for management, the plan 
offers no specific preservation techniques. However, the GMP does identify specific 
historic resources and the need for a management plan for the island’s cultural resources. 
Management on National Park Service land is guided by NPS policies specifically 
outlined in the NPS-28 Cultural Resource Management Guideline. Management of 
58 Cumberland Island National Seashore, “General Management Plan,” (Georgia: National Park Service, 
1984), 42.
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historic structures laid out in this guideline and the Cumberland Island GMP mention 
the need to “protect, preserve and utilize” buildings in good condition while buildings in 
advanced decay should be recorded and allowed to deteriorate naturally.59 
Sams Plantation: Site Makeup and Integrity
 Integrity is a factor in preservation because it often affects the amount and type 
of intervention required. For this reason, low integrity sites are often only preserved as 
part of the landscape and are allowed to deteriorate naturally.60 With a limited number 
of high integrity tabby ruins remaining, these buildings should be prioritized for long 
term preservation. When funds are limited, as is often the case, maintaining these high 
integrity buildings necessitates long term and prioritized planning. This is even truer 
when these high integrity buildings exist within a multi-building site such as Sams 
Plantation on Dataw Island and Chocolate Plantation on Sapelo Island. 
 Dataw Island is one of South Carolina’s sea islands, east of Beaufort and 
connected by bridge to St. Helena Island. Today, Dataw is a gated community that 
includes two golf courses, a clubhouse, tennis court, and marina for its residents. Despite 
its high level of residential development, the protection of the Island’s historic sites 
was planned for during its original 1980s development. The majority of the historic 
resources on Dataw are located within the tabby ruin site of Sams Plantation Complex 
Tabby Ruins, which is managed by the Dataw Historic Foundation (DHF). DHF was 
organized in the 1990s as the Ruins Committee, a group of Dataw residents concerned 
59 Cumberland Island National Seashore, “General Management Plan,” 29.
60 These low integrity sites include Hofwyl Broadfield Plantation in Georgia, Tabby Ovens in South 
Carolina, and Shaw’s Point Plantation in Florida.
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with the preservation of the tabby ruin site.61 Today, DHF is a group of island residents 
that continues to oversee the management of the ruins separate from the Dataw Island 
property owners association. 
 The majority of the tabby construction at Sams Planation is attributed to the 
efforts of Berners Barnwell Sams. B.B. Sams and his brother Lewis Reeve Sams 
managed their Dataw Island plantations from the early 1800s to the 1850s. The brothers 
grew indigo, cotton, and oranges on their Dataw plantations with the use of hundreds of 
slaves. Lewis Reeve’s planation on the north end of Dataw was ravaged by hurricanes 
and land erosion so that very little remains today. The tabby buildings of B.B. Sams 
are known as the Sams Plantation Complex Tabby Ruins and are listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places. 
Today, the remnants of approximately twelve tabby buildings make up the ruins 
site. The tabby remains of Sams Plantation indicate a layout with a large plantation house 
and separate kitchen house surrounded by a tabby wall. Outside of the wall, the plantation 
dependencies included slave quarters, barns, blade house, and a dairy house. Portions of 
61 “About the Dataw Historic Foundation,” Dataw Historic Foundation
Figure 3.26: Pitched tabby roof of Sams Plantation 
Dairy
Figure 3.27: Tabby foundation ruins of Sams 
Plantation slave cabins
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the Sams’ family chapel and cemetery also remain at the complex. The overall condition 
of each structure varies greatly but most buildings retain a high level of integrity. Most 
significant at the Sams complex is the intact cold room, or dairy. This building retains its 
pitched tabby roof, believed to be the only one in existence today.62
At Sams Plantation Complex, the number of buildings along with the range in 
site makeup and individual building integrity make site prioritization necessary. High 
integrity buildings often require more funds for maintenance because of the number of 
issues that can accompany the preservation of this amount of historic fabric. Preservation 
may include any and all of the following: structural stabilization, minor patches and 
repairs, window and door bracing, the application of protective stucco or washes, and 
historically compatible wall capping. To combat this issue, Dataw Historic Foundation 
prioritizes the preservation of Sams Plantation to ensure the protection of structures in the 
long term. 
62 National Register of Historic Places, Historic Resources of St. Helena Island, 2.
Figure 3.28: Structural support at the Sams Plantation House
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To establish priorities within the complex, DHF enlists the help of professionals 
for regular structural and condition assessments of the ruins. These assessments identify 
immediate needs as well as multi-phase recommendations that will preserve the ruins 
long term. These recommendations range from protective stucco and capping in lime 
mortar to the reconstruction of historic building elements. However, as a private 
organization, the preservation planning for the tabby ruins is a year-to-year endeavor. 
Since the site is not a national or state park, DHF is not required to create 10-15 year 
management plan as seen at Cumberland Island. Planning is yearly and is funded 
by membership and fundraising activities.63 Goals and budgets must be laid out and 
approved each year, allowing for a shift in focus if desired.  While goals tend to focus on 
promotion and fundraising for the organization, yearly budgets include lines specifically 
for ruins maintenance.64 However, as an organization with membership and a board of 
directors, any budget or preservation actions must be approved before implementation. 
This type of oversight keeps the organization accountable for their actions. With a group 
of people dedicated to the preservation of the site, the likelihood of irresponsible actions 
related to the ruins is lessened despite the lack of a long term management plan. 
Past preservation projects include stabilization, reconstruction, and interpretation 
efforts. The stabilization of the main house is evident in the wooden supports on the 
tallest intact wall, wooden support beams tying several walls together, wooden braces 
protecting wall openings, and tabby capping at the top of the walls. Capping at Sams 
Plantation is also used on ground level remains of foundations. These caps are a tabby 
material, tested for compatibility, to protect the ruins from further deterioration. The 
63 “About the Dataw Historic Foundation,” Dataw Historic Foundation, 1.
64 Dataw Historic Foundation, “Operating Statement General Fund, 2010,” Dataw Historic Foundation 
2011, Goals, approved January 10, 2011.
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foundation elements that have not been capped show signs of increased deterioration. 
The capping provides protection to the historic tabby from weathering and also provides 
a cleaner look by clearly defining edges of the tabby element. This also restores the tabby 
elements to a more historic appearance since they were built to be rectangular with sharp 
and defined edges. Another major project conducted by DHF is the preservation of the 
Sams cemetery which included restoration of part of the surrounding wall and restoration 
of headstones within the cemetery.65 This restoration project also included the removal of 
a large tree within the chapel space that was causing structural issues. 
Site safety and interpretation are also evident throughout the plantation complex. 
Each ruin is surrounded by a low wooden fence that restricts unmonitored access into 
the structures. These fences and delineated pathways throughout the site easily guide 
visitors into safe walking areas to view the ruins. Interpretation is also used along the 
pathways to guide visitors through the site. This includes signs that indicate to the visitor 
important elements of the buildings and provide additional information on plantation 
practices. Site interpretation also includes a self-guided tour, supplemented by DHF’s 
published brochure that guides the visitor to each building and provides additional 
historical information. DHF also provides public information on the preservation of the 
site through their website. The website offers information on the nonprofit’s mission 
and purpose as well as information on the site and it’s importance. Regular newletters to 
their members also provides information on current projects at the site and keeps their 
investors involved. Interpretation and available information on Sams Plantation is an 
example of non-invasive preservation that is relatively easy to implement, but furthers 
site preservation goals by attracting and informing visitors. 
65 John Huntley, conversation with author, February 2016.
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 Both Sams Plantation and Chocolate Planation are significant examples of 
early nineteenth century plantation complexes. Each site contains a variety of buildings 
includings remains of barns, slave quarters, and plantation dependencies. Overall, both 
sites exhibit a high level of integrity and offer significant architectural and archaeological 
evidence of plantation life on southern cotton plantations. One significant difference in 
the site conditions is their current immediate surroundings. Dataw Island is a residential 
community that was developed in the 1980s. Although great care was taken to preserve 
the tabby ruins on the island, today the ruins sit adjacent to a golf course and tennis 
courts. The location within the Dataw community adjacent to the golf course alters the 
historic sense of place of Sams Plantation. Sapelo Island, as a state owned preserve, is 
relatively undeveloped and thus the immediate surroundings of Chocolate Plantation 
include only natural plant growth. Although a small number of additional modern 
buildings have been added to Chocolate Planation, the ruins are still remote and isolated 
in the landscape, leaving Chocolate Plantation with a historic sense of place. 
A positive aspect of Dataw’s development is that the immediate context of Sams 
Plantation allows for greater awareness and prominence of the historically significant 
site. Also, as it is part of the community, Sams Plantation has a strong group of residents 
that oversee its protection and interpretation. As an isolated site, Chocolate Plantation 
does not have a similar following. Although both sites have undergone stabilization 
efforts, the community at Sams Plantation has an active interest in the site that allows for 
its continued preservation. One active aspect of DHF’s interest in the site is the recent 
construction of a museum adjacent to the Plantation to house archive collections and 
provide additional opportunities for interpretation. 
 The prioritization of Sams Plantation and overall site planning provides valuable 
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lessons for tabby preservation. As an intact plantation site, it is important to protect it 
as such. Prioritization prevents the most at-risk buildings from catastrophic failure that 
would result in the lowered integrity of the site as a whole.  Dataw uses professional 
assessments to identify immediate and long term needs for the protection of the site. This 
type of inspection and prioritization along with interpretation for visitors is important to 
the longevity of the tabby ruins. 
Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation: Ownership and Management
 Ownership of ruins sites plays a major role in the planning and preservation 
of the historic resources. As seen previously, National Park Service lands require the 
implementation of a long term management plan for guidance and private organizations 
offer oversight from dedicated and directly involved individuals. However, state 
owned park land varies from state to state with the government agency in management. 
In the State of Georgia, the Department of Natural Resources is often charged with 
the protection and management of these historic coastal tabby sites. However, as a 
government organization, each managing state agency is subject to laws regarding state 
historic resources. In the State of Georgia, agencies are required to create long term 
plans for the management of historic resources as laid out in Georgia’s Standards for the 
Treatment of Historic Properties.
Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation is a state owned property south of Darien, Georgia. 
The plantation was an important site for rice cultivation in the nineteenth century. Tabby 
foundations on the site indicate the plantation’s rice mill was originally located adjacent 
to the fields. The plantation remained in the ownership of one family from 1804 to 1973 
when the land was given to the Georgia Historical Commission. Today the plantation 
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is managed by the DNR as a State Historic Site. The historic site includes the tabby 
foundation ruins, intact outbuildings, and the intact Hofwyl Plantation house along with 
the modern additions of a visitor center/museum and observation deck overlooking the 
historic rice fields. 
 The ownership and management of Hofwyl-Broadfield is similar, on a smaller 
scale, to the structure of Sapelo Island. Both sites are state owned and DNR managed 
with specific areas of focus. Hofwyl-Broadfield’s focus lay on the main house just as 
Sapelo’s focus lay in the South End and specifically on the Reynolds Mansion. Hofwyl, 
like Chocolate, has areas that have become overgrown, hiding historic fabric.  For 
years, the foundation of the rice mill were completely covered in plant growth and not 
discernible within the landscape. Volunteer efforts at the site cleared the plant growth in 
2014.66 These conditions at Hofwyl are similar to ongoing issues at Chocolate Plantation. 
Plant growth and an extending tree line are overtaking several of Chocolate’s tabby ruins. 
Without management, these ruins could be further damaged or lost forever to overgrowth 
of the landscape. Hofwyl’s museum and overall strategy of interpretation assists in 
the management of the historic site as an important plantation for rice cultivation. The 
interpretation at Hofwyl includes the museum, a video presentation, and guided tours. 
Hofwyl also maintains a calendar of events that promote the site and attract visitors. 
These interpretation strategies along with general site maintenance and ongoing research 
creates an active site that can attract visitors and ensure its continuation into the future. 
However, with regard to Hofwyl-Broadfield’s tabby ruins, little may be done for the 
low integrity remains. While long term plans exist for the site as a whole, there is little 
66 Dickson, “Pre-Civil War rice mill ruins again visible at Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation, thanks to 
volunteers.”
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to no mention within them on the rice mill ruins. Despite this, interpretation of the 
Plantation as a center of rice cultivation remains a focus at Hofwyl-Broadfield. This 
offers the opportunity in the long term for increased attention on the ruins as part of this 
interpretation. 
The most recent plan for Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation is a Business and 
Management Plan that focuses on running the site more like a business. Due to this 
fact, the focus of the plan is financial rather preservation.67 However, the plan does 
mention briefly a need to “develop a management plan for the rice fields to include 
recommendations for use, interpretation, and restoration.”68Other recommendations 
within the plan include specific short term projects to increase revenue with only a couple 
of long term projects for preservation and interpretation activities, such as the restoration 
of the servants quarters.69 Another major focus throughout the plan is for the involvement 
of partnerships. These partnerships are aimed at growing awareness and visitation of the 
site, inevitably increasing revenue. 
The State of Georgia has a number of resources, similar to the Federal 
Government, that define the appropriate treatment of historic sites. However, like the 
federal government, these resources act as guidelines and not prescriptive measures. In 
each case, it is left to the specific site manager to implement appropriate preservation 
practices. As seen at Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation and Chocolate Plantation, lack of 
resources in state agencies can lead to deferred maintenance. At Hofwyl-Broadfield it 
required the efforts of volunteers to uncover the tabby ruins. Access issues at Chocolate 
67 Georgia State Parks and Historic Sites, “Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation Business and Management Plan,” 
(Georgia: Department of Natural Resources, 2013).




Plantation makes this option highly unlikely. 
Comparable Sites Findings
 The use of management plans at government sites provides a high level of 
structured planning that goes beyond annual needs, and, instead, establishes long-
term 10-15 year goals. While the majority of management plans are concerned with 
the protection of the natural environment, they also allow for goals and management 
related to historically and culturally significant areas. An important part of management 
plans related to the protection of historic sites is the establishment of purpose and goals. 
These goals facilitate preservation and site protection by defining actions from the start. 
Should a historic resource not be included within these goals, it is unlikely that it will 
be addressed in any way, such as the tabby ruins at Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation. A 
requirement to include any tabby resources within a management plan on national and 
state levels would provide a greater protection of these rare historic assets.
 Integrity plays a big role in this management as seen at both Hofwyl-Broadfield 
and Sams Plantation. The ruins at Sams Plantation are primarily high integrity structures 
and were recognized as such from the start of land development in the area. In contrast, 
Hofwyl-Broadfield’s low integrity ruins with little remaining fabric are easily hidden 
in the landscape and are treated as a low to no priority within the site as a whole. With 
limited resources, prioritization of a site like Hofwyl-Broadfield will inevitably lead to 
the continued degradation of the tabby ruins. 
 Also of note is the accessibility issues related to site protection. Both Sams 
Plantation and Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation are easily accessible sites while Cumberland 
Island offers accessibility issues similar to Chocolate Plantation. However, planning at 
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Cumberland Island situated transportation routes near the Dungeness ruins and provided 
for transportation by the public to sites further away. Despite the fact that neither Hofwyl-
Broadfield nor Sams Plantation have long term management plans, their mainland 
accessibility allows for people nearby to address needs at the site with relative ease. 
Without a management plan or a transportation plan for improved access to Chocolate 
Plantation, it is unlikely that the ruins will find the care they require for long term 
preservation. Therefore, accessibility issues at Chocolate Plantation must be addressed 
and transportation considered for preservation efforts.
Part 3: Exemplary Sites for Tabby Preservation
The following two sites offer additional insights into tabby preservation and 
site planning. These sites offer distinct solutions for tabby ruin sites in the areas of site 
management and preservation techniques. While they also offer similarities to specific 
conditions at Chocolate Plantation, their distinct characteristics and methods merit 
individual consideration and evaluation. These sites provide valuable lessons that may be 
applied to any tabby ruin site. 
Kingsley Plantation, Florida
 The Timucuan Ecological and Historic Preserve was created in 1988 as a 
cooperation between the federal government, state government, local government, and 
private organizations. Kingsley Plantation, the early nineteenth century plantation of 
Zephaniah Kingsley, lies within the federal government land of the Timucuan Preserve. 
The twenty-three acre site was donated to the National Park Service from the Florida 
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DNR, Division of Recreation and Parks in 1991.70 The site includes close to thirty historic 
structures that includes twenty-five of the original thirty-two tabby slave cabins. With 
so many tabby ruins on one site the preservation of these historic resources were easily 
considered a priority.
 Kingsley Plantation is distinct for their treatment of tabby ruins. Over the years 
the preservation at Kingsley Plantation has been highly regulated and monitored to create 
specific procedures for tabby preservation. The General Management Plan (GMP) from 
1996 offers early insight into the preservation of the tabby slave cabins. Areas of concern 
listed in this GMP were the instability of the slave cabin walls, water intrusion, vegetation 
growth, and the modification of historic buildings. The plan also mentions that, at the 
time, one slave cabin was roofed while all others were exposed and deteriorating.71 
70 Timucuan Ecological and Historic Preserve, “General Management Plan/Development Concept Plans,” 
84.
71 Ibid.
Figure 3.29: Layout of Kingsley Plantation (HABS)
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As part of the “historic zone” of the Timucuan Preserve, Kingsley Plantation is 
managed to “preserve, protect, and interpret cultural resources” through the additional 
support and recommendations put forth in site studies like historic structures reports.72 
Development within the Preserve is limited to “development zones” or areas that lack 
significant historic resources or that have already been altered by use. While any NPS 
development within the Preserve is limited to building for protection or interpretation, 
NPS also encourages the “structural rehabilitation for new uses” of historic buildings as 
long as the historic fabric is not negatively affected.73 Another theme of the GMP relates 
to visitor use and interpretation. As stated in the plan, “Interpretation helps people enjoy 
the preserve’s resources, and it leads to resource protection.”74 The interpretation and 
visitor use at Kingsley Plantation involves NPS guided tours, exhibits, interpretive signs, 
and publications related to informing visitors on the cultures, practices, and people that 




Figure 3.31: Lime renders on 
Kingsley Plantation slave cabins
Figure 3.30: Roofed slave cabin at Kingsley Plantation
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have shaped the area. At Timucuan, NPS encourages public access to historic structures 
as long as the integrity of the historic resource is not compromised by visitor activity. 
 All preservation actions at Kingsley Plantation follow the guidelines set forth 
in the General Maintenance Plan. Preservation on the slave cabins began in 2003 as an 
ongoing project to combat issues of deterioration. With no protective stucco remaining 
on the structures, water intrusion, erosion, plant growth, and human interaction was 
degrading the tabby quickly. Early efforts related to preservation included the application 
of protective coating on the tabby walls and the roof rehabilitation of the only roofed 
slave cabin. The protective coating process began with cleaning and removing plant 
growth and was followed by applying a lime wash and a final lime render coat.75 The roof 
rehabilitation project primarily included reframing the roof with historically accurate 
system and materials. Additional preservation actions at the building included replacing 
75 Preservation Work at Kingsley Plantation, Timucuan Ecological and Historic Preserve: National Park 
Service, 2.
Figure 3.32: Slave cabins in a range of deterioration at Kingsley Plantation
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incompatible Portland cement patches with lime putty and restoring door and window 
openings.76 All preservation techniques are chosen for reversibility and compatibility and 
are accompanied by regular documentation.77 Other documentation of Kingsley includes 
measured drawings of the tabby ruins conducted as a Historic American Building Survey 
(HABS). These HABS drawings are available for the public to view online and provide a 
permanent record of the site.
 This preservation process remains ongoing. Treatments at Kingsley Plantation 
are documented with each new project and include process, material composition, and 
personnel used. A treatment for repairing graffiti damage in 2013 shows a similar stucco 
process as the one described above; a cleaner is used for the careful removal of plant 
growth followed by two layers of lime renders.78 Other tabby slave cabins display a range 
of treatments. These treatments include the use of lime washes and lime stucco applied 
76 Preservation Work at Kingsley Plantation, 2.
77 Ibid.
78 Morgan Baird, email to author, February 2016.
Figure 3.33: Interpretive panels at Kingsley Plantation barn
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over parts or all of structures as well as occasional wall capping in modern tabby. 
 In addition to the physical preservation of the buildings, the site also includes 
interpretive signs throughout. These signs supplement the preservation of the site by 
providing information to the visitor on slave life within the ruins and the process of 
constructing the tabby buildings. Another area of interpretation is within the historic 
tabby barn. The barn includes exhibits within the sheltered space that expand on the 
interpretation of slave life and provides information on the plantation’s agricultural 
practices. 
 Kingsley Plantation allows access to all historic buildings as described in the 
Timucuan GMP. For buildings like the slave cabins and barns, human interaction, 
occasionally resulting in graffiti, requires the general maintenance of the outer stucco 
layers. Since the protective stucco coating should be replaced regularly anyway this 
interaction does little long-term damage. In fragile spaces, like the kitchen area that 
includes a tabby floor, access is prohibited so that historic fabric is not adversely affected. 
Overall, the preservation practices at Kingsley Plantation display a range of options that 
are regularly monitored and documented for effectiveness. This information would prove 
a valuable resource for all tabby sites if shared with the general public. 
Ossabaw Island, Georgia
 Ossabaw Island is the third largest Georgia barrier island, situated south of 
Savannah. The island was owned privately by a number of people through the eighteenth, 
nineteenth, and twentieth centuries. In 1978 Ossabaw was sold to the State of Georgia 
from an arrangement with the Torrey/West family, the last private owners of the 
island. This arrangement allowed for the island to be used only for “natural, scientific, 
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and cultural study, research and education, and environmentally sound preservation, 
conservation,  and management of the Island’s ecosystem.”79 In 1978 Governor George 
Busbee named Ossabaw Island Georgia’s first Heritage Preserve with an Executive 
Order that defined its use. Today, Ossabaw Island is distinct in its use of partnerships for 
the protection and management of the island. This includes the collaboration between 
the State of Georgia, The Ossabaw Island Foundation (TOIF), and the West Life Estate 
(WLE); The Georgia DNR oversees management of the island as called for in the 
Executive Order, The Ossabaw Island Foundation is a not-for-profit charity that manages 
public access and interpretation for educational purposes, and the West Life Estate 
includes the twenty-four acre estate belonging to the last West family member, Eleanor 
Torrey West, still living on the island. The WLE represents the only portion of the island 
under private ownership. However, the land will go fully under state ownership after the 
death of Mrs. West.80 
A major part of the collaboration between these managing partners is the 
agreement of shared goals. With the Executive Order laying the foundation for 
appropriate actions on the island, TOIF and the DNR follow in this manner with 
protective preservation and restoration projects of the remaining historic fabric. One 
such project is the restoration of tabby buildings at the North End of the island originally 
associated with antebellum plantations. 
The Comprehensive Management Plan (CMP) written in 2000 recommends 
management strategies in four key categories: People, Natural Resources, Infrastructure, 
and Cultural Resources. Most relevant to the preservation of historic resources are the 
79 Wildlife Resources Division, “Ossabaw Island Comprehensive Management Plan,” (Georgia: Department 
of Natural Resources, 2000), 1.
80 “Ossabaw Island Comprehensive Management Plan,” 3.
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categories of People and Cultural Resources. The CMP calls for controlled public access 
to Ossabaw managed by the DNR and incorporating an orientation for island safety and 
regulations.81 Monitoring public access ensures that the purpose for visitation supports 
the island use set forth in the Executive Order and that visitors will not degrade the 
island’s historic and natural resources. Suggestions for the protection of the island’s 
historic and cultural resources include applying the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 
to any intervention and ensuring appropriate and historically accurate actions. The plan 
also stresses “proactive” over reactive maintenance for the continued protection of the 
resources and an easier budgeting. 
Most historic tabby buildings on Ossabaw were used or inhabited through the 
1980s, which means they were much more intact than the ruins previously discussed. The 
three remaining tabby slave cabins were restored in 2005 to bring the buildings back to 
their original appearance. Funded in part by a $400,000 Save America’s Treasures Grant, 
the renovation included overall stabilization, removing modern alterations from the 
buildings, and fitting the buildings with historically accurate roofs, doors, and shutters.82 
Following the island’s mission to be a place for education and research, this renovation 
also corresponded with a field school for Savannah College of Art and Design students 
and an archaeological dig. Another recent grant from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities will allow TOIF and the Education Alliance to implement interpretation at the 
slave cabins.83 
Tabby buildings on Ossabaw are used and restored rather than preserved as ruins. 
81 Ibid., 8.
82 “Ossabaw Island’s Built Environment,” Ossabaw Island Foundation, accessed February 2016, http://
www.ossabawisland.org/indexa.php?docid=93.
83 “Ossabaw Island’s Built Environment,” Ossabaw Island Foundation.
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Efforts at the slave cabins preserve the buildings as historic assets for the island. These 
cabins are now places for education and interpretation, furthering the goals set forth in 
the island’s establishing Executive Order. However, most distinct in the management 
at Ossabaw Island is its use of partnerships and collaborations. Each project requires 
the cooperation of nonprofit TOIF and the state government. Other projects, such as the 
recent interpretation project, involve partnerships between TOIF  and/or the DNR and 
other outside organizations. Ossabaw Island works successfully as a Heritage Preserve 
were limited accessibility and partnerships protect the historic resources on the island. 
Findings
 Both Kingsley Plantation and Ossabaw Island display preservation strategies that 
provide valuable lessons for other sites. Kingsley’s preservation focus provides a range 
of options for tabby sites that include protective preservation and interpretation while 
Ossabaw Island provides an effective framework for managing partnerships. Each site 
is defined by a specific purpose that is laid out in their management plans and dictates 
actions relating to their historic resources. These management plans offer insight into 
management but allow for flexibility on specific preservation strategies.
 These sites clearly illustrate the need for purpose and planning for effective 
preservation. The purpose of each overseeing agency and managing body is important in 
clearly defining a path for the preservation of the site. A site with a purpose only focused 
on the protection of natural resources, for example, would not be effective for protecting 
tabby resources. The governing agency must should include a defined focus on the 
protection of historic resources. Organizations with a focus on historic resources have a 
better understanding of the needs required of such resources and are thus appropriate and 
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often most effective stewards of these sites, as seen at Kingsley and Ossabaw. 
 Management at each of these sites also requires carefully considered interventions 
that are supported by historic research and testing. This lessens the likelihood of 
inappropriate or harmful alterations to the historic fabric. Kingsley’s interventions are 
also accompanied by thorough documentation that keeps record of the preservation 
efforts. However, the interventions at Kingsley are not publicised and are therefore 
not easily available to other sites that may find the information useful. Ossabaw Island 
Foundation has slightly more information available on their current projects through their 
website. Although both sites would benefit, and benefit others, with a greater transparency 
of their specific efforts. 
 Partnerships are also very important to each site. In both cases, the partnerships 
provide additional support and resources that aid preservation efforts and general 
management. At Ossabaw, these partnerships provide additional aid in grant procurement 
and implementation. The managing partnership also allows for the state owned property 
to have a focused organization running the day-to-day activities of the island. This 
specific focus on the management of the island and its resources is important for 
preservation since it provides  funds and resources specifically devoted to the island’s 
protection. Overall, their dynamic plans and partnerships provide valuable lessons for 





Recommendations for Chocolate Plantation
The following suggestions for Chocolate Plantation are the result of a four part 
analysis. The analysis began with a building inventory of the Plantation that noted current 
conditions and discussed issues related to the buildings and site. Broad analysis then 
described all Spalding Era Tabby ruin sites that remain on the coasts of South Carolina, 
Georgia, and Florida. This broad analysis indicated best practices in the management 
of tabby ruins. The next two levels of analysis looked at specific tabby sites to describe 
current preservation and management techniques being utilized ending with cases 
considered to be best practices in tabby management. The following recommendations 
are a culmination of all levels of analysis directly related to needs identified at Chocolate 
Plantation. 
General Recommendations for Chocolate Plantation
 While it is understood that funds must first be identified in order to inact 
any preservation strategy, the following recommendations list both preservation and 
management priorities as well as seperate suggestions for funding. The recommendations 
for Chocolate Plantation are listed below by condition and level of priority. Priorities 
for each recommendation are listed as either a Level One, Level Two, or Level Three 
priority. Level One priorities are recommendations that should be enancted immediately, 
Level Two priorities are those that should be enacted in the next two years, and Level 
Three priorities are low priority recommendations that should be enacted as funds 
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and resources allow. The recommended treatment is supplemented by the example 
case study from which the recommendation has been executed with success. These 
recommendations, specific to Chocolate Plantation in the chart, can easily be applied to 
other sites with similar conditions and issues by using the example listed.
Current Condition/ Issues Priority Recommended Treatment Example










Supervise visits to the 






Lack of Funds Level One
Level Two




Consider funds collected 
from and additional 






Tabby Deterioration Level One Preserve as much 
remaining fabric as 












Current Condition/ Issues Priority Recommended Treatment Example
No Land Maintenance: 
High Grass/Unmanicured 






General and regular land 
maintenance, mowing




groups or student 










Difficult Access to Site Level Two
Level Three
Consider bus drop-off at 
North End
Explore options for 

















drawings of site and ruins
Use field schools and/
or student involvement 









Current Condition/ Issues Priority Recommended Treatment Example






Plantation to the National 
Register of Historic 
Places
Publish site information 












FL and Sams 
Plantation, SC
Altered Historic Sense of 
Place
Level Two Remove modern CMU 




No Interpretation Level Two
Level Two
Level Three
Locate signs near 
specific ruins to interpret 
buildings and/or 
plantation practices
Facilitate bus tours to 
the North End, consider 
partnerships
Plan museum exhibits in 
modified and/or nearby 
spaces like the barn
Kingsley 
Plantation, 






FL and Sams 
Plantation, SC
 All of the above recommendations should be implemented by professional 
teams and experts in their fields for well executed preservation work. While some 
recommendations are one time efforts that require only monitoring or occasional 
upkeep, many of the recommendations require regular maintenance and/or cyclical 
implementation. Among these are the land maintenance to prevent plant growth from 
overtaking the ruins agian as well as the regular application of stucco layers to prevent 
water intrusion. As suggested in Chapter One, all vegetation within one foot of the 
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building should be removed. This cyclical maintenance is key to ensure that the ruins do 
not deteriorate from water and plant intrusion.
 Another issue that necessitates further explanation is the procurement of funding 
for the preservation of Chocolate Plantation. As seen at Ossabaw Island, partnerships are 
a valuable way to focus and collect funds for preservation. Here, the nonprofit collects 
fees for visits and provides opportunities for donations through general giving and a 
“Friends” program. Other revenue streams at Ossabaw include the grants they procure for 
specific preservation projects. These grants are also aided by the use of partnerships that 
indentify funds and facilitate the projects as needed. 
Conclusions
Prioritizing Chocolate for the Future
Retaining the highest level of historic fabric possible is a main goal with the 
preservation of Chocolate Plantation. Structural issues and an initial structural inspection 
should be addressed first to ensure no immediate concerns exist on the site. Another early 
issue that must be addressed before actions can be taken is a general site cleanup. This 
will involve mowing and/or the creation of paths to the ruins to create safer working 
conditions and then hand pulling plants on and near the tabby ruins. Care should be taken 
to prevent damage to tabby when mitigating plant growth close to the ruins. 
After the initial plant removal at the ruins, the amount of historic fabric will 
need to be assessed to further determine preservation actions required. A thorough 
documentation of all buildings including measured drawings will provide a valuable 
picture of the site condition. Documentation and research into the specifics of site 
evolution and modifications is also recommended as an early informative step in site 
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preservation. This information should be used to compile a comprehensive plan for the 
future of the site. The plan should list goals and an overall purpose for the site to provide 
direction for preservation actions. 
With clear goals defined for the site, specific recommendations as listed above 
may be enacted. Any intervention on site should be considered for compatibility, 
historical accuracy, and reversibility to prevent the loss or damage of historic fabric. This 
requires research into the history of the site to provide proof of the historic appearance 
and materials used. This also requires testing of products used on the historic materials to 
prevent any adverse effects to the historic fabric. This research and testing will provide 
accurate and responsible interventions at historic tabby sites. General maintenance 
of the land and ruins should be enacted regularly, monitored, and documented. This 
maintenance will create a proactive rather than reactive site that is less likely to 
experience sudden and unexpected catastrophic damage.
Plans for the future should also include ideas for interpretation and visitor use. 
Having active groups that are interested in visiting and generating revenue for the ruins 
will ensure the site’s preservation for the future. This requires planning for interpretive 
signs, tours, and exhibits that will attract and engage visitors. Using modern buildings 
on site will provide additional space for interpretation without the excessive cost of 
building a museum space or rehabilitating and thus altering a historic tabby ruin. If use 
of the modern space is not feasible, the restoration of the large 1830s barn will provide 
exhibit space for interpretation similar to that seen at Kingsley Plantation. Also as seen 
at Kingsley Plantation, access into the ruins should be monitored but allowed. This will 
create other opportunities for visitor engagement and interpretive space. Without a clear 
plan for the future that highlights building maintenance and use Chocolate will remain an 
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isolated site that will continue to deteriorate from neglect. 
With so few sites remaining accessible and in high integrity, those that are 
intact should be valued and preserved as historic assets. The preservation of Chocolate 
Plantation is important for the story of tabby construction and Sapelo Island. Creating 
a plan for its future that involves general maintenance, protective preservation, regular 
inspections, thorough documentation, open access, and engaging interpretation will 
ensure the protection of this rare and important site for future generations. 
Prioritizing Tabby for the Future
 The general suggestions listed above for Chocolate Plantation may easily 
be applied to other tabby ruin sites. With a finite number of remaining tabby sites, 
responisble stewardship of these rare places is key. If the ruins are to be kept as ruin, 
and not rehabilitated for modern use, the site owners and managers must have a clear 
understanding of the everyday care the buildings require. 
 Sites that have overseeing agencies and organizations with missions and 
public responsibilities are held accountable for their actions. This includes sites run by 
nonprofits, homeowners associations, and government agencies. Nonprofits and HOAs 
have a responsibility to their members to act according to their bylaws. When a site is 
owned by a private business the private business may act in any way it sees fit with its 
historic buildings. If the preservation techniques used at Sea Island Golf Club result in 
damage to the ruins, the Club could presumably rule the ruins unfit or dangerous to have 
them demolished. Accountability of actions is important for the protection of historic 
tabby sites and for appropriate and thoughtful preservation. This may be accomplished 
with protective easements on privately owned sites where responsible oversight by the 
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owner is not available. This may also be accomplished through the collaboration of site 
owners and managers. 
 Since so many of these sites exist in similar contexts and face the same issues of 
deterioration it is likely that specific strategies may be adapted with success at other sites. 
An increased level of communication between the owners and managers of these places 
will widen the range of resources available to each individual site and provide a level of 
oversight that encourages responsible preservation practices. This type of collaboration 
is often encouraged in weekend conferences and seminars, like the Jekyll Island Tabby 
Symposium, where professionals in the field gather for a few days to share experiences 
and ideas. However, a continuous collaboration that goes beyond the weekend should be 
encouraged to provide partnerships in preservation and ensure protection of the sites into 
the future.  
 Historic sites are “ours to restore and manage and interpret because earlier 
generations saved them for us; so we, in turn, have an obligation to future generations 
who have an equal claim to that heritage.”1 Tabby is a rare and often unknown historic 
asset of the coastal southeast. The ingenuity and adaptive use of the material in the 
US can be seen from the large fortifications of early English settlements to the small 
outbuildings of antebellum plantations. As an increasingly rare asset, responsible 
stewardship is even more important. Protecting the remaining fabric of historic tabby 
sites should be a priority in any responsible tabby preservation plan. With a better 
understanding of tabby preservation practices, site managers can plan for the future and  
work together to create dynamic sites for generations of visitors to enjoy. 
1 William T. Alderson and Shirley Payne Low, Interpretation of Historic Sites, 2nd ed., (Walnut Creek: 









Site Year of Construction Structure/Function Location Condition Owner/Manager Accessibility
Hampton Plantation
1796 Slave Cabin (3) Walls St. Simons Island, GA Still there, ruins Neighborhood Owned (Hampton Point) OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Bellevue Plantation
1804 Anchor House Walls Woodbine, GA/Floyds Neck Ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Gwinnett Plantation
1810 Slave Cabins Walls St. Catherine's Island, GA Unknown condition Nonprofit (St. Catherines Island 
Foundation)
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Morel Plantation
1810
Slave Cabins (3) walls by shed, Middle Place 
House Walls
Ossabaw Island, GA
Partly Functional, definate 
preservation plan
State Owned/ managed by nonprofit 
(Ossabaw Island Foundation)
OPEN WITH RESERVATION AND FEE
Stoney Baynard Plantation
1810 Walls Hilton Head Island, SC Ruins Neighborhood Ownership (Sea Pines) OPEN WITH FEE
Waldburg Plantation
1810 Slave Cabins (8) Walls, Barn Walls, Cottin Gin 
Walls
St. Catherine's Island, GA Unknown condition Nonprofit (St. Catherines Island 
Foundation)
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Christ Church Cemetery Wall
1813 Hazzard Cemetery Walls St. Simons Island, GA Private OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Callawassie Sugar Works
1815 Foundation Walls Callawassie Island, SC Runis Neighborship Ownership (Callawassie) NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Cedar Point Plantation
1815 Walls Fort George Island, FL Ruins National Park Service OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (Possible hike to site)
Haig's Point Plantation




1815 remains of foundations or walls of six tabby 
structures
Big Talbot Island, FL Ruins State Owned NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Sunnyside Plantation
1815 Gin House Edisto Island, SC Ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
The Thicket
1816 Slave Cabins (4), Boiling/Curing House Walls, 
Rum Distillery Walls, Sugar Works Walls
Darien area, GA Ruins Neighborhood Ownership (Sugarmill 
Neighborhood, Tolomato Island)
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Long Tabby
1820 Sugar Mill Walls Sapelo Island, GA Ruins State Owned/ managed by DNR
OPEN WITH FEE (approx. 0.5 miles from 
parking)
Hazzards Neck
1820 Slave Cabins (2) Walls Hazzards Neck, GA/Dover Bluff Ruins Private Business NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Stafford House
1820 Stafford Property Wall Cumberland Island, GA Unknown condition Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Thomas Talbird Outbuilding
1820 Outbuilding Beaufort, SC Outbuildings Ruins, House Removed, 
Stairs Remain
Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (visible from public 
right-of-way)
Kingsley Plantation
1825 Dock, Kitchen Walls, Floor, Slave Cabins (32) 
Walls, Barn Walls, Bricks
Fort George Island, FL Ruins National Park Service OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
McIntosh Sugar Mill (New Canaan Plantation)
1825 Sugar Works Walls St. Mary's area, GA Ruins City Owned OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (450 ft from Parking)
Sams Plantation
1825 Dairy Walls, Roof, Slave Cabins Walls, Main 
House Addition Walls
Dataw Island, SC Ruins Neighborhood Ownership/ managed by 
Dataw Historic Faoundation
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
(McGundo)  Thompson House, Also called 
Tabby House 1830 Foundation, walls Fort George Island, FL Ruins National Park Service OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Hanging Bull
1840 "Praise House" Walls Sapelo Island, GA Ruins State Owned/ managed by DNR OPEN WITH FEE (approx. 2.5 miles from 
parking)
Shaw's Point Plantation
1840 House Tampa area, FL, De Soto National Memorial Ruins National Park Service OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (Possible hike to site)
Braden Castle
1845 Main House Walls Tampa area, FL Ruins Neighborhood Ownership OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation
1850 Rice Mill Walls Darien area, GA Ruins State Owned/ managed by DNR OPEN WITH FEE
Hopeton/Altama Plantation
1856 Main House Walls, Slave Cabin Walls, 
Outbuildings
Darien area, GA Ruins, may still remain State Owned/ managed by DNR NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Greene Estate
1796 (1812) Main House Walls, Green Cemetery Walls 
(1812), Vaults (1812)
Cumberland Island, GA Ruins National Park Service OPEN WITH FEE (approx. 0.5 miles from 
parking)
Riverside Plantation
1800-1860 Walls St. Helena Island, SC Ruins Private Residence OPEN TO THE PUBLIC LIMITED TIMES
Retreat Plantation
1810, (1842) Hospital Walls (brick), Corn Barn Walls (1842) St. Simons Island, GA Ruins Private Business (Sea Island Golf Club) NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Elizafield Plantation
1813 (1825)
Grant Cemetery Walls, Sugar Works Walls 
(1825)
Darien area, GA/McIntosh
Ruins, Ruins (large octagon-shaped 
tabby ruin still standing)
Private Business Ownership NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Adam-Strain Building/ Darien Waterfront 
Warehouses 1813-1830 Cotton Warehouse, basement ruins Darien, GA
Adam Strain functional, One 
warehouse in ruins
City Owned OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Addison Block House
1816-1830? Floor Ormond Beach, FL Ruins State Owned NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
High Point
1820 tabby, built in ??? Piers Sapelo Island, GA Ruins State Owned/ managed by DNR OPEN WITH FEE (approx. 9 miles from parking)
Woodward Plantation/ Laurel Bay Plantation
c. 1790 Tabby walls, foundation Beaufort County, SC Ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Creighton Island
c. 1800 Slave dwellings? Creighton Island, GA Ruins Private NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Cannon's Point
late 1790s, 1812 Main House Addition Foundation, Slave Cabin 
Walls (1812), Kitchen Floor (1812)
St. Simons Island, GA, North end Ruins Nonprofit (St. Simons Land Trust) OPEN TO THE PUBLIC LIMITED HOURS (2.5 
miles from Parking)
Laurel Grove Plantation (Kell House)
Unknown Foundation Darien, GA/McIntosh Ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Myers Plantation
Unknown Burial vault mortar Brunswick Area, GA ??? Mortar???? Vaults in ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Edwards House
Unknown Walls Spring Island, SC Ruins Private neighborhood/ managed by 
nonprofit Spring Island Trust
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Squire Pope Road Ruin/ Cotton Hope Plantation
Unknown Outbuilding Hilton Head Island, SC Ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (visible from public 
right-of-way)
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Site Year of Construction Structure/Function Location Condition Owner/Manager Accessibility
Hampton Plantation
1796 Slave Cabin (3) Walls St. Simons Island, GA Still there, ruins Neighborhood Owned (Hampton Point) OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Bellevue Plantation
1804 Anchor House Walls Woodbine, GA/Floyds Neck Ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Gwinnett Plantation
1810 Slave Cabins Walls St. Catherine's Island, GA Unknown condition Nonprofit (St. Catherines Island 
Foundation)
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Morel Plantation
1810
Slave Cabins (3) walls by shed, Middle Place 
House Walls
Ossabaw Island, GA
Partly Functional, definate 
preservation plan
State Owned/ managed by nonprofit 
(Ossabaw Island Foundation)
OPEN WITH RESERVATION AND FEE
Stoney Baynard Plantation
1810 Walls Hilton Head Island, SC Ruins Neighborhood Ownership (Sea Pines) OPEN WITH FEE
Waldburg Plantation
1810 Slave Cabins (8) Walls, Barn Walls, Cottin Gin 
Walls
St. Catherine's Island, GA Unknown condition Nonprofit (St. Catherines Island 
Foundation)
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Christ Church Cemetery Wall
1813 Hazzard Cemetery Walls St. Simons Island, GA Private OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Callawassie Sugar Works
1815 Foundation Walls Callawassie Island, SC Runis Neighborship Ownership (Callawassie) NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Cedar Point Plantation
1815 Walls Fort George Island, FL Ruins National Park Service OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (Possible hike to site)
Haig's Point Plantation




1815 remains of foundations or walls of six tabby 
structures
Big Talbot Island, FL Ruins State Owned NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Sunnyside Plantation
1815 Gin House Edisto Island, SC Ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
The Thicket
1816 Slave Cabins (4), Boiling/Curing House Walls, 
Rum Distillery Walls, Sugar Works Walls
Darien area, GA Ruins Neighborhood Ownership (Sugarmill 
Neighborhood, Tolomato Island)
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Long Tabby
1820 Sugar Mill Walls Sapelo Island, GA Ruins State Owned/ managed by DNR
OPEN WITH FEE (approx. 0.5 miles from 
parking)
Hazzards Neck
1820 Slave Cabins (2) Walls Hazzards Neck, GA/Dover Bluff Ruins Private Business NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Stafford House
1820 Stafford Property Wall Cumberland Island, GA Unknown condition Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Thomas Talbird Outbuilding
1820 Outbuilding Beaufort, SC Outbuildings Ruins, House Removed, 
Stairs Remain
Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (visible from public 
right-of-way)
Kingsley Plantation
1825 Dock, Kitchen Walls, Floor, Slave Cabins (32) 
Walls, Barn Walls, Bricks
Fort George Island, FL Ruins National Park Service OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
McIntosh Sugar Mill (New Canaan Plantation)
1825 Sugar Works Walls St. Mary's area, GA Ruins City Owned OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (450 ft from Parking)
Sams Plantation
1825 Dairy Walls, Roof, Slave Cabins Walls, Main 
House Addition Walls
Dataw Island, SC Ruins Neighborhood Ownership/ managed by 
Dataw Historic Faoundation
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
(McGundo)  Thompson House, Also called 
Tabby House 1830 Foundation, walls Fort George Island, FL Ruins National Park Service OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Hanging Bull
1840 "Praise House" Walls Sapelo Island, GA Ruins State Owned/ managed by DNR OPEN WITH FEE (approx. 2.5 miles from 
parking)
Shaw's Point Plantation
1840 House Tampa area, FL, De Soto National Memorial Ruins National Park Service OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (Possible hike to site)
Braden Castle
1845 Main House Walls Tampa area, FL Ruins Neighborhood Ownership OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation
1850 Rice Mill Walls Darien area, GA Ruins State Owned/ managed by DNR OPEN WITH FEE
Hopeton/Altama Plantation
1856 Main House Walls, Slave Cabin Walls, 
Outbuildings
Darien area, GA Ruins, may still remain State Owned/ managed by DNR NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Greene Estate
1796 (1812) Main House Walls, Green Cemetery Walls 
(1812), Vaults (1812)
Cumberland Island, GA Ruins National Park Service OPEN WITH FEE (approx. 0.5 miles from 
parking)
Riverside Plantation
1800-1860 Walls St. Helena Island, SC Ruins Private Residence OPEN TO THE PUBLIC LIMITED TIMES
Retreat Plantation
1810, (1842) Hospital Walls (brick), Corn Barn Walls (1842) St. Simons Island, GA Ruins Private Business (Sea Island Golf Club) NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Elizafield Plantation
1813 (1825)
Grant Cemetery Walls, Sugar Works Walls 
(1825)
Darien area, GA/McIntosh
Ruins, Ruins (large octagon-shaped 
tabby ruin still standing)
Private Business Ownership NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Adam-Strain Building/ Darien Waterfront 
Warehouses 1813-1830 Cotton Warehouse, basement ruins Darien, GA
Adam Strain functional, One 
warehouse in ruins
City Owned OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Addison Block House
1816-1830? Floor Ormond Beach, FL Ruins State Owned NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
High Point
1820 tabby, built in ??? Piers Sapelo Island, GA Ruins State Owned/ managed by DNR OPEN WITH FEE (approx. 9 miles from parking)
Woodward Plantation/ Laurel Bay Plantation
c. 1790 Tabby walls, foundation Beaufort County, SC Ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Creighton Island
c. 1800 Slave dwellings? Creighton Island, GA Ruins Private NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Cannon's Point
late 1790s, 1812 Main House Addition Foundation, Slave Cabin 
Walls (1812), Kitchen Floor (1812)
St. Simons Island, GA, North end Ruins Nonprofit (St. Simons Land Trust) OPEN TO THE PUBLIC LIMITED HOURS (2.5 
miles from Parking)
Laurel Grove Plantation (Kell House)
Unknown Foundation Darien, GA/McIntosh Ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Myers Plantation
Unknown Burial vault mortar Brunswick Area, GA ??? Mortar???? Vaults in ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Edwards House
Unknown Walls Spring Island, SC Ruins Private neighborhood/ managed by 
nonprofit Spring Island Trust
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Squire Pope Road Ruin/ Cotton Hope Plantation
Unknown Outbuilding Hilton Head Island, SC Ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (visible from public 
right-of-way)
Site Year of Construction Structure/Function L cation Condition Owner/Manager Accessibility
mpton Plantation
796 Slave Cabin (3) ll St. Simons Island, GA Still there, ruins Neighborhood Owned (Hampton Point) OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Bellevue Plantation
04 Anchor House Walls Woodbine, GA/Floyds Neck i s Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Gwinnett Plantation
10 Slave Cabins lls St. Catherine's Island, GA Unknown condition Nonprofit (St. Catherines Island 
Foundation)
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Morel Plantation
1
Slave Cabins (3) walls by shed, Middle Place 
House Walls
Oss baw Island, GA
Partly Functional, definate 
preservation plan
State Owned/ managed by nonprofit 
(Ossabaw Island Foundation)
OPEN WITH RESERVATION AND FEE
St ney Bayn rd Plantation
10 Walls Hilton Head Island, SC Ruins Neighborhood Ownership (Sea Pines)  WITH FEE
Waldburg Plantation
18 0 Slave Cabins (8) Walls, Barn Walls, Cottin Gin 
Walls
St. Catherine's Island, GA Unknown condition Nonprofit (St. Catherines Island 
Foundation)
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Christ Church Cemetery Wall
18 3 Hazzard Cemetery Walls St. Simo s Isl , GA Private PEN TO THE PUBLIC
Callawassie Sugar Works
1815 Foundation Walls Callawassie Island, SC nis Neighborship Own rship (Callawassie)     LI
Cedar Point Plantation
18 5 Walls Fort George Island, FL Ruins National Park Service OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (Possible hike to site)
Haig's Point Plantation




18 5 remains of foundations or walls of six tabby 
structures
Big Talbot Island, FL i s Stat  T E  T  T E LI
Sunnyside Plantation
1815 Gin House Edist  Isla , SC i s Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
The Thicket
1816 Slave Cabins (4), Boiling/Curing House Walls, 
Rum Distillery Walls, Sugar Works Walls
Darien area, GA i s Neighborhood Ownership (Sugarmill 
Neighborhood, Tolomato Island)
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Long Tabby
182 Sugar Mill Walls Sapel  Island, GA i s State Owned/ managed by DNR
OPEN WITH FEE (approx. 0.5 miles from 
parking)
Hazzards Neck
1820 Slave Cabins (2) Walls Hazzards Neck, GA/Dover Bluff i s Private Business NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Stafford House
1820 Stafford Property Wall Cumberland Isla d, GA Unknown condition rivate esi e ce T E  T  T E LI
Thomas Talbird Outbuilding
1820 Outb ilding Beaufort, SC Outbuildings Ruins, House Removed, 
Stairs Remain
Private esi e ce NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (visible from public 
right-of-way)
Kingsley Plantation
1825 Dock, Kitchen Walls, Floor, Slave Cabins (32) 
Walls, Barn Walls, Bricks
Fort George Island, FL Ruins National Park Service OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
McIntosh Sugar Mill (New Canaan Plantation)
1825 Sugar Works Walls St. Mary's area, GA Ruins City Owned OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (450 ft from Parking)
Sams Plantation
1825 Dairy Walls, Roof, Slave Cabins Walls, Main 
House Addition Walls
Dataw Island, SC Ruins Neighborhood Ownership/ managed by 
Dataw Historic Faoundation
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
(McGundo)  Thompson House, Also called 
Tabby House 1830 Foundation, walls Fort George Island, FL Ruins National Park Service OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Hanging Bull
1840 "Praise House" Walls Sapelo Island, GA Ruins State Owned/ managed by DNR OPEN WITH FEE (approx. 2.5 miles from 
parking)
Shaw's Point Plantation
1840 House Tampa area, FL, De Soto National Memorial Ruins National Park Service OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (Possible hike to site)
Braden Castle
1845 Main House Walls Tampa area, FL Ruins Neighborhood Ownership OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation
1850 Rice Mill Walls Darien area, GA Ruins State Owned/ managed by DNR OPEN WITH FEE
Hopeton/Altama Plantation
1856 Main House Walls, Slave Cabin Walls, 
Outbuildings
Darien area, GA Ruins, may still remain State Owned/ managed by DNR NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Greene Estate
1796 (1812) Main House Walls, Green Cemetery Walls 
(1812), Vaults (1812)
Cumberland Island, GA Ruins National Park Service OPEN WITH FEE (approx. 0.5 miles from 
parking)
Riverside Plantation
1800-1860 Walls St. Helena Island, SC Ruins Private Residence OPEN TO THE PUBLIC LIMITED TIMES
Retreat Plantation
1810, (1842) Hospital Walls (brick), Corn Barn Walls (1842) St. Simons Island, GA Ruins Private Business (Sea Island Golf Club) NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Elizafield Plantation
1813 (1825)
Grant Cemetery Walls, Sugar Works Walls 
(1825)
Darien area, GA/McIntosh
Ruins, Ruins (large octagon-shaped 
tabby ruin still standing)
Private Business Ownership NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Adam-Strain Building/ Darien Waterfront 
Warehouses 1813-1830 Cotton Warehouse, basement ruins Darien, GA
Adam Strain functional, One 
warehouse in ruins
City Owned OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Addison Block House
1816-1830? Floor Ormond Beach, FL Ruins State Owned NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
High Point
1820 tabby, built in ??? Piers Sapelo Island, GA Ruins State Owned/ managed by DNR OPEN WITH FEE (approx. 9 miles from parking)
Woodward Plantation/ Laurel Bay Plantation
c. 1790 Tabby walls, foundation Beaufort County, SC Ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Creighton Island
c. 1800 Slave dwellings? Creighton Island, GA Ruins Private NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Cannon's Point
late 1790s, 1812 Main House Addition Foundation, Slave Cabin 
Walls (1812), Kitchen Floor (1812)
St. Simons Island, GA, North end Ruins Nonprofit (St. Simons Land Trust) OPEN TO THE PUBLIC LIMITED HOURS (2.5 
miles from Parking)
Laurel Grove Plantation (Kell House)
Unknown Foundation Darien, GA/McIntosh Ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Myers Plantation
Unknown Burial vault mortar Brunswick Area, GA ??? Mortar???? Vaults in ruins Private Residence NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Edwards House
Unknown Walls Spring Island, SC Ruins Private neighborhood/ managed by 
nonprofit Spring Island Trust
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Squire Pope Road Ruin/ Cotton Hope Plantation






Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Bellevue Plantation Near Woodbine, Georgia 1804
House walls Last known- most walls remain intact and standing 
with the some anchor walls collapsed
Large tabby house in anchor shape. Portions of curved anchor walls collapsed with other 
parts braced with wooden beams. 
Private
Remote location on private property. Little to no public awareness.
None
Last known information comes from blog entries in 2003. 
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Braden Castle Tampa area, Florida 1845
Walls of large plantation house Low- most walls completely collapsed
Braden Castle was once a two story tabby plantation house. Fire and abandonment left the 
site to result in demolition by neglect. Today the building remains are behind a chain link 
fence in a residential community.
Braden Castle Association owns the property and has no evident plan for the ruins. 
Within residential community in the 
Tampa area.
Visible to all visitors and residents in the community. 
Historical marker on site.
Residential neighborhood grew up around the ruins and has owned the property since the 
1920s. Lack of planning is evident since the ruins appear to have been intact but vacant in 
the 1970s (seen in photos). Exact date of total collapse is unknown. Fence around the ruins 
prohibit access onto the tabby remains. 
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Callawassie Sugar Works Callawassie Island, South Carolina 1815
Foundation and walls of sugar works 
building
Fair, form and layout evident
Remains of sugar works building on Callawassie Island. Today it is within a private residential 
community.
Owned by the neighborhood association. No management plan in place, but residents have 
expressed interest in the protection of the ruins. 
Remote, on private residential island, 
but accessible via car
Fair, well known to residents of the community but 
permission required for access
Unknown if any exists
Recent news on Callawassie Sugar Works suggests a protective interest in the ruins by a 
concerned group of residents that resulted in its listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Cannon's Point Plantation St. Simons Island, Georgia 1790s/ early 1800s
House walls, outbuilding walls Fair - high loss of historic fabric
Tabby ruins of Cannon's Point Plantation located on the northern tip of Cannon's Point 
Preserve. Ruins include portions of the main house, outbuildings, and kitchen. Other ruins in 
the Preserve include slave cabins, but of brick construction.
Owned and managed by the St. Simons Island Land Trust. Ruins are fenced off for protection. 
Paths to ruin areas maintained to guide visitors. Site primarily managed as a nature preserve. 
Interventions on main house ruins appear to be historically inaccurate. 
On St. Simons Island, well visited tourist 
area but access to ruins requires a 5 mile 
round-trip walk or bike ride from parking 
area. 
Fair- local knowledge of site, ruins listed on Land 
Trust website. Preserve used for day trips, bike 
rides, and walks.
Signs near the ruins explain the history of the plantation. Staff at entrance of Preserve 
available to answer questions. Brochures available.
The Preserve is open limited hours on the weekends. No cars allowed within the Preserve so 
bike required or long walk to ruins. Ruins are located at northern tip of Preserve.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Cedar Point Plantation Fort George Island, Florida in the 
Timucuan Ecological and Historic 
Preserve
1815
House walls Low integrity, original form of house highly degraded
Highly deteriorated remains of tabby house walls. 
Federal Land Ownership managed by the National Park Service as part of the Timucuan 
Preserve. Maintained only as part of the landscape
Remote, within National Park off nature 
trail. 
Little to none. The park is well known but this 
particular ruin has little to no presence as part of the 
Preserve; not considered a main attraction of the 
Preserve.
None
Cedar Point Plantation is listed for its natural resources in the Timucuan brochure, however, 
portions of the tabby plantation house remain on the site today. The ruins are off of a nature 
trail and are monitored but maintained only as part of the landscape.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
One sign on site with no historical information. 
Cotton warehouses are off of main road by the waterfront. Parking is available nearby. While 





Lower level/ foundations of cotton 
warehouses
Fair- high loss of historic fabric
Ruins of former cotton warehouses built into the embankment of Darien's waterfront. Upper 
wood frame levels burned, no fabric remaining. One tabby warehouse on embankment 
above ruins is still intact but neglected and deteriorated.
Managed by the City of Darien. General land maintenance evident. Minor interventions for 
stabilization.
On Darien waterfront High- on waterfront walkway, in downtown and near 
restaurants. Information available on Darien websites.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Edwards House Spring Island, South Carolina Unknown
Walls of house and dependencies High, most walls intact with openings evident.
Remains of plantation house and dependencies. Located on private residential island. 
Owned by Spring Island and managed by the Spring Island Trust (nonprofit). Buildings have 
undergone stabilization. 
Remote, access onto island is restricted 
because it is a private gated resort 
community.
Low, with limited access to site the general public is 
not allowed much information on the ruins.
Self guided tour on island lists the ruins on the History Trail. Information panels located 
throughout trail
Ruins appear to be in good condition in a remote location the preserves the sense of place 
at the plantation. 
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Information from thesis written in 2011 (Taylor Davis, " Tabby: The Enduring Building Material of 
Coastal Georgia.")
Tabby Site Survey
Elizafield Plantation Darien area, Georgia 1813-1825
Sugar mill walls High, last known, most walls remain intact
Sugar mill had an octagonal mill house and rectilinear tabby building near
On the property of a business, Morningstar. It is unknown if any plan exists
On private property in wooded area. Little to none
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Greene Estate, Dungeness 
Ruins, Tabby House
Cumberland Island, Georgia 1796/1803
Estate House Walls/Foundation Low- Greene Estate; High- Tabby House
Remote, requires ferry ride to island for 
the St. Mary's Georgia dock. Half mile 
walk to site from Dungeness Dock on 
Cumberland Island
High, mostly in reference to Carnegie Dungeness 
ruins. Overall site gets heavy traffic from day 
visitors. Information available online and in printed 
brochures.
Owned by Federal Government and managed by the National Park Service. Management 
includes safety measures to keep visitors off of ruins (fencing and signs) and structural 
provisions to keep the Carnegie ruins standing.
Greene estate was once a large tabby house. Tabby House was private residence on same 
site. Today the buildings are part of the Dungeness Ruins site which focuses on the remains of 
the Carnegie estate ruins (Dungeness) that were burned and abandoned. Original Greene 
estate burned and was built over by Carnegie's Dungeness which means the remains of the 
original estate are likely only archaeological. Tabby House was restored in the 1990s and is 
not currently a ruin
Site is well known as a Carnegie estate ruin. Less in known on Greene estate at same site. 
Interpretive sign for the Tabby House is totally illegible. 
On site signs are not maintained and occasionally illegible from weathering. Self guided tours 
and guided tours available from NPS and outside tour group over island. NPS rangers often 
nearby site to answer questions.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
Minimal signs, information available in brochures and history tours
Recent interventions include capping and stabilization overseen by architectural consultants 
and craftsmen with expertise in tabby preservation techniques. Preservation completed 
through partnership of Haig Point Community Association and Daufuskie Island Historical 
Foundation. 
Tabby Site Survey
Haig Point Plantation Daufuskie Island, South Carolina in 
Haig Point community
1815
Slave cabin walls Buildings range from low to fair integrity.
Remains of the Daufuskie Island North Slave Settlement. Originally incorporated in a slave 
row.
Haig Point Community Association
Island location requires boat 
transportation and arrangement of 
transportation once on the island. Haig 
Point is a private gated community on 
Daufuskie.
Island offers opportunities for heritage tourism. 
Brochures, website, and museum offer additional 
information. Focus on island history broadly rather 
than on Haig Point specifically.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
Neighborhood has incorporated ruins into the property design. No ruins appear harmed in 
the layout of the neighborhood. Large set of ruins behind fence in gated part of 
neighborhood. One wall incorporated into private property wall. Other ruins directly off main 
road. No apparent preservation strategy in place. The ruins in gated portion of neighborhood 
have general land maintenance adjacent. Others are in more wooded areas and have less 
land maintenance. 
Walls Some buildings fair, others low with little remaining 




Portions of original plantation slave cabins and dependencies
Neighborhood Association- Hampton Point Neighborhood
No online information available on site specific 
website, some information on personal blogs and 
websites. Only sign is Historical Marker on road into 
neighborhood but outside of current 
neighborhood area
Northernmost point of St. Simons 
Island, Georgia
Currently within Hampton Point 
neighborhood (private land) in remote 




Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
Plant growth over most walls, some discoloration from lichen growth. Some walls have fallen 
from neglect. Tabby deteriorating, no stucco remaining.
Portions of two buildings currently on unpaved portion of main road. Possibly agricultural 
building for cotton storage
On Georgia DNR Land. No management plan in place
Remote, Requires ferry from mainland 
and is approximately 2.5 miles up from 
the ferry dock
Little, within Wildlife Reserve of Island on main road so 




Hanging Bull Sapelo Island, On West Perimeter Road 1840
Walls Fair, some fabric missing, some walls fallen, overall 
two buildings evident
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
Hunt Club, existence of preservation plan is unknown.
Remote, in wooded area of private hunt 
club
Little to none, location on private property limits 
access. 
None
Last known information on ruins in 2011 thesis (Taylor Davis, " Tabby: The Enduring Building 
Material of Coastal Georgia.")
Tabby Site Survey
Hazzards Neck/Dover Bluff 
ruins
Hazzards Neck, Georgia (Camden 
County)
1820
Slave cabin walls High, last known
Remains of two slave cabins on land of private hunt club.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
Foundation ruins are covered in plant growth and are highly obscured. Located in an out of 
the way location for average island visitors with no attractions nearby. Requires arrangement 
of car transportation or bicycle up to the site.
Piers that once supported a plantation house. No trace of house, which was likely frame 
construction.
On Georgia DNR Lands. No preservation or management plan in place. 
Remote, Requires ferry from mainland 
(Meridian, Georgia) and is 





High Point Sapelo Island, Georgia, off West 
Perimeter Road
Unknown
Foundation Low, Foundation piers remain in place but are highly 
deteriorated and layout is unclear
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):





Plantation, Rice Mill Ruins
Darien Area, Georgia 1850
Rice Mill foundation Low, little fabric remaining
Ruins of rice mill foundation near wooded area of plantation site. Ruins barely discernible in 
landscape.  Located near observation area.
Owned by the State of Georgia and managed by the DNR. No specific management of 
tabby ruins. Volunteers have cleaned the ruins in the past.
Near Darien, Georgia and north of 
Brunswick, Georgia. Close to I-95.
Fair, public awareness of the currently standing 
Hofwyl Plantation House is good  but understanding 
of the tabby ruins is only fair. Visitors likely to see ruins 
once they come to the site. 
Little to no mention of the ruins themselves however, rice production is a focus of 
interpretation at the site as a whole. Staff always on site to answer questions. 
Unknown if DNR or volunteers are currently monitoring the plant growth on the ruins to leave 
them exposed. Ruins highly deteriorated. Location of ruins noted on Hofwyl-Broadfield site 
map.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Hopeton/Altama Plantation Darien area, Georgia 1856
Walls of plantation buildings Fair, layout evident in remaining walls
Remains of large tabby structure located on remote site. Recent purchase by the state has 
the site currently in archaeological investigations. Will be open to the public in the future. 
State owned, managed by the Department of Natural Resources. Plan in works from recent 
purchase. 
Between Darien and Brunswick, Georgia. 
On a remote and wooded site. 
Low, site was private until recently. Local 
awareness growing from news on DNR work at the 
site.
Unknown at this time. 
With the site's recent purchase by the state it is likely that there will be more information 
available on preservation plans and interpretation of the site in the near future. Plans are 
unknown at this time. 
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
On-site interpretation includes exhibit signs and informative panels. NPS rangers are available 
on-site for additional information and answering questions. 
Kingsley is well known for tabby preservation and offers a lot of information for best practices. 
Tabby Site Survey
Kingsley Plantation Fort George Island, Florida in the 
Timucuan Ecological and Historic 
Preserve
1825
Walls of slave cabins and barn, floor of 
kitchen.
Slave cabins range from low to high integrity. 
Kitchen floor is fragile but intact (access onto the 
floor is prohibited)
One of the main attractions of the Preserve includes a full plantation layout including main 
house, kitchen house, barn, and slave cabins. Slave cabins, barn, and kitchen floor 
constructed of tabby. 
Federal Land Ownership managed by the National Park Service as part of the Timucuan 
Preserve. Tabby preservation at the site is experimental and documented. Efforts include lime 
washes, stucco application, and stabilization.
Accessible via car from the Jacksonville, 
Florida area. Kingsley is well known 
location within the Preserve.
Well known and publicized site. Information 
available online and within published works.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Long Tabby Sapelo Island, Georgia 1820
Sugar Mill walls Low- not much fabric remaining
Remains of Thomas Spalding's Sapelo Island plantation agricultural buildings. Highly 
deteriorated from neglect and weathering. Located on the south end of the island and is 
adjacent to regularly used buildings. 
Owned by the State of Georgia and maintained by the DNR. Plan unknown.
Remote, Requires ferry from mainland 
(Meridian, Georgia) and is 
approximately 1 mile from the ferry 
dock
Low- ruins not advertised on Sapelo website but 
proximity to regularly used buildings allows for visitor 
access. 
None
Archaeological investigations have been conducted in the area. Off of paved roads of 
Sapelo Island in busiest area of the island.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
Only signs prohibit access and label the site as "Tabby Ruins"
Located on embankment very close to road that leads into the Timucuan Ecological and 
Historic Preserve. No parking is available for the ruins. Entrance onto embankment is 
prohibited through a sign on site. 
Tabby Site Survey
McGundo Thompson House Fort George Island, Florida in the 
Timucuan Ecological and Historic 
Preserve
1830
Foundation and walls High integrity, most walls remain intact and 
original form and openings are evident.
Small tabby house located within the Timucuan Ecological and Historic Preserve. 
Federal Land Ownership managed by the National Park Service as part of the Timucuan 
Preserve. Tabby building has undergone stabilization efforts that are both evident, including 
bracing at the window openings, and not evident, such as erosion mitigation.
Located in residential area on road into 
the Preserve. 
Site is visible to any visitor onto the Preserve. No 
information on the site on the Preserve's website or 
published material.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




McIntosh Sugar Mill Camden County, Georgia 1825
Large Sugar Mill High, most walls and columns intact. Original 
layout clear.
Large Sugar Mill in St. Mary's area that is largely intact. Building retains most walls and tall 
rectangular columns. Two stories in height.  Off of busy road with parking. Site includes picnic 
tables for visitors. 
Only on site signage is Historical Marker at parking area. 
No plant growth on ruins, clearly maintained. Ruins are tucked back in wooded area and not 
clearly visible from fast paced road adjacent. Short walk required from parking to the ruins. 
Owned by the County and managed by the Camden County PSA. General land 
maintenance evident, manicured lawn. Minimal bracing in some wall openings. No other 
preservation strategy evident. Tree mitigation evident in presence of stumps within ruins
In St. Mary's area off of main road and 
across the road from Kings Bay Naval 
Base
Good, listed on local websites including PSA 
website. Off of busy road and incorporated in 
park area. 
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
Interpretation strategy for the cabins in process. OIF has received grants to implement 
interpretation on site. Staff available to guide visitors since visitation requires prior 
arrangement. 
Ossabaw Island had utilized partnerships for the management of the island and its historic 
resources. Visitors for nature, history, and/or educational reasons. 
Tabby Site Survey
Morel Plantation Ossabaw Island, Georgia 1810
Slave cabins and outbuilding High- all walls intact or restored
Slave cabins were in use into the 1980s but altered and degraded. Recent renovation has 
returned the cabins to a historic appearance and materials. 
Island owned by the State of Georgia and managed by the nonprofit Ossabaw Island 
Foundation. OIF in charge of visitors and interpretation. Long term plan in place for 
preservation and interpretation of the site.
Remote, on island that requires boat 
transportation and permission to visit
Fair- Island access restricted and requires 
permission, but information on the cabins 
available on the OIF website
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
On site signs offer minimal interpretation. 
Long term plan for the site maintains it as an interesting landscape feature for golf club 
members and guests. Access onto site is restricted, golf club membership or invitation 
required. 
Tabby Site Survey
Retreat Plantation St. Simons Island, Georgia 1810
Hospital and Barn Walls Fair-  loss of historic fabric, buildings altered in 
appearance from preservation efforts
Remains of plantation hospital  and barn. On private/gated golf course.
Owned by the Sea Island Golf Club. Maintained as part of the landscape. Preservation 
efforts include incompatible material use. 
On St. Simons Island, well visited tourist 
area but access to ruins is restricted.
Fair- local awareness of location of ruins but 
access restricted to the general public.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
Unknown if any exists
Only open once a year to the public for Lands End Woodland Heritage Festival. Owners have 
expressed interest in protection of the site.
Tabby Site Survey
Riverside Plantation St. Helena Island, South Carolina 1800s
Tabby remains of outbuilding walls Low, remains include only one wall and two 
partial walls.
Former building a cotton plantation. Today is owned by Lands End Woodland which 
originated as a group of African Americans (Gullah) who purchased the former Riverside 
Plantation property for recreational and social events.
Lands End Woodland, no preservation plan in place at this time.
Remote, private property restricts access. 
Location on St. Helena Island is near 
Beaufort 
Little to none, the site is private and remote
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Sams Plantation Dataw Island, South Carolina 1825
Building walls and foundations of 
plantation complex, dairy roof 
constructed of tabby also
Ranges from low(slave cabins and barn/outbuildings) 
to high (dairy)
Total  plantation complex constructed of tabby. Includes main house, kitchen house and 
chimney, slave cabin foundation, dairy, cemetery walls, and other outbuildings. Incorporated 
today in Dataw Island residential community.
On Dataw Island land and managed by the Dataw Historic Foundation (nonprofit). DHF 
focuses on the preservation of the complex which includes stabilization and interpretation. 
Remote island south of Beaufort, within 
a private gated community.
Fair, permission required for access but site is in 
prominent location within island.
Brochures, self guided tour, docents, and on-site signage interpret buildings, activities, and 
people of Sams Plantation.
Residential community was designed around the ruins with consideration for their protection.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Contact at site noted understanding of a need for a management plan. No plan exists at this 
time.
Tabby Site Survey
Shaw's Point Plantation Tampa area, Florida; at the De Soto 
National Memorial
1840
House walls Low, walls removed and now only small portion of 
the wall/foundation remains at ground level
Originally a small house. Most of house was cut in to blocks and removed to another location 
by original owner.
National Park Service manages the National Memorial. The tabby house remains are 
maintained only as part of the landscape with no plan for preservation.
In Tampa area, off nature trail within the 
Memorial lands.
Fair, location within National Memorial allows for 
some foot traffic to find ruins.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
Private ownership restricts close access. Visible from public right-of-way. 
Ruin located off of main road on Hilton Head Island. Originally plantation outbuilding.
Private, on farmland behind barbed wire fence. Minimal bracing evident in window 
openings. Any other provisions unknown.
Off busy road on Hilton Head Island, on 
land of small private farm
Good, visible from main road. Known as Squire Pope 




Squire Pope Road 
Ruin/Cotton Hope 
Plantation
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, Off 
Squire Pope Road
Outbuilding walls Fair, walls and openings intact, possible alterations by 
private owner
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
Neighborhood entrance requires a fee for daily parking pass. No prior arrangements required 
for entrance onto resort. Signs in good condition. Site located deep within neighborhood so 
most likely requires intentional trip to site rather than happenstance. Bike and car parking 
nearby. Ruins located short distance up hill from parking. Little walking required.
Remains of large plantation house off of main road in the Sea Pines Resort neighborhood. 
Slave cabin ruins also indicated in landscape.
Sea Pines Resort, Land and site well maintained/manicured. Ruins protected behind low 
wooden fences, Minimal structural supports/bracing at window openings. 
On Hilton Head Island within a gated 
resort community, located deep within 
the neighborhood but off of main road.
Good, listed on resort website. Location within 
resort allows for regular site visits by guests. 
Signs throughout site allow interpretation of buildings for everyday visitors. No staff on site for 
additional interpretation. 
Tabby Site Survey
Stoney-Baynard Plantation Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, 
Currently Sea Pines Resort
1810
Plantation House, Slave cabin 
foundations
Fair, house outline evident, much missing fabric. 
Slave cabin foundations still indicate house layout
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):
Site Context (Proximity to City): Public Awareness:
Interpretation Strategy:
Notes:
Roof construction evident, one timber remains from unknown date. Leaf buildup in the ruins. 
No fence or signs. Slave cabin ruins are most obvious set of ruins with others farther back into 
private neighborhoods. All visible from public right-of-way.
Remains of slave cabins, rum distillery, and sugar works located throughout private 
neighborhoods on Tolomato Island. Originally associated with William Carnochan's rum 
distillery and sugar works plantation. 
Tolomato Island Property Owners Association oversees the general maintenance. Land 
maintenance includes mowing and up close plant management.
Remote, within private gated 
neighborhood
Minimal, on main roads of neighborhood which 
allow for daily drive by. Information incorporated 
on Neighborhood Association website and 
personal blogs and websites.
None on site. Historical marker at the entrance road to Tolomato Island explains the history of 
the site.
Tabby Site Survey
The Thicket Tolomato Island, Georgia (McIntosh 
County)
1816
Building walls High, Most walls still standing with original form 
evident
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Appears that the owner has attached something to the exterior of the building for storage 
purposes. 
Tabby Site Survey
Thomas Talbird Outbuilding Beaufort, South Carolina 1820
Walls of outbuilding Fair, mostly intact with some alterations 
Small outbuilding of Thomas Talbird House (no longer remaining). On private property in 
historic area of Beaufort neighborhoods 
Private, no pan known
With residential area of Beaufort Fair, visible from public right-of-way but not overly 
obvious as a historic tabby building to those 
walking by.
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Site Name: Site Location: Date of Construction:
Historic Performance Role: Integrity of Performance Role:
Description:
Management Plan (Owner):




Waldburg / Gwinnett 
Plantations
St. Catherine's Island, Georgia 1810
Plantation slave cabins High to low- some buildings still in use while others are 
highly deteriorated
Remains of several plantation cabins and outbuildings. Located at south and north end 
settlements of St. Catherine's Island. 
Owned and managed by the St. Catherine's Island Foundation. SCI has covered some ruins 
with roof coverings and other buildings are in use. Other ruins are highly degraded and left to 
deteriorate in the landscape. General plant management keeps the ruins free of vegetation. 
Remote, access to island restricted. 
Permission required.
No public visits allowed without permission. No 
information on tabby ruins available on SCI website.
Unknown.
SCI has long term plans to protect the ruins. Access to the island is restricted since the island is 




CHOCOLATE PLANTATION CONDITION PHOTOS
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Condition of tabby: large voids in tabby walls, total stucco loss, high level of 







intruding plants, plants 
overgrown at interior 





Condition of walls: walls leaning into braces, stucco 
failure at interior and exterior
207







Stucco failure on exterior 
and interior walls, 
deterioration of wooden 
door frame, plant growth at 





Stucco failure on interior 
walls, biogrowth on 





Large trees and plants within original footprint of house, walls broken and highly deteriorated, 









Biogrowth causing discoloration on tabby walls, large crack repair evident on gable end, 




Chimney Condition: new 
stucco applied to areas 
of chimney, wooden 
lintel replaced, vines and 





Large voids in walls, high level of exposed shell/overall stucco loss, plant growth 
obscuring view and access
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Condition of tabby: complete 
stucco loss, stucco failure exposing 





Alterations to barn: Portland stucco adjacent 
to and covering original tabby, addition of 




Condition of wood: 
deterioration, rot, and 
damage to wood in 







Alteration to Barn: addition of posts on first floor for support
Condition of tabby: large crack, stucco loss, patches
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APPENDIX D:
CHOCOLATE PLANTATION BUILDING RECOMMENDATIONS
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Recommendations For Each Building
There are four treatment options defined by The Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. These treatments are preservation, 
rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction:
● Preservation refers to maintaining the greatest amount of remaining historic fabric 
possible. This entails retaining any changes that have occurred over time to create 
an accurate representation of the building’s evolution.
● Rehabilitation refers to updating a historic building to modern needs and uses 
while also maintaining the building’s historic character.
● Restoration refers to returning a building to a specific period of time and 
eliminating evidence on the buildings of other time periods.
● Reconstruction refers to re-creating lost buildings on a site for interpretation.1
To determine the most appropriate treatment option for a building, the historical 
significance, condition, and proposed use and interpretation should first be considered. 
Since Chocolate Plantation is a remote and isolated site that is not intended for modern 
use, rehabilitation is not necessary nor recommended. While the site does offer 
opportunities for reconstruction, such as a reconstruction slave duplex for interpretation, 
this option is not recommended at this time. Reconstruction in the future may be
an option for expanded interpretation, however, at the present, preservation of the 
deteriorating site should be prioritized over creating more resources which will require 
maintenance. Priorities at present should be focused on the preservation of remaining 
1 United States Department of the Interior and the National Park Service, “The Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties,” (1995), 2.
Recommendations for Chocolate Plantation
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fabric since each year more and more tabby is lost or damaged from weathering and 
neglect. Restoration using compatible materials and toward a historically accurate site 
makeup, including removing incompatible materieals and buildings, should follow as a 
top priority after additional historic material loss is prevented. Suggestions below refer to 
specific buildings at chocolate plantation. Appropriate treatment options are described for 
each building by considering the current condition and proposed use and interpretation. 




Preservation - The cotton barn illustrates a high level of integrity with very few 
alterations over time. As an important element in the original purpose of the plantation, 
the cotton barn could provide useful interpretation of the site. Preserving as much historic 
fabric as possible is therefore the most appropriate treatment at the present.
Condition/ Issue Priority Recommendations Example
No stucco remaining 
leaving a high level of 
exposed shell. Portions of 
walls highly deteriorated.




Large trees and plants 
growing dangerously close 
to the buildings. Interior 
of buildings obscured by 
plant growth which causes 
unsafe conditions and 
restricts access. 
Level One Remove harmful plant 
growth around and inside 
by hand, monitor nearby 
tree to determine if roots 
are causing structural 
damage to building
McIntosh Sugar 




minimal stucco patches 
visible on interior.




Historic building use is 
unclear to visitor.
Level Three Consider interpretation 









Preservation - Any significant changes of the cabin by Howard Coffin are not evident 
without further investigation. At present, retaining as much historic fabric is a priority. 
Even if most fabric is determined to be alterations by Coffin in the 1920s, the alterations 
are over fifty years old and may be useful for eventual interpretation of Sapelo Island and 
Chocolate Plantation as a place for a prominent person’s retreat. 
Figure 4.3 (left): 
Building B of Chocolate 
Plantation, former 
outbuilding
Figure 4.4 (right): 
Gable end of Building B
Condition/ Issue Priority Recommendations Example
One tree on interior of 
building pushing and 
breaking walls apart. Plant 
growth on interior restricts 
access.
Level One Remove interior tree 
causing structural issues 
Sams Plantation, 
SC
Large cracks throughout 
causing walls to break 
apart. All walls separated 
from one another. Braces 




Fence off to restrict 
access and monitor 
braces for effectiveness. 
Consider options for 
long term stabilization or 
partial reconstruction that 
is less visually obtrusive
Stoney-Baynard 
Plantation, 




Stucco on interior failing. 
Modifications include 
reapplied scored stucco to 
the exterior
Level Two Test stucco for 
compatibility and reapply 






Figure 4.6: Door opening of 
Building C
Figure 4.5: Building C of Chocolate Plantation, 
former outbuilding
Recommended Treatment: 
Preservation - The building appears to be in relatively good condition. While preservation 
of remaining fabric is recommended, the lack of immediate issues with this building 
make it a lower priority on the site. 
Condition/ Issue Priority Recommendations Example
Plant growth on interior 
restricts access.
Level One Remove plant growth. McIntosh Sugar 
Mill, GA
Interior stucco failing. 
Areas of exterior stucco 
failing. Modification 
includes the reapplication 
of scored stucco to the 
exterior.
Level Two Test stucco for 
compatibility and reapply 




Wood framing the 
door opening is highly 
deteriorated.
Level Two Remove deteriorated 
wooden door framing 
and replace in kind for 






Figure 4.8: Interior of Building DFigure 4.7: Building D of Chocolate Plantation, 
former outbuilding
Recommended Treatment: 
Restoration - As a roofed structure that has been modified from its original appearance 
it is recommended to return the building to its historic appearance. This will add to the 
overall sense of place of Chocolate Plantation and provide opportunities in the future for 
interpretation.
Condition/ Issue Priority Recommendations Example
Minimal plant growth 
throughout but  restricting 
access to the interior.
Level One Remove plant growth. McIntosh Sugar 
Mill, GA
Stucco is failing on 
interior. Modification 
includes the reapplication 
of scored stucco to the 
exterior.
Level Two Test stucco for 
compatibility and reapply 




Roof highly deteriorated 
with punctures throughout. 
Modification includes the 
replacement of the roof 
cladding with metal.
Level Two Remove metal roof and 
replace with historically 








Figure 4.9 (left): 
Building E of Chocolate 
Plantation, former 
plantation house
Figure 4.10 (right): 
Chimney of Building E
Condition/ Issue Priority Recommendations Example
Largest piece retained is 
the tall chimney portion. 
Stucco deteriorated leaving 
a high level of shell 
exposed. 
Level One Lime wash or compatible 




Plant growth within, on, 
and around foundation 
segments limit the visibility 
of original form. 
Level One Remove plant growth. McIntosh Sugar 
Mill, GA
Some sections of the 
tabby walls remain 
standing while others have 
fallen. Sections of tabby 
foundation walls spread 
over general area with 




Cap low and deteriorated 
portions with a 
compatible tabby stucco 
to deter deterioration. 
Consider interpretation 
in the future of ground 
level indication of the 
original house layout 






Preservation - As a part of the site that has experienced a high level of demolition by 
neglect since the 1990s, it is critical that this deterioration be stalled. Since portions of the 
chimney remain standing as the only clear indication of the location of the tabby house, 
the preservation of this element should be prioritized. 
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Building F:
Figure 4.12: Deterioration in Building FFigure 4.11: Building F of Chocolate Plantation, 
former slave cabin
Recommended Treatment: 
Preservation - As one of the few remain slave cabins, this building should be preserved to 
retain historic fabric and a component of the site’s plantation narrative.
Condition/ Issue Priority Recommendations Example
Only partial walls 
remaining with large 
portions of all walls 
missing or fully 
deteriorated. Most stucco 
fully deteriorated leaving a 
high level of exposed shell.
Level One Lime wash or compatible 
stucco application 




High level of plant growth 
within building obscuring 
any possible interior tabby 
remains. Plant growth 
on, within, and around 
building obscuring ruins 
and causing limited access 
from unsafe walking 
conditions.
Level One Remove harmful plant 






Figure 4.14: Deterioration in Building GFigure 4.13: Building G of Chocolate Plantation, 
former slave cabin
Recommended Treatment: 
Preservation - As one of the few remain slave cabins, this building should be preserved to 
retain historic fabric and a component of the site’s plantation narrative.
Condition/ Issue Priority Recommendations Example
Only partial walls 
remaining with large 
portions of all walls 
missing or fully 
deteriorated. Parts of walls 
deteriorating from pin 
holes, creating large voids 
within walls. Most stucco 
fully deteriorated leaving a 
high level of exposed shell.
Level One Lime wash or compatible 
stucco application 




High level of plant growth 
within building obscuring 
any possible interior tabby 
remains. Plant growth 
on, within, and around 
building obscuring ruins 
and causing limited access 
from unsafe walking 
conditions.
Level One Remove harmful plant 







Preservation - As one of the few remain slave cabins, this building should be preserved to 
retain historic fabric. The gable end is a significant indication of original form and should 
be preserved. This building also retains the only remaining chimney within a slave cabin. 
Cabin has potential in the future for interpretation of slave life.
Condition/ Issue Priority Recommendations Example
Stucco and patches applied 
to chimney/fireplace. he 
large crack between gable 
end wall and south wall 
which indicates separation 
between the building 




Lime wash or compatible 
stucco application 
to all walls to deter 
deterioration.
Test stucco for 
compatibility and 






Vines, plants, moss, and 
lichen cover remaining 
walls and chimney. Plants 
and trees within and 
overhanging the building. 
Level One Remove harmful plant 
growth around and inside 





braces through and against 
remaining gable end wall to 
hold the wall upright and a 
wooden lintel added in the 
remaining window to brace 
the opening. Wooden lintel 
added in chimney. 
Level One
Level Two
Monitor braces for 
effectiveness.
Consider options for 
long term stabilization or 
partial reconstruction for 
interpretation.
Sams Plantation, 




Figure 4.15 (left): Building H of 
Chocolate Plantation, gable end of 
former slave cabin
Figure 4.16 (right): Chimeny in 
Building H
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Buildings J, K, L, and M:
Recommended Treatment: 
Preservation - While preservation of remaining fabric is recommended, the small amount 
of remaining historic fabric make these ruins a lower priority on the site. However, initial 
removal of plants is needed to determine further actions. 
Figure 4.18: Buildings L and M of Chocolate 
Plantation, within tree line
Figure 4.17: Buildings J and K of Chocolate 
Plantation, within tree line
Condition/ Issue Priority Recommendations Example
Totally overgrown with 
plants. Barely visible 
in tree line. High grass 
in field creating unsafe 
condition for access.
Level One Remove harmful plant 
growth on and around 





Condition of tabby 
unknown, likely little 
fabric remaining.
Level Two Walls capped with 
a compatible tabby 







Preservation - Preservation of remaining fabric is recommended, but initial removal of 
plants is needed to determine future actions.
Figure 4.19: Building N of Chocolate Plantation, 
former outbuilding
Condition/ Issue Priority Recommendations Example
Totally overgrown with 
plants. Barely visible 
in tree line. High grass 
in field creating unsafe 
condition for access.
Level One Remove harmful plant 
growth on and around 









Lime wash or compatible 
stucco application to 
walls.
Cap any low and 
deteriorated portions 
with a compatible 









Figure 4.20: Vandalism in 
Building R
Recommended Treatment: 
Restoration- As the most intact building of Chocolate 
Plantation the retention of this high level of historic fabric is 
recommended. However, with numerous modifications over the 
years, restoration to a historic time period should eventually be 
implemented to maintain a historic sense of place and ensure 
that no additional damage will be caused by alterations. With 
the barn in stable condition, this restoration is a lower priority 
since unstable and fragile ruins should be addressed first.
Condition/ Issue Priority Recommendations Example
Few areas of failed 
stucco on exterior and 
failed stucco on interior. 
Extensive vandalism on 
first floor interior partition 




Lime wash or compatible 
stucco application to 
walls.
Cap any low and 
deteriorated portions 
with a compatible 





SC and Kingsley 
Plantation, FL
Recent modifications 
include addition of 
concrete partition wall 
through the south room 
and electrical added to 
first floor room. Additional 
columns added to first floor 
for bracing. Roof and roof 






modifications and return 
barn to historic appearace 
and materials. 
Eventually replace roof 








Floors failing in several 
places on the second floor. 
Wood rot and failure in 
various areas of floor, 
beams, and columns. 
Level Two Monitor floor damage 
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